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southerly 25. .
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Predicted low temperature to* 
night and high tomorrow tor Kel* 
owns 35 ana AS, High yesterday 
was 45 and the low last night 34, 
with ,01 of an inch of rain.
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,0 C A L KINETTE CHORISTERS 
1MASH HIT W ITH GROW ERS
The* Kinette Choir, directed by Phyllis Hill, last night 
received a standing ovation from the 500-odd BCFGA 
delegates and guests who jammed the Aqua ballroom.
It was the second time the girls have “scored” before 
the BCFGA. At the last Kelowna convention, in 1955, the 
Kinette Choir was introduced for the first time.
Wednesday night, after singing 12 numbers, they still 




T H E O T H ER  SIDE O F A  FR U IT PR O B LEM
The (act the grower-owned 
plant of B.C. Fruit Processors’ 
l id ., Is the “ salvation" of the 
3,600-odd registered fruit grow* 
ers is graphically illustrated in-
the above picture. These apples 
are being dumped in the state 
of Washington after the harvest­
ing of the 1957 crop..Thousands 
of tons of apples were disposed
of in this manner. Processors 
is a natural outlet for Okanagan 
growers, when there is no mar­
ket for cull or Cee grade var­
ieties., Processors haye made
rapid strides in development of 
new markets for soft fruits. 
Latest product to take its place 
on the Sun-Rype shelves is- 
Orangecot.
Grass Roots Puts Boots
OTTAWA (CP) — Voting for a 
new Liberal leader tonight will 
be by secret ballot. The ballot­
ing is expected to start shortly 
after 7:30 p.m. a t the national 
. party convention, and the result 
of the first connt should' be 
known in about an bou** •
OTTAWA (CP) —' The grass 
foots have put the .boots to the
i
brass at the national 
convention..'
A rank-and-file uprising Wed­
nesday night forced party organ­
izers to refer back to committee 
a report on political organization.
The repbrt called for urgent 
mobilization of "party . workers ior 
an “imminent'!' election but pro- 
posed that no -changes' be  made 
in the National Liberal Federa-
P EN TIC TO N  N IG H T  
P A TR O LS  U RG ED
PENTICTON (CP) — Estab­
lishment of a night patrol to 
help police fight fioctumal 
crime- was suggested at this 
Liberaltion’s constitution. . • I 8 counc‘* meeting by Allan
This was too touch for some ihnt w v
delegates; already restive follow- J g  on fp riv a te  patool operft- 
tag complaints that too much in Vancouver, paid for by 
tune was being devoted to formal businessmen who would benefit 
speeches from, the rostrum and I an<i staffed by bonded men 
not enough to floor discussion of] carrying either a billy or a 
resolutions. . I truncheqp
INSULT TO ALL" ; ...
Irving Keith- df..Wfiu9lpatC,»^
B.C. Liberal 
Ask Action For Mines
OTTAWA (CP) — British Col- 
umbia delegates' at the national 
Liberal convention, supported by 
■- Quebec MP, today •_ called for 
f e d e r a l  government action 
•gainst the threat of U.S. tariffs 
on Canadian base- metals.
Robert Cramm of Kimberley, 
B.C., proposed a resolution call­
ing on the government to ac 
knowledge the “primacy” of the 
threat of “punitive tariffs” by 
the U.S. on such metals as lead 
•nd zinc.
Mining interests in the U.S. 
are pressing Washington to put 
tariffs on imports of Canadian 
base metals.
This is a • threat to the Cana­
dian economy, the / resolution 
said. It asked for action to avoid 
a "national calamity” to* the Ca­
nadian economy that would re­
sult If the tariffs were imposed.
Armand Dumas, MP for Villen* 
euve, a northern Quebec; mining 
constituency, supported. the reso­
lution \
mer. vice-president -of'the:feder-l; 
ation, said it,.was"*‘anv insult tor- 
all delegation*’' t h a t  they had| 
been summoned to  Ottawa and 
just handed mimeographed cop­
ies of the repos I of the political 
organization coii\pittee.
.This is typical of what’s beenj 
going on for a number of years 




| Garrish was given a huge ova- 
R. P. Walrod, general manager the new product, adding that he | tion whem re-electoi president of
, By W. BE A VER-JONES '
Daily Courier News Editor
A. R. Garrish, of Oliver, this morning was re-elected presi-J 
I dent of the British Columbia Fruit Growers’ Association for th4 
(eighth consecutive year.
The popular head of the Okanagan’s multi-million dolls 
j fruit industry, was returned to office by acclamation.
Also returned were members of the B.C. Fruit Board. The 
I were J. G. Campbell, of Salmon Arm, chairman, and A. G. 
j Brisay, Penticton, and W. A. Kemp, Creston. -  •
Election of the board oh gov­
ernors for B.C.' Tree Fruits, di­
rectors of B.C. Fruit Processors 
and district council officers for 
the northern, central and soutfc 
jern areas will- take place this 
afternoon. ‘
HUGE OVATION
of B.C. Fruit Processors Ltd., 
drank seven cans of apple juice 
daily for two weeks .to order to 
determine “palate fatigue."
He made the statement at 
yesterday afternoon’s BCFGA 
convention when cross-examined 
on his report dealing with the 
fruit processing industry. (A full 
report was carried to yesterday’s 
Courier.)
Experiment was made, said 
Mr. Walrod. to determine “palate 
acceptance” prior to the intro­
duction of the new Sun-Rype 
product, Orangecot, which now 
is on market shelves.
• Mr. Walrod bluntly told/grow­
ers that processors must find a 
new outlet .for soft /fruits, es­
pecially to year?, wben th e , Oka-, 
riagan produces two million .boxes 
of apricots. ' ; ‘ ‘
'.He. expressed -optitoism '/pver
thought it would pay growers the BCFGA. Forty-two years of 
“sufficient return to stay to busi- age, he has been growing fruit 
npss:" He thought Processors since 1932. He owns 16 acres, half 
has to increase itsy capacity from of which Is cutivated to apples 
“hundreds of tons to thousands and the- other half to soft fruits, 
of tons.” , . . The popular BCFGA head was - •*«-- *
Mr. Walrod predicted that an artillery man in the Second V c f 'J
blending of the two flavors, World War, and saw service to V Q ik l
oranges and apricots, would find|northern Europe. - ■ ’v"‘~
a “continental favor of con-| Mr. Garrish succeeded Ivor 
sum ers/' Newman as president of ‘ the
Sarah
Touches Off Real Row
LONDON (Reuters) -  The ar- 
rest of Sarah Churt/hlll, 44-ycar- 
old actress daughter of Sir Win- 
aton Churchill, to Loy Angeles 
on a drunkenness charge has 
touched off a first-class , row ip 
the British press.
Britain’s biggest' * clrculatiop
Tourists Flee 
Resort Strike
NASSAU, B a h a m a s  (CP) 
These British r e s o r t  Islands, 
Whose population normally Is 
doubled at this time of year by 
Bun-secklng Canadian and Amer­
ican tourists, wap virtually bare 
«f visitors today as a genera) 
•trike continued to grip the col­
ony. , '
Efforts were being made to  or- 
rango a meeting between taxi 
•drivers, whose walkout lost’Sun­
day touched off the genera) tieup, 
and the opposing transport inter­
ests the drivers accused of tak­
ing away their livelihood.*
Meanwhile armed troops of the 
British Worcester R e g i m e n t ,  
flown, in Wednesday from Ja ­
maica, patrolled the streets U 
guard against disorder,
newspaper, the t  a b 1 o 1 d - Daily 
Mirror, lashes out in a front-page 
editorial at the Conservative 
Daily Telegraph for criticizing 
the way the Labor organ, * the 
Daily Herald, ployed the story,
Mirror, coluipnlst Keith Watcr- 
louse writes: “I am su re .- that 
Miss Churchill's alleged remark 
‘There'll always be an England 
jut I'm not so sure about Amer­
ica' did not embarrass or humil­
iate her distinguished father os 
The Telegraph seems to think it 
did. *
In any case, The Telegraph la 
old,enough to know*that news is 
news whoever it affects. Suppre* 
sion is a nasty habit for any 
newspaper to get into.”
The Telegraph had. criticized 
The Herald for playing the .story, 
with / “ glaring headlines,” and 
"hideous and 'degrading photo* 
graphs.”
It colled The Herald’s treat­
ment of the story "a most sneak 
ing, mean-spirited and cowardly 
desire to embarrass and humil­
iate without a trace of justified 
Uon a great statesman who ha 
pens to bo a politico! opporieni 
and asked: “How -low con you 
stoop?”
The Mirror counters today 
“How dead can you drop?”
M L A  Fights 
Rural Dumps
, GRAND FQRKS (CP) — Mrs.
J. J . Green of Renfrew, Ont., Lois'Hagged, MLA for Grand
moved that majority representa- Forks-Greenwood, has , told‘ the
tion at party conventions be from Board of Trade here she hopes
organizations at the constituency to do something at the next legis-
level. . lative session about the "dis-
“It is singular.” he said, “ that graceful • condition” of B.C„’s
the politician who cries m ost1®®! countrywide. j  .
loudly for grass-roots representa- Mrs. Haggen said-she hopes to
Uon is the politician who w h e n ^ . ^ . ^ h w a y s j j r  de-
to newer n e e l e ’c t s  the m-a rr I pai tment made , responsible for in rxjwer n e g l e c t s  me grass providing dumping grounds in
unorganized areas as well as be-
be de* tog made to cover them in when scribed as spontaneous, however. /nfpd: ^
A mimeographed schedule for The amount of litter alongside 
Hie evenings events, issued to highways and garbage dumps 
idvance by, convention organizers near communities in the province 
.R®P°rt.°f Committee on could create a  bad impression on 
Political Organization ’ and, next, centennial visitors, she said. 
“Objections to R e p o r t  from 
'rioor,” in each case namtog 
those prepared to speak.
RECONSIDER REPORT 
Senator C. G. (Chubby) Power 
of Quebec who presented the re­
port, recommended that the com­
mittee reconvene today to recon­
sider it in light of Mr. Keith’s 
and Mr. Green’s amendments. *
On Tuesday night, leadership 
contender Paul Martin's , commit­
tee charged that the Liberal.
“brass” is trying to tell delegates | 
how to vote tonight in the leader­
ship contest. The implication was 
that/the brass favors Lester B.
Pearson, Mr. Martin’s principal! 
opnonent.
Earlier Tuesday, a group of 
Young Liberals took a verbal cut| 
at tho Liberal hierarchy.
Allan Cantor of Winnipeg, pres*
Seo—LIBERALS. Page 2
Negotiation^ are already un- j BCFGA to 1950. The latter filled 
derway with an eastern Canada the post for about 18 months foL 
firm for apricots ,to be manu- lowing the sudden death of J . R. 
factored under this brand, he “Jock” Stirling of South Kel- 
said owha. Prior-to taking over the ,
The Processors’ head paid tri-| reins of the fruit growers’ o r - > 
bute to Ted-Atkins, Summerland|8anization, he was secretary of 
Experimental Farm for develop- the Oliver local for four year*
tog apple : cider. This too wW and president in l948. 
shortly b e  manufactured to com-1 Earlier^Ahe ̂ delegates; repre- 
mercial quantitiesrand will beUenttog 3,Gpfrodkl .registered fruit 
aold ui government Uquor stores, (growers defeated a resolution 
Se£^WALRQD P**fe 2 '  |which called for th e  executive to
t— :— —r —'--------^[investigate the possibility of an
indust^r-owned and-v  operated g  
nursery1. Presented by fhe Oliver 
local, purpose behind, tqe reso­
lution was to assure growers of. 
reliable nursery stock.
R. J . Stewart; operator of one 
of .the largest nurseries to the* 
Okanagan;' told The .Courier 
privately, that he would welcome
.GRAND FORKS, B.C. (C P )-  Kettle Valley branch line was|o“^ e^omSlainte o n 'to e 'fac t^ a t‘ strategically placed around n lot complaints on tne iact tnat






A heavy fall of snow Wednesday 
covered the t r a i l  of saboteurs 
who blew up a section of the Ca­
nadian Pacific Railway line near 
here, derailing an early-morning 
train'with 2$ persons abbard.
Police added it to the growing 
list of unsolved recent bombing 
incidents in this area of south- 
central British Columbia, thank­
ful that no . one was injured. The 
area is the home of most of 
B.C.'s Sons of Freedom Doukho- 
bors, long, associated with'arson 
and dynamite. /
Officials' said the charge which 
blew- out a section of the CPR
A y , growers-purchase trees f r omi r -1 
sh®rP .t“P  responsible n u r s e r i e s ;  He
and a t the bottom Of a steep in- bought, however,, that it  would
cUJ?e- , /  ■. . _ . . be an expensive move for the
. ^ as ^°rn up.^or J®® *ee** industry to enter tiie business, 
but the team engine, baggage “ Maybe we will be able to get 
car and day coach—remained up- a uttie more for our trees,” Mr.
. , , . Stewart stated. .
The site of the bombing is 18 Don Sutherland, of Kaleden
miles east of here, within a few said the reason New Zealand
miles of a similar blast a month growers entered the nursery
r>,
'Mt 
t  - s s .
I- <.
ago which occurred just after a (business was because they could
itirf
ne < . ______
train bombing which’ killed Douk-lday advised growers to’ consider 
hobor leader, Peter (The Lordly) the matter Carefully before taking 
Verigin II and eight followers, [action.
train had passed. It is only a few L ot get good stock. Re ing pro­





Armta are pending In eon- 
nection* irith some Kelowna1 
breaklni, It wtui . learned early 
this afternoon, f,
Around-the-Olock Inveatiga* 
tlona by Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police ‘ bavo. been |n* 
tenanted the past few daya aa 
no letup appeared In tbe cur­
rent petty erime wave.
Bgt. W. R. Irving, NCO to 
charge of tbe Kelowna BCMP 
detachment, admitted that no­
tation waa Imminent.
aav.,*
A five-point program on “ plan­
n e d  marketing" waa stressed by 
W. D. Cumlngs, general manager 
of Consolidated Fruit Company, 
when he addressed delegates-at­
tending the 69th annual convention 
of British Columbia Fruit Grow­
ers’ Association Wednesday aftep- 
| noon. ‘ ;
They were:
1. Perpetual research in the
field of consumer needs and do* 
mands, not only for fruit pro­
ducts, but for all competitive 
| commodities. 1
2. Constant study of advertis- 
] ing, promotional, and merchan- 
Idlslng techniques.
3. Nation-wide effort io cstab- 
I llah and re-establish even higher 
plateaus and goals of achieve­
ment. ■; ;i
4. Scientific marketing as n 
principle, with the foresight and 
courage to translate the principle 
Into.practice.'.,, v ■1; ' '
5. Courage to establish support 
and supervise rigidly the quality 
and condition of product a t fts 
final point of sale and 'remove 
from sale without qualification 
any product which experience libs
graven has outlived pot its life, ut its prime. • . * ' • ' !
At the outset of his address, 
Mr; Cumlngs commended ,the
W. D. CUMINGS, general
manager, Consolidated Frail 
Co. Ltd., Calgary, who addrcsl 
sed delegates attending’ BCFGA] 
convention. Wednesday.
Program
growers for endeavoring to 'p r 
duce quality fruit, and admits 
that the one-desk selling -a^cnq 
was the /  “salvation” of 4" 
grower.
Mr. Cumlngs said that toc 
on « tho * spot" understandlr 
would eliminate most of the -cMq 
clsm at wholesale level, if ‘‘the 
realize that In some tostanqes 
takes you, the growers, from 
to seven years to bring fruit ln | 
production,”
“To improvo our position, 
must plbn and function ns an il 
dufitry, whether it be a t the lev] 
of the producer, shipper or pact 
cr; wholesaler or' retailer, air 
must recognize the chain Is on 
as strong as its weakest , link.
He commended growers, f 
U)eir'policy; on quality control,
, “Your products , .' .' mcasul 
up satisfactorily wi th' al l  the 
come in competition wltht T  
copdltlon has been- effected 
continuous research and rigid col 
ftol, knowing well that unsalcat
fjroducis ana waste must be ell na ted . ”
JMIr. Cumlngs said mechanl: 
tion |s an accepted ’’must” by 
/Industries, and that produc 
should not lose sight o r the fa|
Iiroduction possIbuiUcf must ate to capital Investment..l ( ’
S A Y S  R ELIG IO N  A ID S  IM M O R A LIT Y






TORONTO (CP)—A Timmins. 
Ont., clergyman says religion can 
contribute to common-law rela­
tionships 
If a  married couple has broken 
up for some reason which does 
not allow a  legal divorce, said 
Rev. E. Gllmour Smith Wednes­
day. they can have another home
Religion can actually be a  
contributing factor to this de­
plorable condition, for It, Is most 
prevalent with people who have 
been associated with churches 
which rigidly ban all divorce.” 
lie  was addressing the con­
veners of Christian education!,
“only on a  common-law basis,” ‘evangelism and soda! services of
Ontario
ences
presbyteries .and confer- 
the United Church of
Dr. Smith said it waa- stated 
recently in Timmins that there 
were more than 700 common-law 
partnerships in the, 7,000 house­
holds there. He blamed certain 
maga.-Jnc*, books, movies and 
plays for tho situation.
C R ESTO N  G R O W ERS P R EFER  C O U R IER
A
h
. For several years the Creston 
local of tha BCFGA has pur­
chased close to 300 extra copies 
-of The Kelowna Courier for 
BCFGA coverage. And /despite 
the fact that this newspaper1 
entered tha dally publication
field last September,,the Koote­
nay fruit growers decided they 
still wanted The Courier reports 
on the three-day parley. This 
Is the first year that dally cov­
erage hats been given to the 
fruit groupers' convention. The
percentage of the ultima! 
of products, and we seeto to have 
little or iu> control over , this 
t r e n d . . , *  . - “ i ■'
Mr.Cumlng’s
If. Schuler, R. D. Currlo. John I Qi -
a  llaU,. R, G. Jenson 
(kneeling) B ;P .  Behs and 
A. Mlrphy.
a& for tae., fl
“I don’t  know a producing 
ttan on thl* continent that* I
as 
ers, r 1 w s / a a M
Asked whether 
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should take full r i 
for the education of all children 
the province.
A resolution to this effect was 
unanimously this week at 
board meeting for the Kel- 
owna and. District Society for 
tarded Children. The society 
rates the Sunnyvale Centre, 
i school for retarded children, 
it is situated on Bertram St. 
The provincial education de­
triment contributes financially 
i the education of children whose 
IQ  does not allow them entrance 
'  public schools. However, the 
ety pointed /out, no building 
other facilities are provided. 
Other financial assistance is 
itained through th e , Kelowna 
unity Chest and by private 
"itions.
The resolution asking the gov* 
ernment to take full responsibility 
for the education of retarded 
children will be forwarded to 
the society's provincial group, 
which will make formal presenta­
tion to the government.
The board meeting also decided 
there should be an exchange of 
pupils between Sunnyvale ami 
the Kelowna public schools’ 
special classes. Such a move has 
been approved by school in- 
sjfoctor Gordon Johnson and 
school principal Claude Blssel.
The exchange (which works 
both ways) will be instituted at 
the discretion of an exchange 
committee.
Annual meeting of the Kelowna 
and District Society for Retarded 
Children will be held April 16, 
the board decided.
(Continued from Page 11. 
though it is a matter to be studied 
by the industry. ‘
Regarding c o m p l a i n t s  that 
some smaller prairie sections 
were not receiving Okanagan 
fruit, Mr. Cumin gs said insofar 
as his company is concerned, it 
tries to cover all retail outlets





366 Bernard Ave. 
Today's Eastern Prices 
(as a t 12 noon) 
AVERAGES 






tfova Scotia 52 ) 52%
Royal 57 58

















10 Base Metals 
15 Oils
INVESTMENT FUNDS 























































Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as a t 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 98.40 98.60
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 96.20 96.40
7th Victory Loan
% due 1962 96.10 96.30
8th‘ Victory Loan 
2% due 1963 94% 95%
9th Victory Loan
Cons. Paper, 30% 30%
Cons. M and S 18% 18%
Dist. Seag. 25% 26%
Fam. Players 14% 15
Ford A 70% 71%,
Imp. Oti 40% 40%
Ind. Acep. 27 27%-
Inland Gas 7 7%
Int. Nickel 71% 71%
Inter. Pipe 40% 40%
Lucky Lager* 4.15 4.25
Massey Harris 6 6%







Page Hersey 105 107%
PoweU River 30 • 30%
A. V. Roe 13 13%
Steel of Can. 47% 48%
Trans. Mtn. PI. 59 60
Walkers 76% 76%
Vest. Ply. 10% 11
' Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed. 21 21%
Cdn. Husky 11% 11%
Cent. Del Rio 6.75 6.90
Fdrt St. John 4 * 4%
Home Oil A 15% 16
Home Oil B 15% 15%
Pacific Pete 20 20%
Royalite 13% 14




Cas. Asbest. 5.50 5.75
Cons. Denison, 11% 11%
Falcon 23% ,23%
Frobisher 1.35 1.40
Gunnar , 15% 15%
Highland Bell 1.10 i 1.20
Hud. Bay ,44 • 44%
Noranda 35% 35%
Sherritt 4.05 ‘ 4.1Q
Steep Rock 9.85 10
Iberia Gas 











B O N D  Q U O T A T IO N S
in the area. Ib is  ties in with the 
problem1 of chain stores having 
their own wholesale outlet.
He also expressed the opinion 
that foil advantage Is not being 
taken of advertising campaigns. 
Elaborating, he thought'that the 
retail level could tie in with'ad­
vertising drives. , .
Grade Outdated
The term “Cee Grade" 
disappear from, the marketing of 
the apple crop. If B.C. growers 
have their way.
Delegates attending the 69th 
annual convention here Wednes­
day afternoon approved by a nar­
row margin using a more appro­
priate name in-selling “C” grade 
apples.
The British Columbia Fruit 
Growers’ Associatoa toll now re­
fer tfafe matter to the Canadan 
Horticultural Council, which in 
turn, if approved, must receive 
the final okay from the federal 
government.
A resolution submitted by the 
Oliver local was debated at gTeat 
length before approval. Growers 
in the extreme south end of the 
valley thought that “Cee Grade” 
implies an inferior quality, thus 
having a depressing effect on 
fresh market sales.
Terms such as “orchard, run” 
or “No. .3” were among the sug­
gestions for-a new name.
The three-day parley ends to- 
night (Thursday). So far there 
have not been any contentious is
MOon Money 
Can Aid School 
Says James
may sues and no "fireworks” are an­
ticipated on the closing day.
Wednesday night the City of 
Kelowna and the Board of lYade 
were joint hosts a t a  banquet 
Feature entertainers were the 
Kinette choir, who. for the second 
consecutive time the BCFGA has 
been met here and who received 
a standing ovation from dele­
gates. '
Earlier in the day, Jim Camp­
bell, chairman of the B.C. .Fruit 
Board,' admitted the industry, will 
“always have bootlegging no mat­
ter what we do.” '
He was referring specifically to 
the board's regulations covering 
the marketing of the crop. Mr. 
Campbell made the remark dur­
ing the question period following 
delivery of his report.
However, the fruit board chair­
man said ,'the board Is keeping 
“ bootlegging” within a reasonable 
limit. i
“To stamp it out entirely, would 
be far too .costly, but as long as 
we keep it to the absolute mini­
mum, that is about all we can 
do,” he declared.
MONTREAL (CP) — Dr. F. 
Cyril James, principal and vice- 
chancellor of McGill University, 
said Wednesday night that all the 
financial problems of higher edu­
cation In North America can be 
solved for much less cost than it 
would take to send one rocket to 
the moon “where it wotild fizzle 
and burn out within TO hours.” 
He told a graduate audience 
from 22 Canadian and United 
States universities at an Interna- 
ional Alumni Night banquet that 
it has been estimated that a re­
search and development program 
to send a rocket to the moon, 
will cost $15,000,000,0001 This was 
much more than The total re­
quired to solve a ll’ the physical 
Ills of higher education in North 
America, such as* building larger 
universities and paying higher 
salaries. . , ,







5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro’
5% due 1977 
Ontario.
5% due 1964 
Ontario.
5% due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibt
4%% due 1966 
B.A. Oil
5%% due 1977 102.00 *■■ —
B.C; Electric - 
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil 
5% due. 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 108.00 —
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. "C”
5%% due 1988 109
Kelly Douglas 
6% due 1977 101
Last season a Kootenay grower 
was prosecuted for endeavoring 
to ship fruit privately to a prairie 
market. Regulations have since 
been tightened up to make It Im­
possible for an individual to ship 
fruit outside, other than through 
the growers* selling agency, B.C. 
Tree Fruits.
Another resolution hotly de­
bated before being defeated, was 
on cull percentages. The Oliver 
lpcal wanted the fruit board to 
publish a report showing the per­
centage of culls in each variety 
of fruit from each locality.
John Kosty, 'of Vernon, was 
adamantly opposed to the idea, 
pointing out the southern and 
northern growing areas vary.
"Oliver is not afraid to have 
their culls published,” declared 










Iw. J .  Keller 
T o  Rest
William Jacob Keller, 568 
'awston Avo.» whose death oc­
curred suddenly Friday, north 
t Oyamo while driving home on 
ighwny 07, was laid to rest 
uesdny. at the Kelowna come-
T&b service was at Day’s 
hand ‘of Remembrance, with 
ev, W Angel of Kamloops and 
ev F  Bungcr of Kelowna of- 
Iclating
The into Mr, Keller was a 
atn buyer In Saskatchewan for 
ver 20 years before coming to 
clownl to retire in lÔ O, He was 
, a t the time of his death. 
Surviving are his wife, Louise, 
id  two sons. Lloyd, Kamloops, 
ttd LeRoy, Portland, Ore.; one 
ushter, Genevieve, Pomona, 
til., and six brothers: Dr. Paul. 
. Joseph, Frank, Arnold and 
art, nil in Minnesota, and Dr, 
d Keller, In North Dakota. Ho 
s predeceased by his first 
ifo in 1950. •
Pnllbchrcrs were G. Eber* 
den, Vernon: L, McCurdy, P. 
sum, 8. Blffcrt, C. N sshund  
Smith.
LIBERALS
(Continued from Page 1) 
ident of the Manitoba Young 
Liberals Federation, maintained 
that an individual delegate “can’t 
get himself heard without going 
through a  lot of red tape.”
Mr. Cantor made the remark 
to reporters after he, had at­
tempted, without s u c c e s s ,  to 
change the convention’s order of 
business bo that floor discussion 
of resolutions would precede set 
speeches from Liberal leaders 
Therese Glrodfly of Winnipeg, 
in seedhding a resolution on free 
trade, complained she was get­
ting scant attention.
Then Mrs. Nellie Burke, 65- 
year-old Regina grandmother, 
seized a floor microphone and 
demanded attention for the Young 
Liberals.
"I was forced to speak,” she 
told reporters afterwards. " I was 
so angry.”
Grower Arrested
tion. “We want the information 
in order to improve the peach 
game or the apple game 'or what­
ever other fruit we'grow.”
J. H. Thorp, also of* Oliver, re­
ferred to the industry as "one 
big team” , and he cited packout 
figures of one Oliver grower. 
“Under the bottom of the industry 
is a foundation — a foundation 
made up of 3,000-odd growers — 
and if we lose confidence, the 
foundation will crumble, he de­
clared.
Before the resolution was de­
feated, Avery King, of Penticton 
said he thought it hit at quality 
of inspection. “Why don’t  they 
say so,” he said, adding that the 
industry could easily set up 
three-man committee to make a 
periodic survey, Without warning 
of packinghouses and report back 
to the convention.
Motion
Penticton local tried to steer 
through a resolution which would 
have amended the Fruit Vege­
table and Honey Act so that 
Okanagan apples would be graded 
along Washington state.standards, 
t  was defeated by an overwhelm­
ing majority.
Earlier in ’ the * day delegates 
approved resolutions calling for 
consideration being given to  es­
tablishing a cut off date  for early 
apples; use of jumble containers 
in order to reduce packing costs; 
that hail tolerance be allowed in 
extra fancy grades; that the def­
inition of “size” be in the fruit, 
vegetable and honey act be amen­
ded; and that a revision be made 
in the apricot grade. '
Growers also approved a reso­
lution calling for the federal gov­
ernment to extend unemployment 
insurance benefits to cover alii 
orchard help.
By a large majority delegates 
defeated a resolution from Glen- 
more, asking that salaries of de­
partment heads of B.C. Tree 
Fruits and subsidiaries, be pub­
lished. ; •
Also turned down was a reso­
lution from Creston asking that
WALROD
(Continued from Page 1)
"We often consider the experi­
mental station Os- a branch of 
Processors," jm remarked.” 
CAPITAL QUERY {
John G. Edwards, Ffentictpn, 
a s k e d  Processors’ president 
Gordon DesBrisay if he was sat­
isfied, from a long-range view­
point, of tito present capital 
structure of the juice plant. “It’s 
hard to say,” said Mr. Des­
Brisay.
The firm had not investigated 
the Industrial Development Bank 
regulations, he admitted in reply 
to another question, because Pro­
cessors is satisfied with present 
banking arrangements.
H. Marshall, Okanagan Centre 
asked Mr. Walrod what he 
thought the total production 
capacity of Processors would 
eventually be. The latter was un­
able to say, but predicted that 
within the next few years 
would be four’ to five hundred 
tons.
Processors sells apple juice to 
the U.S. whenever possible 
“after we shove our finger in the 
water to see what the tempera­
ture is,” Mr. Walrod said in 
reply to another question. To 
date sales have not been too 
profitable, he admitted.
v By JAMES BACON
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — B o b  
Hope has disclosed that he nearly 
ejected himself — minus para­
chute—from a B-47 jet bomber 
dying at 600 miles an hour 18,- 
000 feet over the Pacific.
The Incident occurred on Ms 
recent 18,400-mile tour to enter­
tain American troops during foe 
Christinas holidays.
The only thing- that saved me 
from taking the biggestf dive of 
my career was a lack of sleep, 
the comedian told a reporter.
We were at YoSota air base, 
outside Tokyo, when a general 
asked me to include some lonely 
soldiers , at) Guam on our Itiner­
ary. I took the je t  in advance .of 
our troupe to set up the show! 
“ They sat me In the co-pilot’s 
seat with oxygen mask, crash 
h e l m e t  and parachute. We 
weren’t In the air long before 
got to feeling very uneasy, 
real claustrophobia. I couldn’t 
see anything but a panel of In­
struments.
REMOVED PARACHUTE
I started sweating,' took off 
my parachute and then asked the 
pilot if it were possible to make 
my seat go up so I could see 
out the blister. He told me to 
null a little lever, similar to the 
kind on power seats in your car.
I was a little groggy from 
lack of sleep and gave a weak 
pull—at the wrong lever. The pi­
lot, watching me in a mirror 
screamed: ’Get your hand off 
that!’
“It was the automatic pilot 
ejection -seat. We were a good 
800 miles out in the Pacific, 
shudder to tMnk what would have 
happened if I  had given the lever 
a strong pull and a squeeze 
“How could I ever top a finish 
like that?”
Hope said no one but the pilot 
knew; how close television came 
to losing another comedian this 
season.
“ I got off the plane in my 
crash helmet swinging a golf 
club, but my swing was shaky,
N House Recess 
For G rit Vote
• OTTAWA (CP) — Parliament 
took today off while Liberals at­
tended theflnal and decisive ses­
sions of their national leadership 
convention."
Before adjourning Wednesday 
until Friday morning, the Com­
mons pursued matters of power 
development in the Atlantic prov­
inces and'the spending-' plans of 
the citizenship and immigration 
department.
J.W. Pickers gill (L—Bona vista* 
Twilllngate) and some other Lib­
erals spent a good part of the 
sitting repeating .demands that 
the power legislation be ex 
panded. , /
In the end It wasn’t, and both 
Revenue Minister George Nowlan 
and Finance M i n i s t e r  Donald 
Fleming accused Mr. Pidcersgill
and his fellows putting up a  jjte; It was cut down later during prep-
iberate fiUbuster to delays pas­
sage of the legislation.
weekly pooling of pariy apples 
be discontinued and that the sys 
tern be succeeded by a first 10 
days’ early pool with balance of 
the season a single pool.
An Osoyoos resolution asking 
that growers who have suffered 
monetary lossees during an ad­
justment period be compensated 
by pool of the variety affected 
was also defeated.
They Pay Their 
M oney, But They 
Lose Every Tjqne
VANCOUVER (CP) — Police 
here are investigating reports by 
two persons that they paid 
nearly $10,000 for non-existent 
timber and gas rights. ■ ,
Arthur Edward Anderson said 
he paid $3,750 for a one-sixth in­
terest in a timber stand at Har­
rison Lake,, B.C., but could not 
locat tiie timber. / , ' •
Two Veteran Growers 
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Campaign Costs 
Woman Big Fine
KIDDERMINSTER. Eng <CP> 
One woman's campaign to have 
a woodsman spare an elm tree 
cost her £155 in court Tuesday.
The court was told that Mrs. 
Margaret Jordan, 36, a  doctor's 
wife, sat In the tree with a first 
aid bag in her lap and dared the 
man to Cut it down.
The tree was located in a build­
er’s plot adjoining Mrs. Jordan's 
garden. -
i She was ordered to pay £50 to 
the building firm for trespassing 
damages and the remainder to a 
lawyer w h a m  she -allegedly 
"shoulder charged" when he got 
ip her Way.
Mrs. Jordan left the scene with 
(the half-sawn tree still standing.
aratlon of the court case because 
It was no longer safe, r*
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HARDWARE, FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
384 BERNARD AVE. > PHONE 2025
SPUTNIK DEATH IN MAY
MOSCOW (AP) — A SoVlet 
scientist said Wednesday Sputnik 
II, carrying the rein aids of the 
space dog t-aika, may stay in the, 
skies until May, B. V, Kukar- 
kin, deputy chairman of the as­
tronomical council of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences, told the 
Tass news agency he has cal 
elated the second earth satellite 
has a life span of six months. It 
was launched Nov. 3. '
r  ■■*■■■
KELOWN — Two veteran fruit 
growers were presented with life 
membership^ of the B.C, Fruit 
Growers Association Wednesday 
night at a banquet which climax­
ed the association’s three-day con­
vention.
Ellis Wood of Salmon Arm and 
W. H. Morris of Penticton were 
honored-at a civic, dinner given 
jointly by the city and the board 
of trade. Frank Smith, 16, of Arm­
strong and his sister Lorraine, 18, 
received the Stirling Memorial 
Trophy for junior fruit judging, 
Ellis Wood was one, of the 
original growers /in the Salmon 
Arm area, settling in the district 
In ,1889. He is a form er member 
of the BCFGA executive 
, MrxMorrls w a s /i member of 
the board,of governors of B.C. 
Dree Fruits Ltd, from 1941 to  
1949 and has been connected 




ehampton junior fruit 
‘ate  the cMldren of Mr.
and Mrs, A. V. -Smith of Arm­
strong., '
Banquet chairman was C. D. 
Gaddes, retiring president of Kel­
owna Board of Trade. Official 
civic welcome was piven by 
Mayor R .1F. Parkinson.
“The whole future of agricul­
ture depends on the Interior. 
Agriculture is the backbone of 
Okanagan communities,” t h e  
mayor said. '
N e w  C P A  Plane 
Tosts O u t Good
(CP)—The Ini 
n a d ir1 1 ~ - 
m i
at Ufat flight of Ca dian Pja- 
ific Airlines*., first long-range, 
ae-powered Bristol Britan- 
Irtinor has been successfully 
|«rri?d,OMt »V»tifogt, CPA to*t
vemi to the airline’s hend- 
hete in mid-February,
■ >  ■ , > ■ •' V , 1 1
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BONN (AP)—€hanccllor Konrad 
Adenauer Wednesday gave con­
ditional approval to a new East- 
West summit'meeting but turned 
down a Communist proposal for 
a European zone free of atomic 
weapons.
' Adenauer told the Germap peo­
ple in a radio address that the 
motive behind the atom-free zone 
is quite clear.
"The creation of such a zone 
would mean the end of NATO and 
with it the end of the freedom of 
Western Europe and of our free­
dom.”
Adenauer went on the air a tew 
days before he is to reply to 
letters sent to him and other 
world leaders by Soviet Premier 
Bulganin.
SIG N A TU R ES  A R E IN S P IR A TIO N  FO R  TH E D U N LO PS
Whitby Dunlops will have the 
signatures of thousands of Can­
adian well-wishers as they head 
for Oslo and the world hockey 
championships . in February.
The signatures are on scrolls 
which are being distributed 
across the country with the 
familiar “Go-Dunnies-Go” slo­
gan across the top. Admiring
the scrolls are Charlie Burns, 
Dunlop’s centre; Mrs. N. Irwin, 
director of the club; Norman 
Irwin and 'Gord Myles.
LIQ U O R  P R O B LEM S , T O O
Ottaw a's Centralized School 
Plan For North Criticized
YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T. (QP) 
The federal government's policy 
of building lairge hostel-schools in 
the north was criticized as in­
humane during the. Northwest 
Territories Council session.,
John Parker, elected member 
for Yellowknife, said the govern­
ment should build small hostels 
attached to existing schools in 
the settlements, r a t h e r  than 
large structured noy/ being built 
.o r  planned at central points in 
' toe territories. s
' " I’m horrified to think of send- 
. lng a six-year-old child hundreds 
of miles to an unknown settler 
ment and a- school he has never 
seen,” Mr.' Parker said during
his family.
He referred to schools such as 
toe • new J4-classroom structure 
opeped Monday at Fort Smith, 
administrative centre for the ter­
ritories. It is designed to serve 
children from the Fort Smith 
arfea and others who have been 
attending church - sponsored 
schools in outlying settlements
Knut Lang, Aklavik trapper, 
urged that overproof rum no 
longer be sold in government 
liquor stores in the north. He 
said there were 241 liquor convic­
tions a t Aklavik during the first 
11 months of 1957, compared with 
only 33. in' all of 1951.
The liauor problem at Aklavik,
toe throne speech debate. Such j he added, “is a little out of con- 
•  child could not-grow up with'trol.” x
Eisenhower Favors 
Summit’Meeting? -
By JOSEPH MacSWEEN |  But Western leaders are all in 
Canadian Press Staff Writer agreement that a summit meet- 
President Eisenhower’s letter to ing without reasonable guaran-
Group Outlawed; 
Too Much Like 
Their Mau Maus
NAIROBI, Kenya (Reuter?)— 
The Kenya g o v e r n m e n t  an­
nounced today it has outlawed a 
society with aims similar to those 
of the Mau Mau terrorist move- 
ment. ,
Some members of the Society; 
the Kiama Kai Muingi, were ar­
rested. The society’s members 
are drawn from the Kikuyu tribe, 
also the centre of Mau Mau ac­
tivity.
Mau Mau had its greatest per­
iod of activity from 1952 to 1956.
Its acts of t e r r o r i s m  were 
backed by a secret, semi-religious 
ritual.
A government spokesman said 
the society outlawed today sought 
to undermine and subvert estab- 'il 
lished authority, to drive whites 
from their land and to stir up 
racial hatred.
The society is reported to have 
directed its harassing activities 
especially against Kikuyu loyal­
ists whoi had, stood by the gov­





OTTAWA (CP)—An increase in 
minimum wage schedules for 
certain construction workers on 
the trans-Canada natural gas 
pipeline may be made, accord­
ing to Labor Minister Starr.
He was replying in the Com- 
mons to a question' by Douglas 
Fisher (CCF—Port Arthur).
A wildcat strike was called re­
cently among workers clearing
M EM O R IZES  EN G LIS H
' Though unable to understand 
or speak English. Quen Hop 
Young of Hong Kong. China, 
went through her United Church 
wedding ceremony with Dan 
Ling Yam in Fort Eriev Ont. 
The bride received instruction 
from Minister T. E. Hancock, 
memorized the English words of 
the service and went through 
the_ ceremony without an error. 
In * Chinese her name means 
•’Beauty.”
Air of Impending Election 
Gets Thicker in Commons
OTTAWA (CP)—The air of 1m*
gettingpending election keeps 
thicker in Parliament.
Both Finance Minister Fleming 
and Works Minister Green made 
clear in the Commons Tuesday 
that an initial opportunity will be 
provided the new Liberal leader 
to test his wings at toe start of 
next week.
'Meantime, in the Senate the 
Liberal opposition was showing 
its numerical strength while the 
government leader spoke of the 
great pressure bn him to get 
legislatiqn through fast.
Mr. Fleming apparently dis­
closed to opposition parties as 
well as the public toe govern­
ment’s intention to bring & supply 
motion before the Commons Mon­
day. This will give the new Lib­
eral leader a chance to propose 
a motion of non-confidence'in the 
government.' r 
Should the new leader decide 
to take advantage of this oppor 
tunity, Canada could be in the 
middle of a new federal general 
election by April.
LIBERALS ABSENT %
But while Parliament went 
about its ’ business, there were 
plenty of reminders that the na­
tional Liberal leadership conven­
tion is in full swing in search of
right-of-way for -the line east of 
the Lakehead. The Northern On­
tario section of the line, from 
Manitoba to Kapuskasing, is 
being built by a joint federal- 
Ontaro crown corporation.
It was understood that any 
wage Increase would apply only 
in the. .section east of the Lake- 
head, where workers on the right- 
of-way have gone on strike.
Labor department officials said 
the wage scale for them, set in 
connection with the crown cor­
poration’s contract for the work, 
apparently is below that for com­
parable workers elsewhere on the 
line. A new survey of wages was 
carried out last week.
—r.cen tly  recommended the more 
■ MOSCOW (AP)—'Die death of frgqygjjt Use of the strap in the 





urban school board chairman has 
come out in favor of strapping in 
school and increased homework 
for children. V  
John McAlister, newly - elected 
chairman’of East York board of 
education, said Monday . night 
physical punishment in schools 
“ih small doses” would do no 
harm. He advocated increased 
homework because “it is the 
weapon to counter too much tele­
vision as well as to,improve stan­
dards.” '
“A lot of time children spend 
watching TV westerns could be 
spent on homework.”
Ronald Hastings, North York’s 
education hoard chairman who re-
Premier Bulganin • was a n . ex­
ample of • how to say ,, in  4,000 
words, that "Barkis is willing;”
It now seems fairly certain that 
the thermonuclear titans are* edg­
ing through a tangled jungle of 
words toward toe summit confer­
ence that Russia prbposed.
Although toe U.S. leader’s 
stand remained essentially un­
changed in basic matters, the 
topd of his letter clearly indicated 
that he anticipates a meeting will 
(eventually tajke place.
•Obviously, it will not occur 
within three months as suggested 
by Bulganin. But is is doubtful 
•whether even the Russian seri­
ously believed that the summit 
could be reached in such a brief 
period.
THINKING CHANGED
It is likely that the thinking of 
Eisenhower and State Secretary 
Jofm Foster Dulles has been de­
cisively influenced by Britain and 
France, and by the world-wide 
clamor of the Sputnik age.
Prime Minister Macmillan and 
. Premier F e l i x  Gaillard had 
shown more enthusiasm for the 
summit possibilities t h a n  the 
American leaders, and Macmil­
lan went so far as to propose a 
non • aggression agreement with 
toe Communists.
As expected, Eisenhower is 
standing-fast by bis demand for 
lawor-lcvcl meetings and agree­
ments before venturing- to organ­
ize a get-together of chiefs of gov­
ernment, But he has shown some 
willingness to bargain.
DULLES YIELDS 
Qno important concession was 
to drop the-American insistence 
on t h e  "Interdependence’* of 
Western disarmament proposals 
This opens the way for point-by- 
point negotiation on specific -is­
sues, a procedure that may at­
tract the Russians, .
Surprisingly enough, the chief 
author op the American letter was 
" Dulles, whose position hitherto 
has been adamant. The earlier 
Dulles demands that Russia dem­
onstrate good faith before a sum­
mit meeting hove been watered 
down considerably,
tees of sincerity would hold great 
dangers of disillusionment and 
bitterness among the peoples of 
the world.
POSSIBLE IRONY 
This problem—and others—was 
discussed last Saturday a t ‘ the 
N o b e l  anniversary committee 
dinner in New York, where Can 
ada’s L. B. Pearson - and Scot­
land’s Lord Boyd-Orr, both Nobel 
Peace Prize .winners, wpre the 
principal speakers.'
, Lord Boyd-Orr raised, toe iron­
ical point that if disarmament 
were suddenly agreed upon, eco­
nomic chaos would result unless 
there was some plan to keep .the 
wheels of industry turning. 1 
Many t h o u s a n d s  would be 
tprown out of work in every coun­
try. Lord Boyd-Orr suggested that 
the U.S. and Russia and "their 
allies and satellites" begin the 
changeover now by nlloting 10 per 
cent of their defence budgets to 
assisting underdeveloped coun­
tries and reducing taxation.
tronomer and expert on comets, 
was announced Wednesday. Orlov, 
a member of the Soviet Academy 
of Science Pnd -director of the 
Comet Research Institute, was 
Maulone of M o.w# TT—'versity’s old­
est faculty members. ' '
gerated.
I favor the use of the strap 
only when absolutely necessary 
and increased homework only 





G o v 't Orders
»
Stock M arket 
Marginal Cut
WASHINGTON ,(AP) — The! 
federal reserve board Wednesday I 
cut stock market margin require-! 
ments to 50 per cent from 70, ef-1 
fective today. *
The- move obviously was in­
tended to counter the business re­
cession and decline of stock mar­
ket values.
The board had imposed the 70- 
per-cent rate in April, 1955r as an 
anti-inflationary restraint.
The margin is the minimum 
amount of cash that a stock 
buyer must put up when pur­
chasing s t o c k s  on major ex­
changes. The remainder of the 
cost, when margin purchases are 
made, may be borrowed from 
brokers.
BACKACHE
successor to retiring Louis S. 
St. Laurent.
When the Commons opened at 
2:30 p.m. EST there were about 
30 of the 106 Liberals in their 
scats. By nightfall, as Mr; St, 
Laurent bid his farewell to the 
party a t the convention. Liberal 
strength had dwindled to six. * 
Meantime, in the Senate the 
Liberal majority voted’ down’ 42 
to 6 government objections to 
sending to a committee for study 
legislation authorizing a ‘530,000,- 
000 loan to the New Brunswick 
government to cover costs of a 
hydro power project on the St. 
John River.
After the committee study to­
day, the legislation was expected 
to get speedy final approval. The 
Commons has already passed it.
As the dispute arose. Senator 
John T. Haig, government leader 
in the Senate, said the uncertain 
situation, in which the govern­
ment is “ faced with the possibil­
ity of defeat on the floor of the 
House” and a new election, 
makes it necessary for fast leg­
islative action 
!n the C o m m o n s ,  the CCF 
started the day off by attempting 
to move adjournment of its regu 
lar business to debate the unem 
ployment situation. Speaker Ro­
land Michener- ruled the motion, 
by Thomas M. Barnett (CCF— 
Comox-Alberni)'out of order.
It was during discussion of this 
motion that Mr. Fleming said a- 
supply motion Monday would 
give members ,a chance to do- 
bate unemployment. ' ‘
TWO new and
h ta r ln g  a Ids
Set and try them both) The 
new Zenith Diplomat at-the-cer 
hearing aid. And the brand new. 
Zenith Eyeglass Hearing Aid. 
Attractive, inconspicuous, high 
performance Zenith Quality 
Htaring Aids! 10-Day Money- 
Bac^ Guarantee. Free home 
demonstration arranged!
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LAUNCH HUGE TANKER
' KOBE;’ Japan (Reuters)—The 
84,730-ton tanker Harold H. Helnij 
one of the largest ships in the 
world, was launched here by Na­
tional Bulk Carriers; an American 
firm. She will‘ferry crude oil from 
the Persian Gulf to the United 
States west coast.
Backache is often caused by lazy kidney 
action. When kidneye get out of order, 
excels acids, and waatga remain in the 
,'system. Then backache, disturbed rest 
or that tired-out *nd heavy-headed feeling 
may soon follow. That’* the time to take 
Dodd’s , Kidney Pills. Dodd’̂  stimulate 
the kidneye to normal action. Then you 
feel better—sleep better-ywork better. 
Get Dodd’s  Kidney Pills now. 51
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ROME (Rhutcrs) — Monarch­
ist politician Rena to Marmiroli 
today challenged,a fellow Mon­
archist to a duel oyer a political 
dispute. -
lie  sent a telegram to AchUle 
Lauro, millionaire shipowner *nd 
leader of the small Popular Mon­
archist party, a l l e g i n g  that 
Laura's "autocratic attitude” is 
hampering reunification of the 
m o m e n t  in Italy,
"If you are pot a coward, nc 
cept my challenge,” said Marmlr- 
oil's telegram. -
Marmiroli last fait offered to 
fight a duel with I<ord Altrin­
cham, British peer who. criti- 
cl god Qucmi Elizabeth’s manner




N EW  T Y P E O F O C EA N  PICKUP
Abolished
LONDON (CP) -  To the con­
sternation of practically nobody 
wh'o ever contemplated a mili­
tary misdemeanor, the British 
army's notorious “Glasshouse' 
prison! nt Aldershot Is to be de­
molished.
The grim yellow-brick building, 
whose fearsome reputation was (t 
staple Item in soldier’s scuttle­
butt, has been derelict more than 
decade. Once it housed 200 
prisoners at a time, subjecting 
them, to what a British provost of­
ficer described today as a "very 
strict", routine.
The 1 Canadian. 1st Division, 
under Gen. A: G. L. Mcaughton, 
arrived at Aldershot In Decem­
ber, 1949. figures are not avail­
able here on the number of Cana­
dian soldiers who seryed time in 
the Glasshouse, but th ey . prob­
ably were shocked by the "pun­
itive and deterrent” punishment 
the British army says was meted 
out there. Later, the Canadians 
built their own -detention bar* 
racks. *
Orte or two upheavals" took 
place in the Glasshouse In war­
time as hardened criminals were 
conscripted and fouhd their way 
Into the two-storcy prison, where 
everything was done “at toe 
double." \ .
In 1869.The Glasshouse, built 
was named for Its g la ss , roof, 
became a byword In allted arm 
lea, titotigh probably a •oink tea
party compared with earlier met­
hods of discipline,'
Up to 1810. it s was common 
form for unruly soldiers to bo 
branded on the Chest “B.C.* 
bad character. In 1728, one un­
fortunate was sentenced to 12,600 
lashes for alaughterlmg the hors 
of his commanding officer to sell 
their hides. ,
A'simulated rescue conducted 
by the U.S. Air Force and 
Coast Guard uses the rescue 
basket to scoop the ' pilot and 
rubber life raft out of the water 
and lifts them to the helicopter. 
Injured and unconscious airmen
can be picked up with this 
equipment, which was devel­
oped by the Air Research De­
velopment ' Command, Balti­
more; Md. No help is required 
from the imperiled individual 
being rescued.
Drying 
In Less Than 35 Minutes
New 1958 -  General Electric
........ ........
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Just turn a dial for 
wrinkle-free drying 
o f all fabrics.
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For normal loads of cottons and 
linens —  ready to. fpld and put 
away in 35 minutes or less. ‘WT
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'and delicate lingerie, silks and nylons come old wrinkle-free In
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|ln A  Growing
* ‘ There are certain intangible* that in-
?,|fluence industries to a community.Thcy are . 
^ th in g s  that a  decade ago, a large corporation 
'/'seeking to locate a branch or a main industry 
did not consider of first importance. , 
to- Today the situation-is a matter of clim- 
r-j’ate, not the degrees of heat or cold, o r 'th e '. 
mean temperature of the area, but is the 
climate of a friendly one to industry. A 
friendly cUmaie is one where the people al- 
/  ready resident in the community will welcome 
*a newcomer. Will the businessmen look with 
favor cm a new industry, it may be competi* 
five*—o r will there be an attitude of come if 
you want to, but you are on your own.
Is this sentiment reflected in the poten­
tia l labor to be employed? Is there the attit- 
- ude that a new industry should not be assisted 
! to locate by the city, tne Board of Trade, but 
as H is free enterprise and capitalistic it does 
not need help or even a welcome? .
This is a mighty important question 
* to the industrialist seeking a location. But 
: there are other matters which he weighs 
carefully. What are the recreational facili- 
i ties? How is the community equipped for
Presenting The
Some old-time reporters—many of 
them gravitated to other fields of endeavor- 
are prone on occasions to tell the younger 
generation of newspapermen that the news­
papers of today are not the equal of the old 
journals of say, 45 or 50 years ago.
They recall, the output of brilliant and 
hard working reporters 'o f times long gone, 
editorial writers of thunderous, trenchant and 
barbed pen. It has been suggested'that re­
porters’ efforts of today are lacking jn  orig­
inality, cut and dried and “overstyled.”
The case put forward is not altogether' 
without foundation.. There were excellent 
reports of major events in the newspapers of 
yesteryear—reports of parliaments and city ’ 
councils; of great events lin sport; of music 
and drama; of fires, disasters and murder 
trials. Yet the. test of the journalistic pudding 
is in the eating and the only way to assess the 
nostalgic worshipof some for thftGood Old. 
Days is to  go back to the Good Old Files. 
v  ‘ A  comparison between the old and the 
npW in newspaperdom reveals the march' of 
progress in the past four or five decades. A 
search of ancient files does indeed yield ex­
amples of first-class reporting. It also bring*
ndustries
schooling, hospitals, hotels, housing, water 
supply.
None of these things have a direct bear­
ing on production from the plant, but they 
have a tremendous influence on the people 
who will be employed. If they are happy, 
the production of the plant will benefit.
Stability in civic' leaders and the com­
munity spirit among residents help to make 
a community attractive.
Experience shows that labor trouble is 
inherent in a community which docs not have 
these things to offer.
These are the things which must be 
watched by those who seek to' develop a com 
munity. They must recognize (hat they are 
a challenge to them and if they do not exist 
and cannot be used to “sell” die city to the 
individual, the company or the corporation, 
then what other assets can be put forward to 
counter balance these deficiencies. They will 
■have to  be good, for the. matters listed are 
ranking, high with those who seek locations
It is the local spirit, the friendliness and 
the desire to help not only the newcomer 
but the entire community that is weighec 
seriously.
News
to light the fact that old-time reporting was 
very often overlong and filled .with unneces­
sary and uninteresting details. Pages were 
unmercifully cluttered up with reports of 
“regular monthly meetings” of this and that, 
reports of events of interest not to the many 
but to the few, long lists of “floral tributes” 
at funerals.
Editing left much to be desired in the 
matter of headlines and grouping of the news. 
But worst of all there was ax lamentable lack 
of national and international news—of die 
great world beyond the confines of the re­
gions where the newspapers were published.
As to the mechanical process involved in 
the production of a  daily newspaper, their 
improvement is almost incredible. They are to 
be found in the quality of the newsprint, 
clarity and design of the type; sharpness of 
the photographs—and more spectacular still, 
the. gay: splash of color. Efforts of the re 
• porters^ editors, publishers .and personnel 0f 
all departments of an earlier day established 
a  worthy tradition of Canadian journalism. 
Building on these foundations of the past, 
those responsible for newspapers of 1958 
have reached and passed'many a milestone.
IN T ER P R ET IN G  T H E  N EW S
/
i  by GEORGE KITCHEN 
i Canadian Press Staff Writer
' President Eisenhower's so • 
Called "space age budget/’, alloca­
ting Just under 540,000,000.000 for 
m ilitary spending ,1a  designed to 
.re-establish the U.S. position of 
strength for the continuing diplo­
m atic struggle between Washing­
ton and Moscow. .
; The $73,900,000,000 budget. Mg 
gest peacetime outlay in U.S. his­
tory, proposed increases of $1,118,- 
, C00,000 in ‘defence1 expenditures 
ymd $1,000,000,000 In foreign aid.
Slivilian programs were cut back lightly and tax rates left un­
touched. ^
, |  The emphasis E 1 s e n hower 
Maced on modern arms was to 
, counter dismay at the way the 
U.S. h»s lagged behind Russia. 
The president called for a $3,800,- 
000,000 step « up in spending for 
jtnissile and nuclear weapon re* 
search and production: 
fcBTS ELBEWHEEE 
. There will he criticism over the 
fact the president. In concentrate 
on rocketry, decided to cut 
ck on conventional forces. The 
bony, which has been whittled 
..frown to 15 divisions from 19 in 
r  the last two years, is to lose'still 
!her. The air force will loso 18 
jrs. including one in its Strate- 
Air Command. Six warships 
im l one carrier a ir group, will be 
Maced In reserve.
I  Somo military observers feel
that since the missiles to be sub­
stituted for convention arms won’t 
be . ready for two-years, these , re­
ductions may impair U.S. capac­
ity to meet a limited war should 
one develop in the interim-.
Eisenhower,, appears also to 
have scrimped on outer space pro­
jects. He asked for $340,000,000 for 
the newly - established advanced 
research projects .agency but half 
of the money WUl go into anti­
missile projects, not strictly with­
in the scope of outer space de­
velopment.
At a time when the Soviet Un­
ion is wooing the uncommitted 
countries with offers of economic 
aid, the president may, have un­
derestimated the need for foreign 
assistance. His $3,940,000,000 for
I t t l s V t
~ i s s s g
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Reuther Claims Auto 
Industry Distorts Plan
DETROIT (AP) — Walter P . bonus plan based on dividing «*». 
Reuther says spokesmen for the cess profits for top executives. . 
automobile industry’s Big Three Reuther estimated that Curtice' 
either don’t  understand his profit- other executives received n 
sharing and customer-rebate pro- total of $833,000,000 in the 10 
possls. or they tried wilfully to years between 1947 and 1938 \m* 
distort'them. ■. dcr ■ that plan.
The United Auto Workers chief Be questioned whether "public 
referred to his union’s 1938 con- confidence can best be built by 
tract demands, which were made a small group of General Motors 
public Monday and promptly executives sharing in the excess 
criticised sharply In statements profits of the corporation while 
tom  General Motors, Ford and I denying workers and consumers 
phryrier Corp. their rightful share." <
In  a letter Tuesday to GMl R o m n e y  said: "Reuther’a 
President Harlow H. Curtie “ * 
with leaders of the other ti 
companies marked In for copies, I to silence- growing 
Reuther said his plan was "based!chain-reacting pattern bargain- 
upon the right of workers and ling. This Is subterfuge." .
.• •• ^ L « c u
The letter was made pub- fa i the UAW proposal as “unre­
lic by Reuther’* office severalitiijtic/* "foreign to the concept 
hours after another auto execu-U American free enterprise 
tlye. George Romney, president W stem " and "inflationary.” 
of American ̂ Motors, joined the I jteuther’s proposal, to be pre- 
verbal attack. Romney called ZZ
Reuther’* proposal a "subt*,,- 'scnte<* to * »P«clal UAW coaven-
fuge.”
°4f “ 5 V lsessions beginning about April i ,
?iaw  nrnno1̂ ^ 60*’ re êcte<l t t e j formof  rebates .\nd '50per*cent
Ih e  PUAW president accused ^ . 5 ° ^ -  . ...
General M o t o r s  of opposing I Z ^ S S ^ S fJ 'S ,
profit Sharing for hourly - rated j.n £ anfd« w ^ probably be 
workers while maintaining ^  receP^on at th#convention.
TWIN ARRIVALS
T H E  D A ILY  C O U R IER
* * » .& , MscLeen, publisher
Wtri&shed every nrternoon ex- 
,pt Sundays and holidays nt 493 
cyto Avq., Kelowna, B.C. by 
Kelpwna Courier Limited, 
emhers Audlt Bureau of Cir- 
,'iquiodcos. 1 , 1 , . ■
rMwberrrf The Canadian Pree*. 




, maintaincd. rote* Ba above.
; Wtoor aalc»;pric«<i 8 <$M$*
-i-' 11ijJNtiVi*•
eign aid - program Includes only 
$2,275,000,000' for economic aid 
and tins Is almost certain to be 
the target 1 of economy • minded 
congressmen. The remainder of 
the foreign aid 1)111 goes for mil­
itary expenditures.
Though his administration has 
talked; of "sacrifices," Eisen­
hower didn’t  quite carry that 
thought'through when it came to 
cutting domestic programs. His 
domestic budget of $27,598,000,000 
represented a drop of only $319,- 
000,000 from current spending. 
This may be accounted for by the 
fact Congress faces an election 
this fall and will be under fire 
from domestic pressure groups 
through much of its current ses­
sion.
10 YEARS AGO 
January, 1948
J . E. Chambers, of Vancouver, 
notified city council Monday 
night he intends to operate a boat 
livery on Okanagan Hake from 
the wharf adjoining the Willow 
Lodge. Provision will be made 
for a marine taxi, and fishing and 
pleasure excursions are planned
The present spell of cold weath­
er may be hard for some people 
to take, but it  isn’t breaking the 
hearts of local followers of the 
roarin’ game. With the approach 
of the long looked-for frosty wea­
ther, local curlers are as busy 
as a one-armed paperhanger with 
the hives, making ice a t the local 
curling rink. If the cold weather 
holds out, officials say the ice 
will be ready for this coming 
weekend.: • v
20 YEARS AGO 
January, 1938
One of the most interesting 
sidelights of the Growers’ Con­
vention, just concluded, is the 
announcement that Vancouver is 
planning a bang-up "B.C. Apple 
Week," and that Mrs. Isobel Still 
ingfleet, British Empire apple 
packing champion, will go Van­
couver during this week to ex­
hibit how apples are packed in the 
Interior. . .
. 30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1928 
The Gyro Club of Kelowna elect­
ed the following as Officers for 
the ensuing year, aind they were 
installed in their respective dut­
ies )>y Gyro E. D. MacGinnis 
Past Deputy Lieutenant Governor 
of District No. 4:— President, E. 
D. Alexander; first vice-presid­
ent, R. G. Rutherford; treasurer, 
Elmer Sshiedl; secretary, E. 
Greenside; directors, D. K. Gor­
don,/ Norman DeHart, R. W, 
Seath and D. Chapman.
40 YEARS AGO 
' ■■ January, 1918
Kelowna is seldom favored with 
a feast «f music so altogether 
delightful as that-provided ̂ by Isj 
olde Menges a t the Kclown 
Theatre on Monday evening, 
violin In the hands of a good 
performer Is always an instru­
ment of delight, but-in the hands
of a genius it becomes a miracle 
revelation, with a range of 
tone and expression marvellous 
indeed. And such a genius is Is­
olde Menge queen of the world 
of violinists, of which Krelsler is 
the undisputed king.
50 YEARS AGO 
January, 1908
Mr. Chas. H. Leathleyj editor 
and proprietor of the Hanley, 
Sask. "Herald," was a caller at 
the Courier office yesterday. He 
is looking for a journalistic open­
ing in the Okanagan Valley hav­
ing realized after several years of 
residence, that a country with 
practically only one crop cannot 
compare, for continuous prosper­
ity with a land of unlimited re­
sources such as British Columbia, 
ng realized, after several resid- 
ence, thafca ebuntry with practi­
cally only one crop cannot com- 
ppare, for continuous prosperity, 
with a land of unlimited resour­
ces such as British Columbia
A FL-C I0  Body 
Cleaning O u t
S U PP O R T S A R A H
HEW YORK,(API — The TTeW 
York Times . today quotes . in­
formed sources as saying. the 
AFL-CIO has abolished nearly 
100 organizers’ jobs.
Some of the organizers are 
being retired involuntarily, some 
are being transferred to a  new 
speakers' bureau that: is being 
set up in the public relations de­
partment and a "substantial 
number" are being discharged, 
the newspaper says in a  Wash­
ington dispatch.
The story says that in addition 
a number of other employees in 
the headquarters building are 
bring laid off.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
It Adds- that the sweeping en­
trenchment takes effect F eb .;l, 
about the time AFL-CIO leaders 
will be gathering in Miami Beach 
to consider, a  $1̂ 200,000-a-year 
public relations program.
Official sources in the AFL-CIO 
were not available for comment, 
the Times says, adding that John 
Livingston, director of organiza­
tion, snapped a sharp "no" to 
reporter who'asked to see him 
Thb. retrenchment reflects, the 
Times says, the failure of*an or­
ganizing campaign, at least 
terms of a . 225-man staff; a ,10- 
LONDON (AP) — British-news- per-cent cut in income as a re­
papers have rallied to the sup-suit of the expulsion of the In 
port of Sir Winston ' Churchill’s ternational Brotherhood of Team- 
actress daughter' S a r a h ,  and sters and other unions, and 
praised her performance on a I shift In emphasis to public rela- 
televlsion show which followed! tions 
her jailing in Los Angeles on a 
charge of drunkenness.
The London papers take Los 
Angeles'police sharply to task for 
their conduct in arresting her, 
and some are indignant that the 
authorities were called in a t all.
Miss Churchill spent five hours 
In jail on a complaint by the 
General Telephone Co. that she 
used profane and obscene lan­
guage over-the phone* Sheriff’s 
deputies said they arrested her 
after she climbed into their car 
with a glass of rum, resisted ef­
forts to get her out, and cursed 
them-
U K  Papers Rap 
Los Angeles'
West M ust Prove 
Life Here Better 
Says Statesman
TORONTO (CP) — Britain’s 
Lord High Chancellor says the 
| West must prove its way of life 
worthVthe sacrifice necessary to 
match Russia’s power of destruc­
tion.
Viscount Kilmuir, who as . Sir 
David Maxwell Fyfe, was chief 
{British prosecutor- at the Nuem- 
[berg war crimes tria ls,',  said 
[Tuesday the foundation of the 
| Western way of life must be a  
morality which can keep the 
Iworld from nuclear disaster. '
‘In the first two Sir Robert 
iFalconer Lectures, he told an 
[audience of more than 700 a t the 
| University, of Toronto the nuclear 
age emphasises the Importance 
of the need, for qualities of mind 
ahd spirit’necessary to eliminate 
’the misuse of scientific achieve­
ment.” *
-The standards' of conduct' of 
ithe British Common Law were a 
i worthy 7 basis . for world con- 
ifidence. particularly, since' " it 
continues to " i^ e rn ‘mbre*than a
| third of. the world today. - >
| v But, he said, "we m ust'm ake 
| clear our basic thoughts and un­
derlying beliefs to those who 
I sympathize with us’as well as to 
those With whom we disagree.”
P H YS IO LO G IS T
Plant physiologist, Dr. Ray 
Lockard of Kaslo, B.G., helps 
solve Malayan agricultural 
problems. He is in Malaya dL 
recting experiments to increase 
the output of rice. Communal 
farms are used as education 
centres by the government' to 
teach modem farming methods.
* A AM
B R O K EN  A R M  S TAR TED  IT
jm $ m  
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WORKMAN LOSES LIFE ON SKYWAY■' 1 ' ■ ■ ■ 1,1 "v. - 'I. ■1 -1 . -t
A drop from this 2004bot high
scctWi of tha’BKywsy at Bw-
lington, O nt. caused the death 
Jude Doguny. A  ro Nlftgar
iWIftii,
ha slipped, fell through a  plank­
ing below, then dropped Into the 
canal. .Ha is thethlrd, workman 
to lose Ms life on the Skyway.
Police Seek Peeved Suitor For
ST JOHNS, Que. (CP)--Pollce house and swarmed into it de-'
In two cities are seeking a re­
acted suitor who allegedly led a 
22-man raid on his ex-beloved’s 
home. /
Three men—believed by police 
to be part of the mob that beat 
up respected St. Johns notary 
Lionel D e s m a r a i s .  65, and 
smashed 91,500 woqth of furniture 
and fittings—were 1 Jailed. The 
others escaped, one with a police­
man’s bullet in his thigh.
Hold for preliminary hearing 
Jan. 21 on charges of disturbing 
he peace and destroying private 
Property were Patrick Delio, 21; 
tony Intcrslno, 23, and Fernand 
Tinsley, 31, *' of Montreal, All 
pleaded not guilty.
ASK PROTECTION - 
St. Johns police Chief Stanley 
Tremblay qald the roots of the 
ruckus apparently go back to last 
year when Mr. D e s m a r a i s ’ 
daughter .Lucille, a nUrse. be­
came engaged to a man whose 
broken arm  ;he had helped treat.
They were to  be. married Sat­
urday, bu t Miss Desmarais broke 
off the wedding on the advice of 
her parents early last week.
Tremblay said the family asked 
for police protection after threats 
from the suitor.
Constable Robert FiHon, stand­
ing the overnight watch a t the 
Desmarais borne, radioed for re­
inforcements after three or four 
carloads of men surrounded the
spite his warning shots.
U .S . Congress 
Asks National 
Debt Boost
WASHINGTON (AP)-The ad-| 
ministration Tuesday, asked Con. 
gross to boost the 9375,000,000,000| 
limit on thp national debt to 9280,- 
000,000,000. .
Treasury Secretary Robert,An-1 
derson asked for the-.increase in 
letters to Democratic and Repub-1 
llcan leaders of the House of Rep­
resentatives ways and means and 
Senate finance committees. I
Those are the c o m m i t t e e s !  
which would handle such legisla­
tion. . . .
The increase would be effective 
from the date of enactment! 
through June 30,1959,
BIB LE T H O U G H T
la my father's house are many| 
ntanslMS. Jobs 14:2.
Somewhere in the vast expanse! 
of creation extending billions 
light years in alt directions a | 
wonderful home awaits you if I 




« f  f a l l e n  w i r e s
You can't tell by; looking whether n 
fallen wife Is live or dear!. Windstorms, 
heavy snows, falling trees eometimes 
break; power lines.
If you find a wire down. •. don’t touch 
it. Call your local B.C. Bower Com­
mission office. We’ll take .care of it 
safely and quickly. '
’ - .6*- <*
Parents and Teachers:; Warp 
children about the danger of’ 
touching fallen wired.
POWRR M IA N # n o O U tf
>JpA"v, ' , ■ '
^ ; 1 ' r -  -  ; ; ; •
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V E R N O N  R EPO R T
Becker Seeks Genius 
To Invent Safety Item
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
K ELO W N A  K IN  IN S T A L N EW  M EM BERS
Kelowna Kinsmen welcomed 
lour new members .a t a recent 
initiation ceremony. Left to
right; A1 Ribelin, Walt Chap­
man. Glen McRae and George 
Qhashi are congratulated by
club president A1 Burbank, -I 
—Ponich Photo
N IG H T  SCHOOL
Bankers Take
(Second of A Special Series)
By IVY HAYDEN
•- Daily Courier Staff Writer
Grandmother liked, to while 
away leisure hours with wool and 
needles, but a number.of Kelowna 
women with modem ideas would 
rather whittle wood.
They are among the more than 
300 adqlts registered for evening 
classes a t Kelowna Senior High 
schooL
'T’ve alwayi been interested in 
woodwork—besides, I needed a 
coffee table/* Miss Eulah Walker 
explained. During the day, Miss 
walker teaches art a t the Junior 
High School, but once a week'she 
and two other women dob heavy 
.canvas aprons and join the gentle­
men for a two-hour sewing, sand­
ing and scraping session.
“The ladies seem to, enjoy 
these classes very much,” wood­
work instructor F. Hadfield ob­
served. “They are extremely com­
petent, and turn out some very 
lovely projects.” *
V Another teacher-turned-pupil is 
Mrs. Norma Edwards, a high 
school home economics instructor, 
who this year is taking a course in 
ceramics,,
Lone male member this class 
is A. Rowe, but he’s philosophi< 
cal about his plight.
“Having lived a wide and var­
ied life in many countries of the 
world, I  have found it .possible to 
concentrate on a fascinating hob­
by under the adverse circum­







veflance of nineteen women," 
Rowe said with tongue-in-cheek, 
but added seriously .that the cour­
ses were "splendid”  and the in­
structors “considerate And sin­
cere.”
LEARN. HISTORY 
France, Hungary, Japan, Ger­
many and Austria are among 
countries represented by citizen­
ship and English students at eve­
ning classes. Response to this 
course was 'so great, that the 
class, which numbered 42, had 
to the split, to allow instructor 
J . M. Barre to give each pupil 
enough individual attention.
Homework is necessarily very 
heavy.Barre said. Students hope 
to gain a practical knowledge 
of the language in only 20 night 
school sessions.
Although for a number .of them 
this is their first year in Canada, 
they read, write and even: sing 
without hesitation. Eager to learn, 
and comprehending rapidly, they 
correct each other and on one 
occasion Thursday night were 
able:to supply a word their teach­
er (perhaps deliberately)- needed 
to finish a  sentence.
To a  'native who' speaks. the 
language' almost instinctively, 
these- classes would be a . revela 
tion
After'less than five'minutes in 
this class, it’s possible to’ feel 
almost completely alienated from 
a lifetime of English.' Enough, to 
puzzle; over grammatical.peculari- 
ties; that make "do I do”-and '/do 
you do” sound like the .call,of a 
•Tyrolean yodler,- and to wonder 
if an : idiotJ was responsible for 
homonyms such as "sew” ‘and 
"so,”  * "thjsre”  arid "their.'!*
As_well a \  fundamental..gram- 
m a r;^ tf f  sttjde^s" a rk  be&ming 
acquaintedw itb: Canadiangeo- 
graphy,' history and government. 
To this end; Barre has prepared 
a booklet, / ‘Tell Me About Can­
ada,”  designed, he states, "to 
help riewcomers to Canada appre­
ciate the goodness of our country, 
especially our freedoms.”
For those who want an evening 
of recreation, square dancing “is 
the most, according to electrical 
appliance salesman R. N. Patri- 
quin. This is his and Mrs. Patri- 
quln’s first year a t school square 
dancing classes but won’t be 
their last, they agree.
Another enthusiast is assistant 
bank manager Dave Peachey who 
enjoys these sessions because 
they are "very friendly and high­
ly .entertaining.” The class, he 
reports, is becoming increasingly 
skilful.
Legal rights and obligations are 
explained to the housewife, plum­
bers can learn to paint, taught by 
a graduate of the Vancouver 
School of Art, painters can take 
a course in investments and in­
vestment dealers can polish up 
golfing techniques at Kelowna’s 
adult education classes;
According to nlgljt school dir­
ector John1 Gownus, the 18 dif­
ferent courses are offered "to 
cater to the needs And interests 
of the public."
V ER N O N  COURTS 
COLLECT. $ 1,3 5 3
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Beport for De­
cember, by the RCMP, report­
ed the general situation as good. 
Statistically, 203 complaints 
were recorded and 35 business 
premises found unlocked by 
patroling officers. Fines col­
lected for the month, totalled 
$1,353. Despite Christmas. and 
New Year’s celebrations oc­
curring in the period covered 
by the report, the liquor situ­
ation was termed as (’very 
good."
Funeral Today 
For W m . V e rrs ll, 
Retired Farmer
,  - By REG. SORTWELL 
Courier'* Vernon Correspondent
- VERNON — An opportunity is 
going packing for Vernonitcs 
with an inventive flair to pos­
sibly capitalize on the weather..
In disgusted - tones. Mayor 
Becker described present side­
walk sanding procedures as 
“highly inadequlte/* The pre­
sent system employs men with 
shovels who throw sand from a 
slow moving truck onto the side­
walks. If vehicles are parked at 
the point ,of sanding, the sand is 
hurled over top of the vehicle.
Objection ■ raised in this con­
nection is that any sand falling 
on cars could, lodge in windows 
in such a way the windows may 
possibly be scratched when being 
raised or lowered. - 4
Suggestion that a jeep bp used, 
as ,  in many other cities, was 
deemed uneconomical by the 
engineering dept., unless some 
employment could be found for 
the vehicle, arid -special equip­
ment, during the summer 
months. '
LATEST CIVIC efforts to fac­
ilitate snow removal, by enforcing 
the, early jnoming “no parking” 
ban, has produced only the usual 
bark, but no bite. - 
Despite stem threats, and 
warnings to keep vehicles off the 
niain streets in the morning, the 
momentous decision to impound 
cars again was not enforced.
As had been scheduled, city 
works crews began winrowing 
the m ass'  of slush; from the 
curbs, to a pile in the centre of 
the street. However, several cars 
were parked in direct opposition 
to the ban obstructing the crefws. 
Marks indicated the plough had
come as close as it dared, to Vernon.
Funeral service was held to­
day for William Wicker Verrall, 
Rutland, whose death occurred 
Monday at the Vernon Home for 
the Aged.-He was a resident of 
the district since 1945 and was 76 
years of age at Nthe_time of his 
death. . . v
Rev.- B. Adams conducted the 
final rites at 2 p.m. at Day’s 
Chapel of Remembrance. Burial 
was at the Kelowna Cemetery.
Bom and raised in Ontario, 
the late Mr, Verrall spent most 
of his working life a t farming’in 
Saskatchewan first — at Strass- 
bourg arid Norkway—and then hi 
Manitoba, at Kentville.
Besides his wife, Rachel, he 
leaves. one son, Emerson, at 
Winfield; and four daughters: 
Mrs; E. (Gladys) Doyle, Vancou­
ver; Mrs; F. (Dorothy) Hart, 
Flin Flon, Man.; Mrs. K..(Alice) 
Brown, Beardmore, Ont.^ and 
Mrs, H. (Helen.) Anderson, Ed­
monton, Alta. Nine grandchildren 
also survive. He was predeceased 
by a son, Walter. killed in action 
in World 'War -II, and another 
Son, Kenneth, in 1936.
South Kelowna 
P -T A  T o  Join 
U N  Association
DAVE PEACHEY 
* * studies the dance
rVv ,‘iî l %
&
) S » P I
JIM MIGIE 
■ •-u rg e s  peve study
SOUTH KELOWNA — The 
regular monthly meeting of 
South Kelowna Parent-Teacher 
Association was held on Monday, 
Jan. 13 at the school, with the 
president, Mrs. N. C. Taylor in 
the chair.
The secretary, Mrs. Peter 
Stirling, read the minutes and the 
treasurer, Mrs. John Blaskovits 
gave her report.
Mrs. Frits Verkerk, World 
Understanding . chairman, was 
nominated to take out a mem­
bership for the PTA in the United 
Nations Association.
Plans were made for 
Founder’s Day celebration, this 
is to be a Penny Auction, as in 
previous years, and will be fol­
lowed by cards. The meeting 
adjourned at. 9 p.m.
The film “Angry Boy" was 
shown, depicting an incident of 
stealing in a boy’s life, his back­
ground, and the help given him 
by a child guidance clinic. Dis 
cuSslon. was lead by M r.' Sam 
Janzeri, and members nil agreed 
on the excellence of the film 
which was rented from UBC.
Refreshments were served by 
Mrs. John and Mrs. Robert Bins 
kovits. The next meeting will be 
told on February 10, program to 
be announced.
OTTAWA flCP) — The Liberal 
leadership convention Wednesday 
was called on to affirm that race 
never will be permitted to pre­
vent a candidate being chosen for 
party office.
Miss HaToldlne Copp, delegate 
from Vancouver-Biirrard, spoke 
to a scattering ot delegates in the 
Coliseum ns she presented a rs- 
olution from that constituency.
The former music, teacher, ac­
tive in the B.C. Liberal party 
for more than 21 years, said the 
party a t all times must seek the 
"finest talent available for all 
ofices within the party.’
This choice was hindered if the 
choice was governed by the con 
sldcratlon of race.
Therefore be it affirmed that 
in any elections within the party, 
be it for leadership or any other 
office, the racial extraction of 
candidates shall / i t  no time be 
permitted to prevent their being 
chosen for office.”
lig h t Homeless 
Following Fire
BURNABY (C P)-A  family of 
eight was left homeless by tiro 
Wednesday, only 12 hours after 
the father waus fold off fronv his 
welding Job. Ross Peterson, his 
wife and six children escaped in 
the(r nightclothes when frames 
raxed their four-room bungalow. 
No insurance was carried-
Westbank Credit 
Union Meeting
WESTBANK — At the monthly 
directors/ meeting of Westbank 
Credit Union it was decided the 
annual meeting of the group will 
je held Feb. 6 a t the Community 
Hall,
•This meeting will see election 
of officers for the coming year, 
and reports of various commlt- 
ecs will be heard. I t is also 
toped that there will be a guest 
speaker.
these obstructing vehicles, and 
since there were apparently only 
two,, the-amount of snow left un­
cleared .was only negligible.
THERE WILL be no excuse 
for motorists not being able to 
find the new parking meters in 
the vicinity of the post office.
Twenty new doublehead meters 
have been installed under th$ 
brilliant illumination of six new 
Mercury vapor lamps, also just 
installed. In addition, eight Old 
style. double head meters, and 
one old and new single meter 
have been-added. . - 
Lamps replaced by the Mer­
cury units have been placed in­
to service on the Old Kamloops 
Road. \  . '
INVITATIONS have been flying 
thick and fast in Vernon lately.
Heading the list is an invitatiqn 
extended to Mayor Frank; Becker 
and Mrs. Becker to attend the 
opening of the Legislature at 
Victoria, Jan. 23. The b id ’also 
invited them to the reception to 
be held prior to the opening cere­
mony. The invitation was ex­
tended through MLA Hugh 
Shantz and Premier Bennett, 
Two council members haVg 
been invited and will represent 
the City of Vernon a t the open­
ing of the new health centre at 
Salmon Arm, at 2 p.m. Friday. 
Vernon will 'extend a similar in­
vitation to Salmon Arm, at such 
time as Vernon’s health centre 
materializes.
Bearing in mind that it is bet­
ter to give than to receive, Ver­
non’s Board of Trade has ex­
tended an invitation to the B.C. 
Fruit Growers' Association to 
hold their 1959 convention in
PO LIC E C O U R T
W IN FIELD  LA D IES  M A R K  SERVICE
Second year -of* service was 
marked by the Winfield Hos­
pital Auxiliary this-week. Pre­
sentation of a cheque to cover 
cost of scales and two overbed
tables highlighted‘the occasion. 
Taking part in the ceremony 
are (left to right), Mrs. R. 
Ramsey, buying committee; 
*s McConMrs. Agnes rmack, hos­
pital truitce; 
auxiliary preside) 






Flag From Committee Head
Sentence was suspended for 
nine months when Leo Lambert 
Bleile, Rutland, was convicted'in 
city , police court of resisting ar­
rest. Restitution of damages to 
the clothing of the arresting 
RCMP constable .was ordered, 
also.
Pleading guilty to a charge of 
illegally 'being in possession of 
liquor, Angeline Alexander, a 
Westbank Indian woman,' was 
fined $1Q and costs.
Fine of $25 and costs was im- 
; nosed in city police court on Wil­
liam Boyko when he was found 
guilty of driving without due 
care and: attention., Charge was 
sequel to a motor accident at 
Queensway and Water.
Charged in ..city .police court 
with" unlawful: tlse" pfVa' /'fSink 
slip.”  Kelowna Motors was 
fined $15 and costs.
Aftermath of a highway mis­
hap in Westbank came in district 
police court when Philip W. Pop- 
off, Westbank, pleaded guilty to 
a charge of driving without due 
care and attention and was fined 
$50, plus $5 costs.
Exceeding the sped limit in a 
30 miles an hour zone cost Leslie 
Alfred Davoren a fine of $15, 
plus costs, in district police court
Appearing in magistrate’s 
court on a charge of driving an 
automobile without being in pos­
session of a subsisting driver’s 
licence, Yvonne Stifter, 19, was
fined $20 and costs.
Fine of $10 and costs was im­
posed in magistrate’s court on 
John Waterp, Rutland, for al­
lowing a minor-to drive his auto­
mobile without having a driver’s 
licence. . .
Charged under the income-tax 
act, Yoshiharu Terada, Kelowna 
district, was fined $25 and costs 
for failing to file a  return for 
1956.
Sequel to a two-car collision at 
Ethel and Sutherland came in 
city police court Tuesday when 
William Baran, in his middle 60’s 
was convicted on a charge of 
tailing to yield the right-of-way 
to another vehicle, and was fined 
$20 plus $12.50 costs. Magistrate 
Donald - sWhite-. jrecommendfed 
Baran Tje re-examined for- .his 
driver’s licence.
(Coorler’a Vernon Burean)
VERNON — Vernon now has 
received its Centennial flag, cour­
tesy of the Centennial Commit­
tee.
Appearing at council. Centen­
nial Committee chairman, Ed 
Sherwood, presented the flag to 
the citizens' of Vernon through 
their mayor. He remarked it 
could be flown under the Union 
Jack, or beside it, separate mast.
Plans call for the new flag. to 
be erected on this coming Civic 
Sunday, Jan. 19.
After presentirig the flag, Sher­
wood appealed to council for the 
funds necessary for the success 
of the - various centennial pro-, 
jects. He referred to their former 
financial status, as "orphans 
turned out without any money.
He listed expenditures as more 
than $8,000, but stressed thd pos­
sibility Of 50 per cent return of 
the grant. Of the 25 events so far 
planned, the committee was not 
certain which events could be 
expected to pay their own way, 
with a lot of expense being de­
pendent on whether private bil­
leting can be found for both mem­
bers of the RCMP Musical Ride,
and the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra.
Other plans and activities of 
the committee, revealed by 
Chairman Sherwood were* the 
leasing of the Kin track and the 
appearance of the Mart Kenney 
Bancf, at the Centennial Ball. 
Lease of the track for 15 years
CNR ORDERS DIESELS
MONTREAL (CP) — The CNR 
has placed/orders' amounting to 
$27,500,000 for 151 diesel-electric 
locomotive units, it was an­
nounced Wednesday. General Mo­
tors Dfesel Limited, London, Ont. 
and Montreal, Locomotive Works 
Limited have beetr*awarded con­
tracts for the units.-
by the committee, is-looked upon 
as the revival of the annual Ver­
non Race Meet, of former times. 
• Present plana call for the even­
tual transfer of the lease to a  
composite group of all local serv­
ice clubs and the riding dub.
SAND arid GRAVEL 
TOP SOtL and FILL DIRT 
BULLDOZING
J . W. BEDFORD LTD. 
'*021 Stirling Place
When in Vancouver, stay at
B.C/S NEWEST,  
S M A R T E S T  H O T E L
Planning a trip to Vancouver? I t’a smart to 
stay at the Blackstonc. Conveniently located 
in the heart of downtown Vancouver. Full 
hotel services available' for your comfort and 
convenience. Wired music in every room. 
Excellent food prepared by one of Canada's top . 
chefs featuring Italian and American dishes*-
* Modem, Comfortable Rooms
*  Excellent Service
*  Reasonable Rates
* 2 Modem Dining Rooms
*  2 Luxurious Lobby*
* Your Host, Morley Kyte ,
BLACKST0NE HOTEL
1176 Cranvill* Slv Vancouver 2, B.C.—Fhone FA. 7J4I
SOST.t
Young Grits 
Propose New  
Labor Policy
OTTAWA (CP) — New policies 
on, labor relations were recom­
mended, to the ijatktfml Liberal 
convention Wednesday by the 
young Liberal Federation of Can­
ada. *
They were;
1. A minimum wage law—-no 
amount specified—for all work­
ers under federal labor jurisdic­
tion, in such industries a s 1 rail­
ways, communications and ship­
ping,
2. Legislation to require em­
ployers to grant employees the 
voluntary ‘revocable checkoff of 
union/ducs,
3. Limiting the period of con­
ciliation processes to 60 days. At 
present, conciliation boards are 
called on to report in 14 days 
but the time occasionally Is ex­
tended by the labor minister to 
several months;
4. Outlawing of compulsory ar­
bitration of labor disputes.
5. Limiting the use of judges 
as conciliation board chairmen to 
those with training In industrial 
relations hnd economies, >
Vernon Jaycees Plan Geanup 
Campaign W ith M ayor's Help
(Courier's Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Local Jnycccs iu 
a brief ,to city council reveal 
some of last years plans are 
lying, dormant.
Year IVSif saw several instances 
when council would wax hot over 
the state of vacant lots, especial­
ly in reference to old Junk auto­
mobiles left on them.
Continued pretopce of such 
eyesores inspired the Jaycees 
group to' Include tMrir removal 
in their eight point clcnn-up 
campaign.
parts of the program 1«>be
undertaken by tha- service club 
were tho removal of old cars, a 
gcncrajl junk drive, the painting 
of the •exterior of the Board of 
Trade building and the adver­
tising of the campaign.
Suggested contributions by the
tlty are repainting of crosswalks rid street markings, cleaning of 
boulevards, distribution of lit- 
ter (boxes for the downtown area 
and the painting of > the grand­
stand in Poison P a rk ..
The mayor1 urged the counci 
to get behind any 'group, such ns 
the Jaycees, who are trying to 
better «W city.
RACK UP SAVINGS AT OUR
A PRE-INVENTORY CLEARANCE
.. . Here are some samples of saving, but quantities are limited, so come early.
Sundries
All Makes Electric Razors
Sunbeam, Ronson, Remington, Schick.
$5.00 Reduction •
Zenith 3 Way (AC, DC and Battery) Portable Radios—
$8.00 Reduction
Sony 6 Transistor Radio (Demonstrator Model)-—
20.00 Reduction
Cup and Saucer. English Bone China. . '
Sale Price ........................................
Wallets, Pipes, Colorful Aluminqm Tumblers, 
Boxed Salts and, Peppers, Hand Carved Bpok, 
finds/Men’s Travel Kits, Glass Trays, Scotch 
Plaid Novelties— 1
69c
All a t Half Price
1 i , '
Diamond D y es .......................... . 3 for iOf
Sunset Dyes .........Z'.................2 for 15 f
Pink and Blue Toy Poodles. Reg. 5.49. Sale Price.. 3.98 
4 only Hockey Games. Reg, 13.95; Sale Price 9.95
4 only Baby Handi-Bath. Reg. 3.98. Sale Price.......
6 only Photo Albums. Reg. 4,25. Sale Price,........1.99
ZENITH HEARING AIDS 
Brownie Movie Camera
___  Bell & Howell Movie Camera
ffPiifffBtPp- Saner Paxette 35 mm. Camera \ 
VtewmgsleT 3-D Camera 
Color Clipper Camera Outfit
20% Discount»<, ) , . * III ' f. ' .■* '■ ' -if ’ '■ '
These arc a few of the Items on'Gale at tong’s la their 




*  N o  R e f u n d
Drugs
Tek Tooth Brushes—Reg. Price 60f. Sale Price .... 3 9 f 
Children’s Tooth Brushes 10*
Ccpacol Mouth Wash. Reg. Price 1.40. Sale Price .... 79^ 
Long’s Supermin Capsules. O O O
Reg. Price 3.98. Sale Price ...............................
Long’s A.S.A. Tablets.
100. Reg. Price 35 j. Sale Price..................... .
Long’s A.S.A. Tablets ‘
250. Regular Price 69̂ .,, Sale Price..................
Buckley’s/Atnacol Cough Syrup
Reg. Pric6 Sale Price............
• 100 Dhlibut'Liver Oil Caps.
Regular Price 1,25. Sale Price....... .
Bayer’s Nasat Spray. Reg. 98^, Sale Price 69p 
Nyal Antripid iPowdcr, ftO i*
12'oz. Rcg. Price 1.39. Sale Price .... O Y C  
Bulk Epsom'Salts.' 1 f t .
2 lbs. Reg. Price 29ff. Sale Price I / C
1 V -.1- ■■ t .‘l A. - t ... I ' f '
Toiletries
Tweed Spray Mist. Reg. 2.50. Sale Price ............. 1.50
Eversharp-Schick Shampoo. Reg. 89. Salo %9fr 1 for 20p 
Ayer-Net Hair Spray, Reg. 1.75. Sale Prjco. . . . . . . «  79jt
Carbolic Soap. Reg. 3 for 27^. Sale Price 3  for 19f 
~ ~  ‘ 99(t
*________ _______ ___________________ ^  1.99
Ayer Colognc. 'Rcg. Price J;75. Sale Price 99f
White Rain $hampoo, 12 only. Reg. 1.25. Sale Price 39£ 
Suave Hair Dressing. Reg. LOO. Sale Price 79f
, U>iigfs Lad^Iin Hand^amtBpdy Lotion,, C A a
'* Itridular’Fjrico ̂ 8 Price ; J  #  v
B « | i i H i n ( ^ p M  Icwulfyyo&jMivi t o * *  to  M levt*
triE S D A V
j-,/,
LONG SUPER # jf
'W here alt Kelowna saw s -  at the^ftore with the
Wm*
/ '
H O C K EY  SCORES
By THE CANADIAN H ESS
, Ontario E i i t tr a  Senior A
Cornwall 3, Pembroke 0.
OHA-NOHA Benlor “A” 
Chatham 2, Kithener-Waterloo 0.
. i International League •
Louis villa 3, Cincinnati 8.
Toledo 5. Indianapolis 3.
Eastern League 
. Clinton 2, Johnstown- 3.. 
Manitoba Junior 
Winnipeg Monarcha 5, Winnipeg
Braves 3. .............
Saskatchewan Junior
- Estevan 2, Regina 10.
Western League
- Edmonton 2, Calgary 4.
Seattle 4, Victoria 3. ,
Western International 
Spokane 5. Trail f 3.
Nelson T, Rossland 2.
/ ; American League 
Cleveland 4, Hershey 2 - .
. OHA-NOHA Senior A 
Windsor 2, Sault St. Marie 
QnobeO League 
Chicoutimi 4, Trois-Rl-'eres 
^  ' . STANDINGS 
Okanaran Senior
W L T F  A PI 
23 15 2 183 143 48 
23.16 1 186 183 47 
19 20 1 171 193 33 
12 26 2 165 196 26 
Western International 
Spokane 21 14 0 151 124 42
Rossland .  19 14 0 127 116 38
Trail 14 19 0 125 140 28
Nelson 12 19 0 122 146 24
Coast Division <WHL) 
Vancouver 25 10 1 130 79 51
New West’r  22 18 0 124 128 44
Seattle 19 18 3 129 129 41
Victoria 9 30 1 114 158 1«
Prairie Division <WHL) 
Winnipeg 25,16 0 139 110 50
Edmonton 20 18 2 137 107 42
Sask.-St. Paul 16 21 0 102 147 32





The- league-leading Packers [game in the HuS City. O’Reilly 
were put through the hoops lari shook his head. “Roy, you should 
night by coach Jack O’Reilly, in I have seen those guys fly. I t  was 
their regular practice session, [the best period (first period) of 
With only one skinny point be-1 hockey 1 have seen ,the Chiefs 
tween him and second-place Kam-lpUy.” '
loops Chiefs, the stocky Irishpt Is I He added that the Packers had 
determined to lose as few hoofey played heads-up In the final stair* 
games>-as possible in  the neft za, but had only managed to get 
baker's dozen. - ' 1 past Jim  Shirley once, as the all*
Concentrating on back-checking, 1 start net-minder played outstand* 
something he feels the boysjlng hockey. - 
should be doing more of, he" had DECIDING GAMES 
the club working, till thes sweat I . ‘.’I. think the boys are going to 
rolled-freely in one ©f/the tough* I be up for tomorrow night’s 
est workout this, season. game," he said. “They1 realize,
INSPIRED PLAT ‘ v  \  as well as anyone, that these last 
The Packers built up a comfort*[four weeks decide the champion* 
able margin by beating the Chiefs 
twice on N e^ Year’s Day, but 
the club.pamb back under the 
guidance of Grant Warwick, the 
“Little General,”  and put on an] 
inspired performance in the last | 
two starts against the Packers,| 
beating them both times. '
Speaking of the Tuesday night I
ship, and that’s what we all 
want,”
The Vernon Canadians, their 
opponents for a weekend, home- 
and-home series, will be a  tough 
club to beat, since they have be­
gun their championship sprint, 
and they are'well-versed Inwin* 
nlng,;'witatwo league champion­
ships in .succession under their 
belt. '
This yea r,’ however, coach 
George Agar has had his troubles 
getting started, and he's 4V4 
games off the pace, an unpreced­
ented position for the former Al­
lan Cup champs in the past tyro 
years.
T
S TU D Y IN  C O N S TER N A T IO N
, A jstudy in consternation is 
Vernon Canadians’ defence 
man Willie Schmidt, centre^ as 
he looks back a t the “biscuit" 
that is denting the twine behind - 
him, driven there by Packer’s
Jim  Middleton, right. Packers’ 
Mike Durban, left, looks over 
his shoulder to check on pro­
ceedings, and Vernon’s Hal 
Gordon sprawls to the ice after 
a “ college try ." The Canucks
and Packers tangle this week­
end in a home-and-home ser­
ies, with the first game tomor­
row night in the Memorial 
Arena, face-off 8 p.m.




Kelowna minor hockey officials 
struck out lari night in an at­
tempt to curb the flagrant disre­
gard of officials and the profanity 
by players that has been creep­
ing into the picture lately.
The most drastic action taken 
was a  one-year suspension from 
hockey for junior, forward Bob 
Jablonsld, for “striking an offi­
cial.”
A two-week suspension to Paul 
Ikenouye for insubordination, to 
his coach .and use of profanity 
also met with the association’s 
approval, and they issued a  warn­
ing that they were going to “get 
tough” .in an attempt to curb 
what they felt to be undesirable 
occurrences.
WILL BE REVIEWED 
- Jablonski’s one-year suspension 
will have to be reviewed by 
BCAHA president Ed Benson ol 
Trail, but will stand effective until 
such time as he supports or ne- 
✓ gates it.
• ■ The rangy forward, brother of 
the Packers’ left winger, Greg 
Jablonski, received his suspen­
sion as the result of an incident 
In the dying minutes of Tuesday 
. night’s Vernon-Kelowna junior 
game.
.... The high-scoring forward tangl­
ed  with Ernie Poggemiller, Ver­
non forward, with about three 
' Seconds left on the clock, and 
. continued to hit him after he had
gone to his knees, according to ystanders’ reports.
Referee Bud Gouriie skated in 
to  break the fight up, it was re*
Birted, and Jablonski teed off on m twice, knocking him down 
and kneeing him as he went down. 
As he skated off the Ice, rlnkslde 
officials said he had a sneer on 
his face.
Many of the minor association 
officials were present at the 
game; including president Emile 
. Buochard, who was running the 
clock, and referee-ln-chlef John 
Wenninger. As the result of the 
reports of executive present, the 
official? were unanimous in their 
decision to suspend him, 
Ikenouye, who plays under 
coach Grant Bishop, has been 
showing insubordination towards 
his mentor, and using abusive 
language, the report read. The 
executive were again unanimous 
In suspension,
, “Some of these boys ore getting
out of hand,”  said president 
Bouchard, a fte r the meeting.
These coaches give their time 
voluntarily, and toe boys should 
be grateful to them for their 
help, not abusive and insubordin­
ate.
"We are determined to root out
Irrepressible Gump And Fiery 
Phil Watson Back Together
By KENNEDY WELLS 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Irrepressible Lome (Gump) 
Worsley has bounced back into 
the National Hockey League and 
his return may indicate a slight 
difference of opinion between the
Mass. And N Y  
Fight N B A  
For Title Rights
PHILADELPHIA (A P )-It will 
| be Vince Martinez against Cuba’s 
| Isaac Logart for the vacated 
world welterweight championship 
|—National B o x i n g  Association 
| version.
Martinez became eligible for 
[toe fight to determine toe new 
welterweight king by .outpointing 
Philadelphia’s Gil Turner in a 12 
.round bout Wednesday night. Car­
men Basillo gave up toe title af- 
|ter w i n n i n g  the middleweight 
crown from Ray Robinson.
Martinez, from Paterson, N.J. 
received only a split decision 
from ’ toe officials but he -estab­
lished a clear superiority over 
[Turner with a sharp punching 
exhibition, especially in toe final 
three rounds.
Referee Pete Pantaleo scored 
this unhealthy influence that h a s l ^ ^ z  the winher by a single 
been creeping into minor hockey I P°]nJ under the Pennsylvania^ five 
in the city lately, and will take P0^  maximum system .54-53. 
any steps necessary to do. so.” Judge Jimmy Mina voted for 
They are the first serious cases [Martinez 56*54. Judge Nate . Lop- 
tais year in toe membership of inson saw it a 55-55 draw, 
minor hockey, which numbers 450 As a result of his 59th victory 
boys. | against , only five defeats, Mar­
tinez qualified for the title test 
with Logart. The NBA said last 
week that the winner tof toe 
Martinez - Turner bout should 
meet Logart, who earned a final 
berth in toe welterweight-elimin­
ation tournament by defeating 
Gaspar Ortega last month.
If and when Martinez and JLo- 
more oil, tonight welcome back|gart meet, they still face the 
big Jean Beliveau, out since Dec. problem of non -  recognition in 
12 with a rib separation. Toronto some areas. The World Boxing 
Maple Leafs have toe unwanted Championship Committee, headed 
task of trying to stop the Habs on I by Julius Helfand of toe New 
their home ice. York state athletic Commission,
In a third game Detroit Red has declared it will not recognize 
Wings, on a hot streak under new a 147-pound champion until Vir-
Regional Playoffs 
Slated For Peachland
PEACHLAND — A sa  result oil 
the high school playoffs held last 
week ip Osoyoos, with five rinks 
competing from toe South Oka­
nagan Zone and six rings com­
peting in Vernon, from toe North 
Okanagan, the regional play-1 
downs will be held at the Peach­
land Curling Club on Saturday, 
January 18, commencing at 10 
a.m.
The two rinks competing are
GEORGE INGUS —• SPORTS 'EDITOR
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The Canucks have started to 
make.their play, and in tad last 
few weeks of play are going to 
rove to be troublesome to the 
'ackers and. Chiefs, since who­
ever knocks off either <me of them 
automatically helps toe other.
Coach O’Reilly still ha? a few 
problems of health and condition­
ing. Andy McCallum’s foot is not 
completely * healed, and the big 
defence man has slipped in his 
conditioning during the period ho 
has been idle with the broken toe.
Orv La veil Is working ’in quick­
ly, but he is still not crisp, after 
his long lay-off ‘ with pleurisy. 
The .splinter-built defence njan is 
looking better every time out, 
however. - , >
There are one or two of the 
'[others whose condition Is not 
quite as sharp as 1 would like,” 
O’Reilly said. “I am working 
them hard in practice, but some 
of them respond to the condition­
ing better than others. Some fel­
lows have to work on their con­
ditioning in their own, time to 
keep in iie  pink,"
Tomorrow night at 8 he’ll know 




in Position Warriors Falter
Cinch Title Spokane Flyers Breathe Relief
The B.A. Oilers host toe Kam- toe exception of toe
Bears/’ said coach Hall.from the OUyer-Osoyoos High loops Clothiers tonight at 8:30 in 
School, representing toe South an Okanagan-Mainline league 
Okanagan Zone and Reyelstoke, game that will sew things up for 
representing^the North Okanagan coach Hank Tostenson’s boys if 
Zone, with toe winner being that L ^ y  take ^  two points< 
rink winning the best two games 
but of three. - Coaches for these I . ‘ B»Tar,s J f ^  
two rinks are Pat Fraser of P1*^ Rutland high school girls 
Osoyoos and Craig Rutherford, a* 7:30 in a preliminary match, 
of Revelstoke. - bringing together the two clubs
The winner of this playdown that fought a duel to toe finish 
will go to Cranbrbok on Jan. 25 “  last year’s senior “B” women’s 
for the Provincial Championship valley finals, wqn in close con- 
Play-off, with toe ’ Champions [test by coach Bob Hall’s Teddies, 
going to Charlottetown, P.E.I. I , The match; slated as the best 
for the Dominion Schools Curl- basketball card in toe Okanagan 
ing Championship, Feb. 7 to 21. this-year, will bring together the 
Fred Tophata Jr. of Peachland top mea’s clubs in toe interior, 
is toe Regional Convenor this and toe strongest women’s teams, 
year with W. E. Bowes, of Ver-jgcQRING ACE OUT
non, Zone representative for m. ■ . . ..__, . .
North Okanagan and Ernie Cau- interior
ghlin, of Osoyoos, Zone rep re - |J^ °  * ^ wU1
sentative for toe South Okanagan, jh® ploying without the early-sea- 
A large distributing firm, with star. Chuck Dean, now de­
province-wide outlets . (Taylor, «nitely off toe roster, and Bill 
Pearson .and Carson) pays all toe | Roto, Vernon scoring ace, who 
expenses to the provincial and I suffered a broken thumb In toe 
dominion high school champion^ | Curlew exhibition .match. Bud 
ships, also for the banquet which I Englesby, although he will be out 
will be held this year a t toe | at his guard spot, still has chest
Teddy 
T  am
glad to see the two clubs get t o L P- 
gether in exhibition, since they nj-ht
£ ^ L e?ch 0th*lr, a r«aUy The-Flyers, leading Rossland
T et4̂ g ?either c}ub Warriors by two points at the 
M«8vMrg , *** *®a*u® »lay top of the Western International
Rutland ni„v i-  Hockey League, rapped Trail 
i i  .  gWs j  Smoke Eaters 5-3 while toe lowly
v.enTe?* Nelson MflPIe Leafs took a faU 
S w i L -  ® of toe Warriors, 7-2. Don Ap-
^  a5? « ef^n^  Pleton scored four goals for theinterior champ. The Rutland gipls | Maple Leafs
baU ,!ast The Allan'Cup finalists thus
cl̂ b opened out a /our-polnt margin. 
lh3r»!waifcê aB«ta»,!lard 0ne ^ IT ra i l  ended up only four points
k i ahead of cellar-dwelling Nelson,
w  i et iw « e Clubs playJwhich had lost 11 straight, lot more exhibition gam es,H - .......................-
HaU said ................................
mutual advantage.
Totem Inn, Peachland. pains from broken ribs suffered 
in a car accident during the 
Christmas holidays. .
Coach Tostenson is confident 
that his club, which has only-suf­
fered two losses in league play 
this season, will take,, tonight’s 
match, and be able to move-tai 
PHILADELPHIA (AP)—Lisle I into toe- interior finals against 
Blackbourn, 'fired a week ago as Trail, 
coach of Green Bay Packers of Tonight’s match will be a tough 
the National Football League, lone, however, witfy playing-coach 
has tossed his hat into the ring Jack McKinnon and toe Fowles
Green Bay's E x  
Looks To Eagles
general manager and toe coach|coach ’sid Abel, try to maintain gil Akins of St. Louis and George select 
° T h e U to e *nefmlnder with toe I ̂  one*Point ed«e over Rang-1 Barnes of Australia are elimin-|vore,
impish grin was recalled Wed-, j c Chicag0 Black Hawks 
nesday from Providence Reds nf,*’*"*-” 
toe American Hockey League lor 
tonight’s game against Boston 
3ruins and significantly toe an­
nouncement was made by gen­
eral manager Muzz Patrick.
Coach Phil Watson, who rarely 
goes back on an ultimatum, said 
Sunday that Marcel Puille, who 
replaced Worsley when he pulled 
a leg muscle after 10 games this 
session, would stay with Rang­
ers despite their 9-3 and 3-2 
losses during the weekend. - 
Thursday W a t s o n  had an­
nounced Pallle must produce in
Valley Sold
"The B.C. body has sold us
for toe vacant head coach job of 
toe Philadelphia Eagles.
General manager Vince Mc­
Nally said Tuesday that Black- 
bourn telephoned and asked to 
be considered when toe Eagles 
a successor to Hugh De- 
who was recently dis­
missed.
M inor Puckster Picks Up
Six Points In One Game
'. 1 9 
Hoot mpn! Forward Ian Angus going to Swift and Simonin. Meu- 
paced his'bantam  Bruins to a nler and Tingling earned the Elks 
10-3 victory over toe Black markers, and With Bifford assist- 
Hawks in minor hockey play ing. Cowley, Rea and Mervyn
Barons!
Closer To Bears. . , 1;
CLEVELAND f AP) -  The sec- 
ond-placo Cleveland Borons de­
feated Hershely Bears 4-2 Wed­
nesday night to cut the Bears’ 
lead In toe.. American Hockey 
League to two games. - 
Trailing 2-0 early lh too second 
U by Arnie Hullperiod on 
* m an and ‘ snagabko. the Ban-
ens tied toe score on goals by Bo 
Eiik and Don Hogan.
Moore sank what 
the winning goal a t 
third period.
Cleveland’s final 
, with only four *ecc 
remaining - when
Jimmy 
ovea to be 
8:98 of-too
the two games or pack his bags, down the river,” said Kelowna 
FEARS PRESSURE HURTING association president
Patrick said he considers Pallle ®°b in comment on toe play- 
an outstanding p r o s p e c t  buttkinir* 4ko kaaw dparshfa in th<* LP^nsnlpf Wiucn is to be b noinc*
£  M -hon\e  scries between the Koo- 
and Okanagan winners.veloplng. Moreover, he said he I r f hc Okanagan winner fully ex- 
has received excellent reports on pected, to travel for the finals, but 
Worsley from neutral observ- not the interior championship 
*” • . , ,  ,  ■ . This means double expense f<
Pallle, something of a butter- 0ui> winner, in spite of the fact 
ball at five - foo t- eight and 175] wo had to travel last year (to
Sounds, was outstanding when he Prince George). ' .roke Into the league and widely- “The Kootonays enter toe bas- 
regarded as a rookle-of-toc-yenr | ketball wars after a five-year 
prospect. > lay-off and are given Immediate
But his goals-against average concessions by allowing a home- 
slumped to 3.10 as toe Rangers and-homo play-off for toe right to 
dropped from second to third en]cc theiB.C, finnls.” , :
place and some of his shine be> . Mr'
gan to fade. It was said he S®nt,n^ ’ ‘Tbo Kootehnys should 
>ad going to his right, slow clear-r^vo bad- ^ I i aycLt}f}„,b2ib 
ng and smothering the puck ®nd
W  t0 »ot chcst-hlgh shots rc" I cvTr,0ncvenPrboforo too i S f
J h o ,  26-ycar-°|d «  the° f in &  w Z M
Motcd down to the W e s t e r n lu Kootonays, We-fee l 
Hockey Lcsgue after winning the I [hey hnd no yjght to do that.” 
Calder 'Trophy as too NHL s beat interior president Brian Wed- 
rookie In the 1952-53 season and (dell of Kelowna tried to persuade 
h»a never been allowed to grow the B.C. body that too pjoy-offs 
complacent since coming back In should be In the Okanagan this 
the 1954-35 season. year, but they were adanthnt In
WORSLEY ANSWERS RACK their stand.
Watson, who says the little net-1 Both, men’s and women’s clubs 
minder needs constant needling, travel to the Kootonays for the 
may be shy of him because of first play-off game on Mnrcb 8, 
past collisions. The outspoken with the Kootenay winner return
[oal canto 
Js of play 
defenceman
Stew Kroftchcck sallcd-'Uic puck 
two-third? the lenn-'h of the rink 
Into an open Hershey net. Goalie 
Gil Mayer had been relieved of 
tody- aa Um Hears rushed with 
. alx men. '
Referee Frank Udvarf ejected 
Willie Marshall, the Beam5 star 
centre, from the game in the sec­
ond period when’ Marshall de- 
’ dined to retire to the penalty box 
on a 10-minuto misconduct sen 
knee. i
coach is not accustomed to re- log here to tho-sccond game the 
pllW Ntom ptaycra he' dresses Allowing weekend.'The series is 
ddvn, hod Worsley has never *" b« two-game, total point, in
been basfKul '  r (both cases.
Last spriUR Wntson said bis , .^ b ^ e rU mo will be ployed In 
n “beer-bellv “ *hc cvcnl °* tho first Unmc K° " 
H S n Z  Wowtov r c  *° •  b‘>* *h« «lcond game wl
lbnvo end with a point advnn plied that his c^jch was full oi tuge |J,r  m  team or the other, 
oaioney.
Tho Bruins hnv , 
ward Gerry Ehmn 
field Indians to i 
bine, In bed with 
Ehman Is only scl 
one gome.
Montreal CannriicniL 
I d p  as much as Albert
, *ne winner of too Okanogan 
C5llC<* , Kootenay ploy-olf will advance jto 
from Spring- dMS provincial finnls. . ^  
ice  Leo l-a-1 The tncn W(u g0 to the Aslant I 
cmr«ratiire.|or to Vancouver on March 21-22, 
led to play and the women on March 26-29, 
The/men’s senior ’’C” finals 
jo ncedlwlll bo played at the home Of the 
•eds Interior winner on March 2 1 -2 2 .
over last weekend, earning six 
points on a hat-trick and three 
assists.
The Stampeclers In toe pups 
league stormed over the Quakers 
o earn a shut-out In the weekT 
end, winning 6-0 behind toe four- 
point effort of Russ Cmolik.
Here are toe results of toe 
play:
PUPS
The Stampedcrs rolled over the 
Canucks, 64), behind two-goal ef­
forts by Timothy St. Denis and 
singletons by John Whillis and 
Robert Reed. Cmolik (2), Reed, 
Denis and Steven Moonen 
picked up assists.
Goals py Dale Forsythe and 
Mark Johnston paced toe Royals 
to a 2-1 victory over toe Flyers, 
whose tone tally was mode by 
Jimmie Comes, aided by Ricky 
Schramm.
Garnett Howard scored twice 
; to  the Canucks, and the Cougars
replied with one by Lorry, Mc­
Kenzie,- for a- 2-1 victory by toe 
Canucks. , . , ,
The RCgals trounced the War­
riors, 9-0,, with no scorers re­
corded.
P E P  WEES
The newly-formed K of C's far­
ed well in beating too Legion, 
54), on a two-goal effort by Dick 
Mtooro and Dougv Bullock and a 
single by Wayne Oliver. Assist 
went to. Robert McGregory <2), 
and Moore, t i 
The Gyros and tho Lions played 
to a 2-2 tie, with-Jim Gravel and 
Barry Sigfuson earning tho Gyros’ 
goals*. and-JRon Vetters and David 
Stringer scoring for ih n  Lions. 
Sigfuson and Terry Lobb earned 
assists on tho Gyros’ goals.
The Kinsmen edged toe Rotary 
3-2 on a two-goal effort by Peter 
Conn and a singleton by\ Doug 
Dailey. Ken Larsen scored both 
Rotary goals, and Rocky \Yostro- 
dowskl assisted on both goals. 
Monty Hughes assisted on one o 
the'KInsmcngoala.
Tito Kiwanis won their second 
meeting of the weekend 5-2,’ over 
the Elks, with Morrison picking 
up a  hat-prick, apd . singletons
(
brothers presenting a th rea t'to  
toe peace o f mind of any ball 
coach. Tostenson will be relying 
on big efforts by Bill Martino,. 
Bob Radies and Bill Dean, his 
ligh scoring trio.
For defence work, he has him­
self, Bruce Tostenson and Pete 
Bulptovitch, with Ron Young add­
ing additional scoring sting. En­
glesby, a top “clutch” player, 
will haye to take it a little easy, 
but will be taking his regular 
turn.
BEST IN INTERIOR
I feel that the Rutland girls 
are the best in the interior, with
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The pressure on Spokane Fly- 
Wednesdayrelieved
T. ___. .  . .. , , In toe home-televised game at
intnM o *** *° "**“ |Spokane, Flyers scored three un­
answered goals in the first period 
and led 3-1 after the second. 
Flyers marksmen were Tie Beat- 
tie, Carl Curillo, Frank Kubaspk, 
Gordie Bodman and Frank Gord- 
ichuk.
For Trail the scorers were 
Ernie Secco, Don Hamilton and 
Hicks.
Appleton’s great scoring feat 
came in toe third period at Nel-
Mounties Books 
Show Red F o r '5 7
VANCOUVER (CP) 
couver Mounties, who finished 
second in their second Pacific 
Coast League baseball seasonio„ . w  . 
last year, had an operational toss 5on* 5* banged in toe winner be- 
of $6,363 in 1957, toe club's ftaan- ,0*e the period ended.. 
cial statement showed today. Le® Hyssop sco red . twice. 
The statement will be presented! Wendy Keller once for toe Leafs. 
o stockholders January 30, . [Defenceman Vic Lofvendahl and
Last -year, their first as a | Yogi Kralger replied for Ross- 
home-owned club, toe Mounties land. ^
hdd an income of $329,019 against The smallest crowd of the sea- 
on outlay of $335,382. son at Nelson—800—watched to t
The team expects a brighter contest, 
financial picture in 1958 through There were no games in to t 
an ̂ anticipated increase in TV Okanagan Senior League, 
and radio revenue, legalized Sun­
day baseball, and a $150,000’ in­
demnity from the invading
Brooklyn Dodgers and New York 
Giants.
MISTAKEN IDENTITY
TORONTO (CP)—Truck driver 
Thomas Connors, 22, was ac­
quitted of careless driving Wed­
nesday when he testified he 
drove through 17 stop sign? be­
cause he thought he was being 
chased by holdup men. Police 
said he was > being chased all 
right, but by three men in a car 
who objected to his erratic driv­
ing.
T O D A Y 'S  TR EN D
IS




10 4 5  Ellis
assisted on the Kiwanis goals.
BANTAM 
The roof fell in on toe Black 
Hawks, who were swamped 10-3 
jy the Bruins in bantam play, on 
Angus’ six-point effort. Angus, 
(3) Jeff Wood, B)ll Wiahtow; Keith 
Hough, Terry Kasabhchi (2), 
Dave Sharpies and Bobble Rus 
sell, were the Bruins’ marksmen, 
with Angus (3), Wishtow, Kasa- 
buchi (2), Russell,'’Wood, Sharp­
ies, ' Hough, RdT Bennett and 
Brock Horseman earning assists. 
Bill Naka, Vincent Jarvis and 
George Schncldei- did the ’Hawks 
scoring, with Naka (2) and Albert 
McKay assisting/
Hat-tricks by Stolz.and Welder 
gave the Canadians a 63 win 
over the Maple Leafs, with Stolz 
nlso earning the only Canuck 
assist.. James mode two of the 
Leafs goals, and assisted on the 
other three, with Ucda arid Gibb 
picking up this other markers, 
tokazona pickeA up the other 
Leafs assist.
,, '..........aHRg e t  ■
Tho Thunderblrds rolled 
too Mounties* 7*4 in, the
over
only
midget hockey action' of the 
weekerid. 61a Shussell, Bruce 
Kitsch, Bob Shuck and Slggy Gog 
el fired’ singles for the ’Birds 
and Ralph Kirschner counted 
haMric;k. Bob Anderson, KiraCh 
ncr, Shuasell.’Ken Hamanlshl, Go- 
gel, Shuck arid Kitsch all picked 
up assists.
The Mounties’ goals were scor­
ed by Tom Dickson, Gary KUngq- 
pon, .Cecil Lunan and Ken’Paul 
Bob Godfrey, Sonny Herbal and 











S tart an interest-bearing Christmas G ift Account now!
Plan for your 1938 Chrisunas shopping now—by planning your savings. 
Decide how much you need m  a Christmas fund, and put aside a portion 
each payday in a BNS Christmas Gift Accqunt* Open youra light^way— 
at any BNS branch. , 1 ' r
Tho BANK Ol NOVA SCOTIA
* < ’ ' / ,  * - , / 
DNS people are friendly people— fact to know them \
at our Kelowna branch. K. D. M «Noll, Manager.
( Branches also |n Lumby, Panticton and Vecnon.
’l 1 li t J m ’:.
m t  IAN. It, u ss THE DAILY COURIER
SPORTUGHT
VQien Tumbril Wheels Roll 
Heads Are Due To
'  By GEORGE INGUS
(CMrlcr,So«rta Eftter)
So they shot poor Colid kilburn down in flames.
So they turned on him, those wisenheimcr directors, now 
that there u  a hockey club, and there are better gates than a 
cellar club would normally warrant—largely due to the personal 
influence of the fiery little guy who putebed the club when they 
were on the brink.
They reared back on their hind-Icgi, the same underpinnings 
that were crouched in front of their television sets last summer 
when Colin’s were pedalling up and down the streets of Victoria,
> and they smote him in self-righteousness.
They blinked their wishy-washy optics, those same beady 
lenses that couldn’t see the possibility of the game surviving in 
the city of old maids and knickers until Colin pointed out the 
way, and they scCond-gucssed him into oblivion
They held up their hands in horror, those same appendages 
that were rooted in their pockets when hockey needed a pence 
or two; and they shook their talons at Colin, declaring him to be 
a knot-head without any idea of the great national sport’s mana­
gerial intricacies. *
They stamped their well-shod feet, the samc pctulant appen­
dages that were so reluctant to come forward last summer, ape 
they gavit him the well-known order of the boot.
And; like the great big, brave “civilians” they are—they 
did it by registered mail.
A GUY NAMED COLIN ;
Who was this guy Colin Kilburn? What did he do, anyway?
A little nobody, actually. True, he is one of the finest minor 
pro hockey players in the business, but then hockey players don’i 
usually own diamond mines or businesses or anything like(that.
He didn’t do anything very much, either, except take on the 
burden of awakening interest in an almost-dcfunct sport, in an 
almost-atrophied city, amdhg a passel of almost-raoribund fans 
and inject neW life into the crumbling ice palace, the once-proud 
“Hall of Patrick.”
Made some bad deals, did he? Sure, he made some bad 
deals, some terrible deals, as any guy will when he has his back 
against the wall, and is trying to make a silk purse out of a sow’s 
ear. Witness Coley Hall’s comment, when he was asked what 
he thohght about the Marcel Pelletier deal, “Well, it’s just what 
happens to any guy when he’s strapped.” Colin let the top-notch 
net-minder go in retumTor Carl Kaiser, Fred Brown and some 
cash, figuring he would have two experienced players and some 
of the long green. It didn’t work out quite that way.
And that Don Hamilton, that was a real bad deal. There 
was a young kid with ability, in whom Colin saw prospects. He 
gave him a chance, and even went so far as to get him a try-out 
with the Kelowna Packers when he showed too much inexperi­
ence up in pro company. That, certainly, wasn’t too bright of 
Colin.
Ask Jack O’Reilly, coach of the Packers, who this Colin 
is, and he will answer, “Colin is one of the greatest little guys 
that ever came into this valley. I think of him as an honest, hard­
working, intelligent hockey player, who has more in his little 
finger than some of his critics have in their whole bodies.
But maybe the little guy spoke faore truth than fiction, 
when he visited here last fall and O’Reilly’s Packers beat his 
hockey club 3-1 in exhibition.
“Say, Jackson,” lie grinned, “it looks like I’ve been so busy 
I  forgot to get a  hockey club.”
ROLL, TUMBRILS, ROLL
Fortunately, Colin will not be alone in his new position, the 
uncomfortable crown of martyrdom need not sit heavily on his
before him in the
i i
v . - ?
i
I . K.
'  By STAN JtfcCABE 
Canadian Fresa Staff Writer
WINNIPEG, <CP) Nine ma- 
lor professional football teams 
could emerge from meetings this 
weekend as a new, independent 
grqup, scorning the control qt 
the venerable Canadian Rugby 
(.Union which now governs all 
football in the country.* 
The\eastern Big Four Football 
Union and two clubs in the five- 
team W e s t e r n  Interprovincial 
Football Union already, have in­
dicated they are in favor of sec- 
cession from the CRU.
< The two leagues and their own 
policy- • making body, the Cana­
dian Football Council, .will hold 
annual meetings here Friday 
Saturday and Sunday.
Commissioner G. Sydney Hal 
ter of the WIFU said a break 
with the CRU is likely. fo be dis-
■M ■
-o; */ v
symbol of national football su­
premacy. The cup is the property 
of the CRU. w h i c h !  control) 
tickets for the'annual. Grey Cup 
gama between the champions of 
the two deagues.
Delegates a t the meetings alse 
a itf : expected to consider rule 
changes, the matter of an lnlei> 
locking schedule between the two 
leagues, the WIFU schedule for 
1958, sad restrictions on imports 
of American players.
C“S j -  Winnipeg’ Blue feombem 
have announced they will try to *luggcr broke WlU)0Ut
.t* )l!
- * k ^  >.<* Ik '}»
SKIERS W ELC O M E SNOW
To some Orchard City resi­
dents the damp, heavy flakes 
that fell recently, covering the 
ground with a momentary white 
mantle that quickly became 
mucky slush, were just a  pain
in the neck. To skiers, however, 
it was the sign to head up to 
the Black Knight Mountain ski 
bowl for a Wednesday after­
noon and' evening of cavorting 
on the hillsides. Above; the ski
bowl is seen from the top of 
the first tow, with the chalet in 
middleground, surrounded by 
cars, and the valley in the back 
ground.
(Courier photo by Inglis)
Fans Back Deposed Kilburn 
With Signs And Ovations
furrowed brow. There have been one or two 
same position.
They are not by any means confined to hockey, either, nor 
are they even confined to sport. In any linq of endeavor where 
the folding stuff calls the shot, the same kind of thing happens 
everyday.
In fact, Colin, took at it this way, you are a necessary 
member of society—the patsy, the fall-guy, the mark—and you 
join the ranks of a distinguished company. Remember, Colin, 
every time a loud-mouthed jackass with an over-developed pocket 
book is made to feel uncomfortable, there is one of you made. 
It has been the case since time eternal.
It’s not always the guy with the loot that plays the guy 
without the loot for the patsy, either, sometimes it’s the reverse. 
But then, there isn’t a revolution every day, so you’ll just have to 
sweat it out, and ride the tumbril to its destination.
< Remember, though, for what lean comfort it may bring you, 
that when they pick on you, they leave .some one else atone for 
the moment. As long as there are people, however, some of them 
will prey on others, some will lean on others, dnd some will hide 
behind others* skirts.
Welcome to the Brotherhood, Colin.
THERE AND HERE
Nor is Colin’s case anywhere nearly so remote as some 
people would have us believe, either. This smiling city has known 
its share pf patsies in the past few years, especially in the ranks 
of hockey.
Five times the tumbril wheels have been heard in the streets 
of ^  Orchard City, and each time they rolled, another Packers’ 
coach s|iood with bowed head while the strident sccond-gucssers 
demanded his head, and got it.
Even now, they can bfc heard in the distance, faintly. Even 
now, while the Packers hockey club are on top of the league, a 
position they haVe never enjoyed before. Even now, in spite of 
the fact that they have achieved this enviable spot at* far smaller 
Outlay of cash than any other first-place club in the valley before.
The, wqlvcs arc gathering, however, and the band-wagon 
riders arc getting sore legs from jumping on and off, not quite 
sure whether they should cheer or jeer. The old familiar, nine- 
year chant, / ’What’s the matter with the Packers?” is starting to 
work, its way to the top again, but they don’t want to bay just 
yet, because they are.not sure whether the club is champ or 
chump.
G»vc them time, however, be patient with them. Wait until 
the last game of the schedule has been played, ,and they are sure 
the thing has been wrapped up, and they’ll second-guess you 
right into oblivion. If the Packers win the championship, meir 
memories will sparkle with those little anecdotes that prove they 
Vknew it all the time.” • • . :
But if the Packers should lose, they’ll pk  on their knowing 
]em  with the same motion they pop in their store teeth, and they 
will let loose a tirade of abuse that will sear the very buds of the 
fruit trees With its malevolence.,
In which case, more tumbril wheels.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Victoria fans are solidly be­
hind Colin Kilburn, deposed man­
ager of the W e s t e r n  Hockey 
League Cougars judging from the 
oyation he got at Wednesday 
night’s game a  g a i n s t  Seattle 
Americans.
Every time he stepped on the 
ice Kilburn was cheered by the 
hometown fans. When jthe lineups 
were announced before the game 
he received loud applause from 
the 2,800 spectators.
Young people paraded around 
the rink between periods carry­
ing placards reading "Kilburn all 
the way,” and "We want Colin— 
Colin is our man.”
The outcome—a 4-3 Seattle vic­
tory—was a painful reminder of 
numerous one - goal setbacks 
which' the Cougars suffered be­
fore club treasurer Fred Macken­
zie took over from Kilburn Sun­
day.
BITTER REACTION
The fiery Colin Was bitter at 
his dismissal and indicated he no 
longer wished to play for the 
Cougars. His appearance Wednes­
day night suggested he had be­
come reconciled to his new status 
a t least for the present.
Two third-period Seattle goals 
caused the Cougars’ defeat, their 
seventh straight. The Americans 
moved within three points of the 
idle New Westminster Royals, in 
second place in the Coast di­
vision. , " . t
The last - place club in the 
Prairie division fared better, Cal­
gary Stampeders downing sec­
ond-place Edmonton Flyers 4-2 on 
home ice.
The win moved Stamps within 
a  single point of third-place Sask- 
atoon-St. Paul Regals, who hold 
down third place.
The games were the first in the 
WHL since president A1 Leader 
of Seattle instructed officials to 
strictly enforce playing rules. 
Leader’s edict apparently mad its 
desired effect, as both encounters 
were wide open.
The Victoria game was one of 
thei fastest and . best-played seen 
there this season. There was not 
one instance of a player freezing 
the puck against the boards, and 
extremely few stoppages of play, 
FAST FIRST PERIOD 
The Cougars grabbed a 2-0 lead 
in the first period ns Doug Ma 
cauley and Eddie Dorohoy'scored
Although there has been no 
forecast of a discussion on tele­
vision the WIFU annual meeting 
may do some talking about .the 
subject since the CBC TV net­
work is expected to extend acipss 
the whole area covered by *the 
league by the time the s e a m  
starts. So far. there has been no 
live television or WIFU games al­
though there are stations in-all 
the cities in the league.
Jimmy Foxx Now 
Broke And Idle




20 seconds apart. Seattle tied 
up.before the period was over 
on goals by Alex Kuzma and Ray 
Kinasewich.
Dorohoy tallied his second, 
goal-in the middle ’frame, but 
Don Chiupka poked home Rudy 
Filion’s rebound to tie it up in 
the third.
Aggie Kukulowicz got the win- 
nei- when his passout from the 
right of the Cougar net deflected 
in off goalie Emile Francis.
E d m o n t o n *  gave Stampeder 
goalie A1 Rollins one of the bus 
iest sessions of his career in the 
second period at Calgary. He 
m ade-17 saves, most of them 
spectacular, while Dennis Riggin 
was handling only five at the 
other end.
Steve Witiuk - s c o r e d  what 
proved to be the winner for Cal­
gary after only 24 seconds of the 
middle period, finishing off a play 
with Dave Duke. Enio Sclisizzi 
got the insurance m^rke^/in the 
third period.
Other Stampeder goals were 
scored by Chuck Blair and Barry 
Ross, while Howie Yanosik and 
Frank Roggeveen counted for the 
Flyers.
hold the line against any hasty 
breakaway f r o m  the • CRU. 
Teams of the Big Four already 
have stated their willingness to 
make the break, provided the 
WIFU is willing to pull out.
Calgary Stampeders and Brit­
ish Columbia Lions ■ already-are 
oh record in favor of secession. 
Saskatchewan Roughriders and 
Edmonton E s k i m o s  were be­
lieved to have made their- deci­
sions a t meetings this week but 
their stands were not announced.
However, president Cec Ross of 
the Eskimos said it was his per­
sonal opinion that, the CRU had 
function to fulfill and that ii 
certain points such as handling 
of tickets for the Grey Cup game 
were cleared up it might be bet­
ter to stay with the CRU 
Ralph Parliament, president of 
the Blue Bombers, took much the 
same line in saying that the CRU 
should be given a chance but 
changes should be made to give 
the professionals voting control 
on major issues.
Under the present voting set­
up, the professional leagues have 
three votes aniece, the Ontario 
Rugby Football Union two anc 
the Quebec Rugby Football Un­
ion and the Intercollegiate Union 
one each. Thus the other leagues 
can beat the- professionals on the 
percentage vote required on con­
stitutional amendments..
Herb Capozzi, general man­
ager of the Lions, outlined his 
team’s feelings on the divorce 
proposal: .
We feel professional football 
has p r o b l e m s  different from 
other organizations also control­
led by -the CRU. We don’t  feel 
we have anything in common
a job.
James A, Silin. a  Boston adver­
tising man., disclosed Foxx’s fi­
nancial plight to Boston baseball 
writers who immediately invited 
Foxx to their annual dinner Jan, 
22.
Sllln said that the 50-year-old 
Foxx told him that he became til 
and .lost his job with a "transfer 
company” Just before Christmas, 
Sijln said* Foxx misses out on 
baseball’s player pension plan by 
one year. He also recalled that 
s'oxx has lost huge sums in vari­
ous ventures, including a $50,000 
investment in Florida before the 
war. >
Foxx’s last association with 
baseball was as coach at the Uni­
versity of Miami in 1947. During 
his major league career with 
Philadelphia Athletics and Boston
Red Sox he hit 554 homer*} to 
rank second to Babe Ruth and 
the American League’s most 





LOS ANGELES (AP)-The wife 
of boxer Art Aragon, seeking a 
divorce, has accused him of 
committing adultery
Georgina -A r  a g o n, 29, also 
charged cruelty in a suit broughl 
Tuesday in Superior Court and 
declared Aragon, 30, struck her 
many times.
Her suit asks for $300 a mpnth 
in alimony, $300 a month for 
support of their three children, 
and possession of their home and 
other community property:"'
with these other leagues, except 
that we play the sam e'gam e,"
Among suggestions made by 
the Stampeders in a brief on 
changes circulated to other west­
ern clubs, the Calgary dub listed 
the formation of a  Canadian 
League along the lines of the Na­
tional Football League in the 
United States.
The Big Four stated its stand 
in favor of breaking away at -a 
meeting in Toronto Jan. 4. It 
also proposed that Halter be ap­
pointed commissioner for both 
leagues with an assistant to su­
pervise Big Four operations. Hal­
ter would have powefs over poth 
leagues except in the matters of 
finances, scheduling and televi­
sion.
The Bombers and the Eskimos 
both favored the idea but the 
WIFU commissioner himself had 
no comment.
One question raised by the 
threats .of. secession is what 
would happen to the Grey Cup,






D . KERRAUTO BODY SHOP
1110 St. Paul St. Phone 2300 
One block north of CN Station 
Night Phone 246$
Special Medicated Formula 
RUBS PAIN INSIDE-OUT!
Antiphlogistine Rub A-535 gteet fast, prolonged relief ; 
from muscular aches and pains
Now you can get fast relief from 
backache, neuralgia, bursitis, 
lumba|d, sciatica, muscular 
soreness, muscular discomforts 
of common colds and minor per­
sistent arthritic and rheumatic 
pains with Antiphlogistine Rub 
A-535.
This remarkable modern for­
mula is actually a medicated 
vanishing cream that rubs pain 
inslde-out,. That’s because you 
rub Antiphlogistine Rub A-535 
in, not on—to raise the tempera­
ture of tissues below the -surface 
of your skin. You'actually feel 
the flow of soothing relief as
warmth flows in, pain flows out. 
Yes, Antiphlogistine Rub A-535 
acts, in minutes, to bring you 
relief that lasts and'lasts. And 
'*Antiphlogistine Rub A-535y is 
greaseless, stainless, with a  
pleasant "non-medicine” fra­
grance, too. :' ^
Prove what Antiphlogistine 
Rub A-535 can do. Bend nSm e,| 
and address to The Denver Che­
mical Mfg. Co/, Dept. 21, 8465 
Devonshire Road, Montreal 9, 
Que„ for a free regular $1.25 
size tube. Enclose 25c to cover 
the cost of handling and mailing. 




TIJUANA, Mexico (AP»—Top 
players of the Professional Colt, 
era Association v winter circuit 
team with a group o f amateurs 
e t Tijuana Country Club today In 
a prtHimateur event preceding 
the Tijuana open tournament.
The 72-hole open atorts Friday
through Monday
sting for a $15,000
withend run* 
the proa compel 
pu rse ,11 ■ ,
JMUy Casper of Chula Vista. 
Calif, will compete in the pro­
gram as well as the open. Ho has 
earned $8,100 In tournament play 
the last two weeks.
Others to see action today In­
clude Toronto’s At Dtildinc and 
Frank Strunnhan, winner of the 
recent Los Angeles Open,
The pros yvill play for $1,7.10 in 
Individual scoring mid $750 
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First: .Tim e  In Liberal History 
W oman Presides A t  Convention
By CAROLYN WILLETT
Canadian Presa Stiff,Writor
OTTAWA (CP) Women are 
miking their rir jtenrc felt a t the 
national Uber.il conventions 
tfipr thn first time in the party’s 
bLnbxy, a woman is helping; to 
preside over convention sessions. 
She is 76-year-old Senator Mari­
ana JodOin of Montreal.
Indcative of women’s growing 
interest in politics is the number 
of them participating in this 
week's convention. Among the to- 
igsltal 2,452 voting delegates and al­
ternates are 312 women.
Retiring liberal leader Louis 
St. Laurent paid tribute to the_
large number of women del­
egates.
The Jadtos-hav*- always held 
an important role in the Liberal 
>arty and that role ns?, become 
dcreasingly important ic recent 
years,” Mr, S t  Laurent told the 
convention Tuesday.
During opening sevens, the 
women — delegates rnd many 
others working on canveitinn , or­
ganization committees -  were 
busy both on the convention floor 
and over the teacups, 
tho National Federation .of Lib- 
borne, Ont., a  vice-rreiident of
BEAUTIFUL BASICS
By ALICE ALDEN
.With the fashion World ready 
for a new season, even the 
classics reflect the sartorial 
high points. And most of us are 
vitally interested in these bas­
ics, the simple but good clothes 
that make up our routine, day- 
by-day wardrobe. Here is the
middy classic, so popular^ith  
career and college girls, snjart- 
ly presented in cozy corduroy 
of beautiful colors. Worn under­
neath is another classic that 
goes on season after' season, 
year after year — the long 
sleeved, well-tailored shirt of 
fine, white, pima luster cotton.
Canadian Crab Gives Variety 
To Delicious
Here's' an ideal hot “ meaty'* I 
main dish to serve for lunch, sup-! 
■per or late evening .occasions 
these chilly days.. This “Golden 
Crab Casserole" is a simple com­
bination Of canned Canadian Crab 
meat, eggs and bread cubes baked 
with a well-seasoned sauce of 
mayonnaise and light cream.
, Big black olives placed. in a 
dish of crushed ice, slightly salted 
nuts or assorted crunchy-crisp 
vegetable sticks make ideal relish 
accompaniments. Cheese-flavored 
rolls or bread sticks are/ good 
companions to round out this prp- 
tein-high, good tasting, unusual 
main course.
Mrs. R. A. Kinncar cf Port Col- 
borne, Ont., a vice-president of! 
the National Federation of Lib-1 
erai Women, presented a  dual 
resolution calling tor old *ge pen- 
slcivs at 65, ius+ead -f u and a! 
transferable pension plan based! 
cud a . national loan fund into 
which both employer and etn-| 
ployee would pay.
On the teacup side, federation! 
president Mrs. A. L. Caldwell of 
Saskatoon: and NFLW members 
were hosts to more than 400 
womemat the convention for late! 
toonaftern  ted*.
Canada's, women senators-rall 
flve of them Liberals — are at­
tending convention sessions and 
■1 functions' in strength, including 
Senator Cairine Wilson. 72, of Ot­
tawa.
Senator Wilson became Can­
ada’s first woman senator in 1830 
after a  court battle that defined 
women as “persons;’’ and el­
igible for Red-Chamber appoint­
ments,
Long accustomed to political 
m e e t  i n g s — and ; to letters 
addressed “Dear Sir” — Senator 
Wilson recalled that she acted as 
chairman of a  huge Liberal rally 
here in 1935 for Mackenzie King.
K EEP  IN  T R IM
Successful Reducer Gives Advice: 
Will Pow er, N o t Pills, Storks Best
Catholic Church here. Tho clergy* 
man plans to invite 250 junior 
CYO members next month to 
teach them -“ the fine points of 
decorous, tcrpsicbore."
MISS JEAN WILTON
Miss. Jean Wilton, Case Worker 
for the John Howard Society, Van­
couver will bd the chairman of 
the Panel Dbcussion on “ Is There 
an Answer to Juvenile Delinquen­
cy?” sponsored by the Kelowna 
Elementary P.T.A. on Monday, 
January 27 at 8 p.m. in the Sen­
ior High school auditorium. Miss 
Wilton hold a B.A. degree from 
Queen’s University,' Kingston, 
taken post-graduate courses at the 
Sorbonne in Paris, and has a 
Bachelor of Social Work degree 
from U.B.C.
Salmon Arm  Rites 
O f Interest Here
THUB.. JAN. 16, 1958* THE DAILY COURIER 8
P T A  To Hold Panel Discussion 
Delinquency Solution Sought
“ Is There an Answer to Juven­
ile Delinquency?" This is the 
question a panel of local and val­
ley citizens will discuss at the 
next general meeting of the Kel­
owna Elementary P.T.A. to be 
held Monday, January 27th, at 
8 p.m. in the Senior High School 
Auditorium.
Vz to 1 cup grated Canadian 
cheddar cheese
Vz cup crushed potato chips or 
• bread crumbs ,
Place crab pieces, kernel corn, 
green pepper and sliced eggs in 
lightly greased 1-quart shallow 
baking dish. Melt butter or mar­
garine in top, of double boiler 
over ho t, water. Blend in flour. 
Stir in milk, slowly,; stirring all 
the time until sauce'is thick and 
smooth. Add mustard, horsera­
dish, lemon juice, salt, pepper 
and onion. Blend. Pour over in­
gredients in casserole. Sprinkle 
cheese over all. Top with crushed 
potato chips or bread crumbs. 
Golden Crab Casserole (Just a -fight sprinkling.! Bake in 
can I6tfe' ounces) Canadian moderate oven, 350 deg. F,, for 
Crab drained and broken-up 30 minutes, or until lightly brown- 
hard-cooked eggs, sliced ’ ed anti bubbling. Makes 4 to 5 
cup soft bread cubes servings, 
tablespoons grated onion I Take along this economical, 
tablespoons chopped parsley good tasting “Crab Potluck Sup- 
Vz teaspoon salt per Casserole” the next time you
1 cup Mayonnaise - * tote-a-dish to a: potluck-:: supper.,
iy* cups" milk and cream (half Everyone will enjoy the flavor of 
cream and half milk) 1 the meaty canned Canadian crab 
\  ̂  ̂ . meat and you’ll enjoy the easy-
Combine .. crab, sliced eggs, preparation of this budget-minded 
bread cubes, onion, parsley and dish.
salt, tossing lightly to mix. Place Combine canned Canadian crab 
in greased 1%-quart casserole, with other everyday items you 
Mix together mayonnaise and half always keep on hand and bake 
cream ' and milk. Stir well to these ingrelienfs to golden good- 
blend, Pdur over ingredients in ness in yeour heaviest, heat-hold- 
’ casserole. - Mix lightly. Do not mg casserole. Whisk the casserole 
cover. Bake ,in moderate oven from the oven, cover with the 
350 deg. r „  for 30 minutes, or casserole lid, wrap all in clean 
until golden-brown. Makes 6 serv- tbwel arid then insulate it with 
Inga, (Make sure your hard- several layers of newspaper or 
cooked ̂ eggs are black-ring free, aluminum foil so it will keep 
by chitling them thoroughly in oven-hot until your potluck sup- 
cold water immediately after per,
cooking.) Your family, too, will love this
Colorful kernel corn, green h e a r t y ,  flavorsome casserole 
pepper and protein-high, chicken* when it’s potluck supper night at 
like flavored canned crab meat your, own home.' \
GOLDEN WEDDING
During their recent visit to Cali­
fornia, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Nellis 
celebrated their golden wedding 
anniversary on New Year’s Day. 
Their daughter and son-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Traub of 
Burlingame, Calif., entertained 
in honor of the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Nellis have one 
other daughter, Mrs. W. A. Camp­
bell of Edmonton, a son, J. E. 
Nellis of Medicine Hat, and 11 
grandchildren. Mr. Nellis opera­
ted a hardware store in Vermil­
lion, Alta., where the family lived 
for a number of years, later mov­
ing to Edmonton where he was. 
associated,5$ $ )  a hardware firm 
Upon retirement, Mr.' and Mrs, 
Nellis, moved to Kelowna four 
years ago.
A quiet wedding took place in 
Ithri First United church manse, 
Salmon Arm, on Friday, Jan­
uary 3 at 7:30 p.m. when Marion 
Grace, youngest daughter of Mr. 
land Mrs. William H. Akeroyd,
I Salmon Arm, exchanged vows 
| with George James Henry, only 
son of Mr. and Mrs. J . H. Fry of 
Kelowna. Rev. A. O. Clements 
performed the double ring cere­
mony.
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride wore a waltz- 
length gown of white brocaded 
The P.T.A. has become increas-1 satin with lily-point sleeves. A 
ingly concerned with the ever tiara of tiny orange blossoms held 
mounting number of crimes com- her chapel veil of illusion net, and 
mitted by young people in our her bouquet combined red roses 
city. In an effort to probe the with white heather. Her sister’s 
situation the P.T.A. has gathered attendant, Miss Doreen Akeroyd 
together a panel of interested chose a red velvet dress fashioned 
people to discuss the problem on Princess Lines, and a white 
from their various view points, feather headdress. Her corsage 
The public is cordially invited to was comiSosed of white carnations 
attend, questions and comments and stephanotis
By IDA JEAN KAIN
At the beginning of a new year, 
we set goals tor ourselves, if 
slimming is, your goal, the fol­
lowing letter from a successful 
reducer will do more to bolster 
your resolve than anything this 
dietitian could say. She writes . .
“Jdst one year ago, on the new 
year, I weighed 209 pounds, I 
finally deddedT to do .something 
about it, and went to piy family 
doctor for a physical check-up. 
My heart,, though hot* damaged, 
beat about 100 times a > minute, 
My blood pressure was 180 over 
40,-end I  a r t  M.'The doctor gave 
me a list quite similar to the ones 
you publish,'' and - said to count 
my calories, which were not to 
exceed 1,000 a day. He also pre­
scribed some pills for me. I took 
the plus f  a§ j directed, . but will 
frankly confess they didn’t  help 
much. The craving for food re­
mained the same. ' •
“ I told my family I must have 
their support-, .. , , I  didn’t  want 
any kidding about my dieting, 
nor did l  want temptations plac­
ed before me by them. They were 
truly cooperative.
“After about '4 weeks of the 
pills, I quit all medicine, because 
I felt better by not taking it. I 
reduced steadily, and by the 
middle of June, I weighed in at 
150, My blood pressure is now 
168 over 18, and my doctor Says 
I have added 10 years to my life 
expectancy. My family tells me 
they are prouder of me for what 
I’ve done welghtwise, than they 
are of anything I ever did in my 
whole life. I wore size 48 and 
am now a perfect 38.
Dieting has certainly agreed 
with me. I never lost a  day’s 
work, had fewer colds, in the 
winter, and generally felt better 
than I ever h id  before. ( : 
Invariably, m y  overweight 
friends ask whether I reduced 
with pills. Of course, I have to 
admit that I took pills tor a while 
—but I hasten to add that pills 
never, helped. My friends seem 
to think there is a ’wonder drug’ 
that will satisfy the desire for 
food. The fact Is that when you 
really want to reduce, you* have 
the will power to do so.
So many folks tell me they 
want to diet but they will wait 
till tomorrow. Others say they’ve 
tried, .but without success. Still 
others say, *Oh,T don’t eat much. 
Maybe not at meal times, but 
oh, how they love to snack be­
tween meals.- I know—because 
that used to be , a  weakness of 
mine. • '
More power to you, Ida Jean. 
May all overweights read ahd 
heed your column. It’s the great­
est favor they can do themsel­
ves. How well I knowl Many 
thanks.’-’ »
That letter, right from the 
heart, should give you the cour­
age not only to start, but more 
important, to, follow through arid 
achieve your goal. You can make 
this the best year, of your life.'
CONDUCTOR DIES 
FERRARA, Itaiy lAPI-Vittore 
Venexianl, tor 40 yean  principal 
conductor of La Scala .Opera 
House choruses', died of heart 
failure here Tuesday*. He was 80. 
Fascist pressure because Venn- 
ziani was a Jew forced his sus­




"Just wear it, my dear, tad, 
everybody, wm think: you’ve) 
bte& to lftxlcft.* s
TOO MUCH ROCK
SUMMIT, N.J. (AP)—There’s 
too much “rock" .in teen-age 
dancing to suit Rev. Harrold Mur­
ray, Catholic Youth Organization 
director of St. Teresa's Roman
SYLVANIA TV
, ■ with"- ■ s' ' 
HALOLIGHT 
Gives your eyes a  re­
laxing change. ̂ Recom­




and APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 .Bernard • Pb. 2049
Queen's Dressmaker 
Goes Into Business
will be welcomed. Ifie groom’s gift t(j the bride 
I was a pearl and rhinestone neck­
lac e  with matching earrings.
The groom was supported by 
_______ I John Mepham of Kelowna. During
MR. ANtf MRS. GORDON P e S
HAMILTON . . . WithMark. Mar- ,  * me ts sa B u  F f t |I* tir___ 1____  Jjove. , .
HITHER AND YON
is, David and Wayne have re- A reception for the Immediate
Emilies was held at the home of after spending a few weeks holi- the bride>s parents> A tw0_tiered|
wedding cake embedded in white 
tulle and flanked by tall pink 
tapers in silver holders centered 
the bride’s table. Rev. A. O. Clem­
ents proposed the toast to the 
bride.
For going away the bride .wore 
a bhle tailored suit* with white! 
accessories: arid a corsage of red 11 
roses and white heather. Their 
young couple will reside in Van- ’ 
couver where the groom is attend­
ing U.B.C.
day with Mrs. Hamilton’s mother 
Mrs. Grace Beck, and Grand­
mother Mrs. E. Rodda.
FLEW TO BRITAIN’. . . Mrs. 
A. Alston has returned from a 
five week holiday spent in Scot­
land and England visiting friends, 
and relatives. -
WILL VISIT OLD COUNTRY.. 
Mrs. W. R. Barlee and Mrs. B. 
D. Griffin are making plans for 
a three month visit to England.
LONDON (Reuters) — Norman 
Hartnell, Queen E 1 i z a b e t  h’s 
dressmaker, launched a new ven­
ture W e d n e s d a y \fn his first 
ready-to-wear collection f o r  sale 
in Britain.
He entered the retail trade with 
a collection* of some 27 suits, on 
sale for the first time in stores 
all oyer Britain.
All the suits have a label with 
the legend “Norman Hartnell 
ready to wear” and are sold in a 
plastic protective c o y e r  with 
Hartnell’s name on it.
Prices range from about 12 to 
25 guineas ($35 to $70).
combine and bake to tasty perfec­
tion in a r lightly, seasoned-just- 
rlght-saucc to make this popular
h  add\to  your collection of make- 
ahead and bake-when-wanted | 
recipe file, Make it in the morn­
ing, then refrigerate the entire 
dish until you’re ready to bake it 
lo r lunch, supper or evening occa­
sion. ■ ■ '.  1 • ■■ .. . .
Round out this happy combina­
tion of color, flavor and excellent
Crab Potluck Supper Casserole
X can (OWs ounces) Canadian 
crab meat, drained and 
broken-up
3 large mild onions, sliced
4 tablespoons shortening 
% teaspoon salt 
% teaspoon black pepper 
2 tablespoons flour
teaspoon prepared-mustard 
Dash of tohasco 
1 cup milk
1 cup gratetj Canadian Ched­
dar cheese
protein food value with piping hot| Cook sliced onions In 2 tablc- 
buttered rolls and crisp green spoons melted shortening until 
tossel salad. just tender. Put crab meat and
onion slices into greased lMi-quart 
Pacific Coast Crab Casserole casserole. Sprinkle with salt and 
1 can <814 ounces) Canadian black pepper. Melt remaining 2 
crab, drained and flaked tablespoons shortening in top of 
X can whole kernel corn, double boiler placed over boiling 
drained ‘ 'water. Stir in flour carefully, Add
y« to Vz cup Chopped green mustard and tabasco. Pour In 
pepper milk slowly, stirring all the time,
hard-cooked eggs, sliced until snuco Is smooth and thick- 
tablespoons butter or mar-[cried. Gradually add cheese and 
garine I keep stirring until cheese has mel-
tablespoons flour | ted. Pour sauco bubbling hot over
cup milk -  ingredients in,casserole. Do not
teaspoons prepared inua-j cover. Place In moderate oven, 
told « , 350 deg F., for 30 minutes, or
teaspoon prepared horse- until done. Makes 4 to 5 ser rings.
teaspoon lemon Juice
teasDoon salt . WELLINGTON, N.Z. (Reuters)
teasnoOn nenner ' I —British explorer Vivian Fuchs
-tablespoons mud gr«t«d on-| A05, .fto}®*
SAVRS CHIHUAHUA 
DALLAS, Tex. (AP)—Fireman 
Ed Williams saved the life of a 
tiny Chihuahua dog by using one 
finger to apply-artificial respira­
tion after it was found uncon­
scious from smoke poisoning. “ I 
held him in the palm of one 
hand,” Williams said, “and kept 
pressing on his chest with a 




from the South Pole in his bid 
to confound critics of his plans 
to complete-tho first-ever over­
land journey across the Antarctic 
continent.
M I N A R D ’ S
t . '1 J  , ' Mp-
L I N I M E N  !
W ife Preservers
ifdpefor’wto.ef votyato towm





Wind and Weather Lotion. Reg. 1.25 and 2.75—
Now 750 and 1.50
Pink Cleansing (tream. Reg. 2.75......... . Now 1.50
Beauty Plus Hormone Lotion. Reg. 4.50 ........ Now 2.25
Beauty Plus Hormone Cream. Reg. 3.50 .....
Emulsified Cleansing Cream. Reg. 2.75 .....
Dry Skin Freshener. Reg. 2 ,0 0 .... .........
Skin Lotion. Reg. 2.00 ...... .............. ........
LIMITED-TIME ONLY
S E E . . .  DYCK'S D R U G S .  .  T O D A Y !
SEXT DOOR TO SUPER-VALU ONE 3333 FOR DELIVERY
v i m m m m K K R i i m m w
r
./ , 1 11J lu
JANUARY






From 14.95 to 
" tho orte low pVice off
y - j w . y
v ’ 1 • . 1 1 ' , '( f
. .  .  ....  . , Sec our oddment tublo for
I t’s  a  salo surpassing everything wo have wonderful buys in Pullovers
ever had before . . .  IN  SAVINGS .  .  .  and Cardigans , . . names you
IN MAGNIFICENT VALUES. have confidence In
{ MORE QUALITY . . .  MORE FASHION MORE VALUE FOR 
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Ladies' Full Fashioned Durable 100% 
Botany Wool Stocking. Reg. 1 q p  
price 2.75, per pair now . . . . . .  • • * 3
Ladies’ Mercerised Cotton and'Lisle 
Hose—Regular 1.25. - n g .
Now, per p a i r ......... ............
Ladles’ Lined Gloves—Regular up to 
4.50 per pair for per p a i r .........2.95
D R Y G O O D S  D E P T , 
JA N U A R Y  W HITE SALE





i - I '
double thickness
'-SPECIAL------ 1 2 ^ 5
All other jackets sale priced
. » .. V - ■ ■ L s  ' ■
Men's Flannelette
PYJAMAS
In a wide assortment of patterns, n  Z f t  
SPECIAL ....................... .............  0 . 0 7
Men'F Dressing Gowns
SPECIAL -  -  9-95
’ Boy's Lined Jearit
SPECIAL -  -  2-95
SHOE DEPT;
Final Clearance of Rubber Footweai
LADIES1 HIGH OVER:
. . • , THE SOCK  ̂ *
RUBBER ROPT
Heavy fleece lining in’white 
or black at
6.95
Your great once-a-ycar chance to, replace 
towels and sheets.
Wobasso Coffon Sheets 
81x100: Special, p a ir ..
Caldwell Towels—18x38, pair ____....1 ,4 9
Plastic Shower Seta
Window Curtain . . . . . . . — . . .  95o and 1,15,
Shower Curtain . . . i ....... . 1,00 and 1.35
'  Kitchen Curtains in cafe and cottage style 
from, a set i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.95 to 2.93
Assorted Panels in net and flocked |  n r  
rayons a t B. . . . ............ .̂..................! * T J
' . YARDAGES .
Remnanto ln wool, silk and cotton. Alto 
laces and ribbons.
Pore Wool Tweeds — Plains and plaids 84? 
to 56" wide from, per yard . . . .  2.95 to 3,95 
Rayons in plaids, plain and, stripes from*?,
9 5 o to l.tr
Ladles* Black Bubber Cuban Heel Overshoe-t­
ripper front. y  a  a g
Size 5 to O a t ..........................................
Ladles' Rubber Overshoe — Heavy nylon 
fleece lining;-fur'trim, button fastener, Cuban 
heel. black or brown. r  AC
Full 'altos.','Was,7.49; Now* — *............
Children’s Brown ̂ ^Rbbber Overshoe — Shear­
ling cuff, strap and' buckle fastener, n  n r
- Size 8 to 3. Only....................................
, Children’s Black White or Red Rubber n  n r "
Overshoe. Lined. 8 to 3 a t ................... £ » T 9
Children’s Clear Plaatlo Overshoe i  n r  
Button'fastener. 10 to 3 a t ...................  I « W
MEN’S OVERSHOES
Pull-on with adjustablo strap,
Value to 6.95. Sale
I
4,95
Pull-op with adjustablo strap.1 Sheep- A nr 
skin Iiiled..Value 12,05..Srilo 
ISero Overshoes. Insulfoam lined. , ^  ^
Black, Vnluo 8,05, Sato . - , . . ; . . . - ; . . .  4.95
Men’s Hi-Cut Boata~-<lrO'Cprk Solo. 1 1  A C
Value 14.05, Sale ............... .............. 1 1 * 7 3
Men’a Brown Eng. Boots \ 1 2
Value M3. Sale .......
Black Cashmerotto Overshoes — 2 - 4 .
i
Value 15.05. SaleI ; r ' ■ 4 '■ \ ' ’ * i ■' 5 ■!'' 1 w ; I)’.
Sole off Ladies' Lingerie -  Slips and Uroiiien




WA«r* C akh  B ea ts  C re d it
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v- ton—stoutvnwiiA y *
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M A LK IN 'S
P EA N U T  B U TTER
48 *01.  tin .  .  .
M A LK IN 'S
COFFEE
Regular or Fine, 1 )b. bag
Prices Effective
%
Friday, Saturday and Monday, 
January 1 7 , 18  and 20
. ’ i' . *. ________ * ____
PROCTOR &  G AM B LE PRODUCTS
P LU M  JA M M alkin's, 48  o z. tin .  .  .  .  ,  .-
P O R K  and B EA N S  4  ° 4 9 c  




32 o z. bottle
■:.A
With Free Tea Towel* 
Giant S ize ...................D U Z
O X Y D O L  Giant Size 
C H EER  Giant Size
P R EM 1 2  o z. round tin .  .  . 2 f°r 89c
TIDE * *
Challenger, 
Vi lb. tin .
O LD  DUTCH
CLEANSER
3c O ff Deal
for
Giant Size
B O N U S  Frec ^ te>Giant Size
0
SPIC S P A N  Giant S ize ........  ...... 8 5 C
PINK CAMAY 2 for 31c
M alkin's Clear, 16  o z. ja r .  .  .  .  .
IN S TA N T Jello, Assorted Variety . 2 for 19c
B O N  A M I
JET SPRAY
tin 73c
Canada No. 1 , Malko M ac, cello
2 Jbs 15 c
v
Malko M ac, Canada N o . 1 ,
3  lb. Cello '* »  m  , m ‘ m  m  ' m  m  m
> ' >
Malko M ac, Canada N o . 1 , 
2  lb. cello . . . .  .
> v ,
2 4  o z. cello bag ..................................
Maple Leaf, Cryovac Halves .  .  .  .  lb.
Maple Leaf, 1 lb . cello -  .  -
■>}/'
.r rj






1 2 o z . c u p -  .




G LEN M O R E STORE
Pete Settler
CROSSROADS S U PPLY
. VX Fowler
ROBIN'S G EN ER A L STORE
WESTBANK
N O TO N  &  SIM KINS
2091 Richter St
H A LL BROTHERS LT D .
Ukanagan Million
BOB'S D ELU X E M EATS  
A N D  GROCERIES
2902 pendoil St. —  Phone 2763
H AR D IE'S  G EN ER A L STORE
RUTLAND —"PHONE 2S32‘
P ET T M A N  BROS.
1302 St Paul S t r i




| r <  j857 HLUSt
C EN TR A L STORE ;
1705 Richter St. ,, , i; W /j
Y ’<
1271 Glcnmo'w Road
K A U FM A N  GROCERY
U n i t e d
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Courier W ant Ads Are Daily Workers- Phone 4445
Coming Events
QUARTERLY GENERAL Meet­
ing of the Kelowna and District 
Bod and Gun d u b  Jan. 23. 
Legion Hall a t 8 p.m. 123
Personal
PAIN KILLER FOR CORNS and 
Callouses, Lloyd's Com and Cal­
lous Salve and Pads. Prompt 
relief. Salve 50c: pads 25c, at 
Long Super Drugs Ltd. 117
W anted T o  Rent
STEADY, RELIABLE TENANTS 
—Couple with school age son need 
two bedroom home with furnace, 




■Radios. Televisions, Electric 




219 Bernard Are. Phene 3495
129
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH­
ED 2 room suites, private 
shower and toilet. Weekly 'o r 
monthly winter rates $42.50 
month. May to October inclusive 






249 Bernard Are. Phone 3405
129
GLENWOOD 482-TWO BLOCKS 
from hospital. 'Nicely furnished, 
heated, housekeeping room, suit­
able two persons, no smokers or 
drinkers $35.00 month. Phone 
2559. 121
FAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws—and all small power 
equipment Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Ave,
TH-S-tf
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd, 250 Prior St, 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone PAdfic 
0357. TH-S-tf
FOR THE BEST IN' PORTRAIT 
and Commercial photography, de 
veioplng, printing and enlarging. 
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO, dial 
2883, 631 Harvey Ave.
Th-tf
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor, Kelowna 
B.C. Exterior and interior paint 
ipg. paper hanging. Phone your 
requirements now. Phone 3578.
M-TH-tl
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
138
$ 1,0 0 0  O F F  
19 5 7 Buick Sedan
Low Mileage 
Many Extras
A fter 6 p.m.
PHONE 4405
116
THE DAILY COURIER TA 
THim.. JAN. IS. ISSS*W
Legal
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 161)
In the Matter of Lot Five (5) 
Block “A” District Lot Lot 
Fourteen <141, Osoyoos Division 
Yale District, Plan Two Thou­
sand Two Hundred and Twenty 
<2220> City of Kelowna.
C A N  INSPECT M O O N , 7 0 0
U .S . W ill Have Payload 
Satellite In Orbit Soon
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEW 
or late model car see us about our 
low cost financing service avail­
able for either dealer or private 
sales. Carruthcrs and Mcikle Ltd. 
364 Bernard Ave. 116
TWO ROOM APARTMENT with 
bathroom, partly furnished, auto­
matic oil heating, now available. 
Can be seen at 275 Leon. Phone 
8027. • tf
WELCOME INN MOTEL-Housc- 
keeping cabins at low rates by 
day, week, month. Four Star 
Rating. 1824 Vernon Road. 120
1951 METEOR SEDAN-FULLY 
equipped, including automatic 
transmission, immaculate con­
dition. Alter 5 p.m. phone 2165.
121
COMFORTABLE BEDROOM IN 
private home, kitchen privileges 
optional. Phone 6893 or 6841.
118
“STOP" AT THE “DEPEND 
ABLE" Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd, 1658 Pen- 
dozi St, Phone 241l». M-TH-tf
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2 
and 3 room cottages. Weekly and 
monthly. Reasonable rates. Phone 
3910. 119
1954 FARGO FLAT DECK. 13,000 
miles, excellent condition, very 
low deck. Handles 200 boxes 
Priced to sell. Phone 7620. 122
THE BERNARD LODGE — Bed­
rooms by day. week or month. 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
2215. , 119
1951 METEOR COUPE. FIVE 
passenger, equipped with radio 
heater, 3 good tires, $500 cash 
Phone 2125. 124
FURNISHED BRIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING room. Phone 8449. 
1151 St. Paul'St. 121
BEDROOM IN PRIVATE HOME 
$20 a month. Phone 2480. 121
Board And Room
JUNG'S SHOE REPAIR. LOW 
Prices. Skates, knives and scis­
sors sharpened 20c; also hand 
saws. 267 Leon Ave. Tb.-tf
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3491
133
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCAV­
ATING LTD. for ditches, pipe­
lines, septic tanks. Phone 6895.
M-TH-tf
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept for best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE - i  
Free Estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 131
Lost And Found
BIRCH AVE. 544 — PRIVATE 
bedrooms, 3 homestyle meals 
daily, or lunches packed, parking 
space. $70 month up. Phone 7985
117
ROWCLIFFE, 562 — ROOM AND 
Board, private home with home 
privileges, use of piano, etc. Em­
ployed woman preferred. $60 
month. Phone 7590. 120
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
lor sale"—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tfi
PROOF having been filed in my 
office of the loss of Certificate of 
Title No. 147219F to the above 
mentioned lands in the names of 
ROBERT JOHN GORDON and 
MARY LILLIAN GORDON, Joint 
Tenants, c/o Fillmore and Hay- 
man, 1536 Ellis Street, Kelowna, 
B.C., and bearing date the 8th day 
oi March, 1951.
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE OF 
my intention at the expiration of 
one calendar month from the 
first publication hereof to issue to 
the said ROBERT JOHN GOR­
DON and MARY LILLIAN 
GORDON, a Provisional Certifi­
cate of Title in lieu of such lost 
Certificate. Any person having 
any information with reference 
to such lost certificate of title 
is requested to communicate with 
the undersigned.
Dated at the Lqnd Registry 
Office, Kamloops, British Col­
umbia, this 36th day of 
December, 1957.
J. V. Di Castri, Registrar, ■ 
Kamloops Land Registration 
District.
117-5Th.
WASHINGTON (AP) — United 
States Air Force missile experts 
expect to place “a payload satel­
lite in orbit" shortly and they say 
the same existing "missile can 
perform unmanned 1 reconnais­
sance of the moon." •
This much-censored closed-door 
testimony by Maj.-Gen. Bernard 
A. Schriever. commander of the 
air force ballistic missile division 
was released Wednesday by the
M O M  A N D  B O A R D
I
B Y  G EN E A H ER N
Pope M ay G o 
To Lourdes' 
Centennial
1950 %-TON TRUCK — FAIR 
condition, $375. Phone 2172 or 
4030. 119
Au to Financing
CAR BUYERS! OUR LOW COST 
fginancing plan will help you 
make a better deal. See us for 
details now before you buy. 




Kelowna product. Machine and 
Hand Laundry. Household _ ,and 
Commercial use. Jake Reimer, 
phone 3408 or 3056, 140
Motels -  Hotels
LOST — REGISTERED English 
Setter, black and white, tatoo 
1 marks in ears. Lost in vicinity of 
KLO Rd. and Benvoulin Rd. Dec. 





Kelowna Auto Courts and Motels 





WELDER AND LIGHT PLANT, 
portable, electric’ cables,, and 
helmet. Original price $1,175, 
selling $700; fast charger, 6 and 
12 volt, original price $65, sell­
ing $50. Both new condition. Your 
offers considered. Phone 2145.
122
STORE REFRIGERATION, new 
condition 18. lineal feet $l;f)00; 
grocery shelving at cost.-, of 
lumber. Phone Penticton 6162 or 
write G. Blackwell, 1160 Govern­
ment St., Penticton, BjC. 122
MANAGER KELOWNA 
BOARD OF TRADE
Applicant please reply in own 
handwriting to H. S. H. Smith, 
President, 238 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, stating age, marital 
status, education, business ex­
perience and qualifications. Sal­




Completely furnished three room 
duplex units, all utilities, laundry 
facilities, 2 channel Television
138
CHESTERFIELD, BROWN, with 
floral slipcovers, good condition 
$50; heater floor board, 24x24 
inches only $1.80. Phone 7458.
118
WANTED IMMEDIATELY job­
ber salesman, with or without 
light truck to take over bread 
route. Must be able to handle 
money. Contact Mr. Green at 
Cabin 6, Red Top Auto Court.
119
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
live in add take full charge of a 
motherless home and four school 
age children, father away on 
. construction Job. Apply 2359 
Abbott St. For appointment 
phone 8919. 117
RED TQP, AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, 3-room 
individual cottages. Front and 
rear entrances. Private parking 
stalls. All utilities supplied. Low 





ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­




SEE FOR YOURSELVES — 
Women are earning $2.00 or more 
an hour representing Avon Cos­
metics. Openings in. Kelowna, 
Winfield, Oyama areas. Writ’e Box 
3185, Courier. , 114-117
EFFICIENT YOUNG WOMAN 
to take charge confection counter 
a t Paramount Theatre. Must be 
used to handling change. Theatre 
hours. . 120
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
look after two small girls Mon­
day to Friday. After 4:30 p.m. 
Phone 6189. " 118
Property For Sale
COLEMAN OIL HEATER, 55,- 
000 BTU, Model S-555, excellent 





NASSAU, Bahamas (AP) — A 
general walkout of workers vir­
tually has paralyzed this British 
resort colony’s $30,000,000-a-year 
tourist business.
All 16 principal hotels which 
house the majority of Nassau’s 
visitors planned to close today if 
workers did dot return.
Some hotels have operated with 
skeleton staffs since the walkout 
began Sunday over a jurisdic­
tional dispute among taxi drivers. 
Others, including the Royal Vic­
toria, already have closed.
British Overseas Airways Corp. 
halted its flights from Miafrii 
Tuesday but Trans-Canada Air 
Lines, Pan American Airways 
and others continued to operate, 
carrying capacity crowds home.
Police were placed on a 24- 
hour alert. A , part of Britain’s 
Worcester Regiment flew from 
Kingston, Jamaica Tuesday night 
to bolster constabulary forces 
here;
LOURDES, France (AP)—The 
organizing c o m m i t t e e  of the 
Lourdes centenary is preparing 
for a possible one-day visit of 
Pope Pius to the Roman Catholic 
shrine next September.
Officials - said they have re­
ceived the Vatican’s approval for 
preparations for a papal visit 
during the Marian congress Sept. 
10-17. The Pope by then will be 
82.
(Official sources In Vatican 
City declined comment on the re­
port.)
These officials said any Vati­
can announcement w o u l d  be 
made at the last minute, as the 
Vatican does not wish to make 
my announcement that might 
ater be cancelled.
It would be the Pope’s first trip 
abroad since he was elected in 
1939. Rumors that he would come 
to Lourdes for the 100th anniver­
sary celebration of St. Berna­
dette’s visions have .circulated 
here and in Rome in the last 
few months but have never been 
confirmed by Vatican sources
Senate preparedness subcommit­
tee. «
Target dates for these per­
formances were d e le t  e d but 
Schriever said the present Thor 
1,500-mile missile can place “a 
payload satellite in orbit." He 
said by adding an existing third 
stage “ this missile can perform 
unmanned reconnaissance of the 
moon."
If the Thor is modified and 
high-energy fuel stage now being 
developed is added, he said, it 
can make possible initial recon 
naissance of Mars and Venus.’ 
He said that later an improved 
vehicle "could provide manned 
flight around the moon and back 
to the earth."
The Thor is the Intermediate 
range ballistic sessile which the 
air force has been developing as 
a rival to the army’s Jupiter.
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Stefan Cardinal Wyszynskl, pri­
mate of Poland, has turned down 
an invitation to attend the cele­
brations because of the "delicate1 
situations" in his .country.
NASSAU, Bahamas (CP)—Brit­
ish colonial authorities rushed 
planeloads of troops to the Ba­
hamas today in a bid to prevent 
violence in a general strike grip­
ping this sunny resort city,
Two planes, each carrying 40 
troops, landed early today from 
Jamaica with troops of the Wor­
cester R e g i m e n t .  About 150 
troops are expected by nightfall. 
Police are on a 24-hour alert.
Canadian Paper 
Shipments Down
MONTREAL (CP)'— Canadian 
companies shipped 6,363,734 tons 
of newsprint in 1957 compared 
to 6,448,822 tons in 1956, the 
Newsprint Association of Canada 
reported Wednesday.
Exports in 1957 totalled 5,901,- 
527 tons, of which 5,048,863 went 
to the United States. In 1956, total 
exports were 5,971,692 tons, of 
which ’5,229,748 went to the United 
Staes.
In December, 1957, total ship­
ments were 470,986 tons com-, 
pared to 552,351 in December, 
1956. Total exports were 430,583 
against 512,001. The United States 
received 361,519 against 445,545.
M ta a n a u
c n sm m io s
ccxxsQUOiff
Notice To Taxpayers of Kelowna
On dll payments of current taxes made between January 
1st, 1958, and August 30th. 1958, Interest at the rate of 4% 
per annum will be. allowed from the date of payment to 
October 20th, 1958. For example, a payment of $100.00 made 
January 2nd, 1958, will earn $3.19. The 1958 mill rate has not 
been struck. Thircfore payments are accepted on account 
and may not exceed the amount of the 1957 taxes on the 
property concerned.
If a  taxpayer finds It inconvenient to pay his taxes in one 
amount, advantage can be taken of the “Payrhent By Install­
ment” plan, whereby taxe^ can be paid in installments of not 
less than $5.00, This enables taxpayers to budget their taxes 
if they so desire. interest will be allowed from date'of 
payment on any installment , payments' made on or before 
August 30th, 1958. '
D. B.^HERBERT, Collector.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
MODEL 70-308 WINCHESTER 
Featherweight rifle with sling, 
recoil pad and box 180 grain 
shells. Unit 1, Park Motel. 119
ONE PAIR OF MEN’S SKATES, | 
like new, size 9. Phone 3499.
119
Bus Drivers 







, PARIS (Reuters)—The Freiic 
government decided Wednesday tb 
break off defence treaty negotia­
tions with Tunisia.
This move follows the ambush­
ing of a French patrol by Alger­
ian nationalist insurgents near 
the Tunisian frontier last Satur­
day. Fourteen French soldiers 
were killed and five captured in 
the clash.
Tunisia has rejected a  French 
government protest over the inci­
dent and denied that it took place 
in Tunisia or that any armed 
groups or prisoners had crossed 
the border.
The current negotiations be­
tween France and her former 
protectorate, now an independent 
state, were broken off over this 
dispute.
FR YIN G  CHICKEN
Fresh Dressed 
Cut Up In Trays .  .  .  .  .  lb.
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM 
home, furnace, 220 wiring, close 
to school and park, excellent buy, 
terms. Monthly payment $39, In­
cluding taxes and Insurance. 
Phone 4688. 122
HOME WITH REVENUE, HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family. 
Phone 3104 tf
Position W anted
HANDYMAN WANTS JOBS, car­
pentry repairs, painting, clean­
ing, etc, Call Gus, Phono 3355.
120
RELIABLE CARPENTER DE­
SIRES Inaido finishing, kitchen 
cabinets, remodeling and decor­
ating. Very moderate rates. 
Phone 7950. 117
W anted To  Rent
Property W anted
PRIVATE BllYER WANTS TO 
purchase 3 bedroom bungalow. 
Occupancy Feb. 1. Has $2,500 
cash. Balance monthly payments. 
Reply Box 3247 Courier, 118
LONDON (Reuters) — Two bus
____ drivers from Tolpuddle—shrine of
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID I British trade unionism — have 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, been fired for trying to organize 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt a union branch, 
payment made. Atlas Iron and This .modern.’version of+he im- 
Metals Ltd,, 250 Prior St., Van-1 mortal “Tolpuddle m a r t y r s "  
couver, B.C, Phone PAclflc 6357. story has been referred to the in-
M-TH-tf dustrial disputes tribunal by the 
_  . .  __ . • i Transport and General Workers
Building Materials union
______ J __________ __ ;_______ British workers have always
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. revered the six agricultural work- 
tor all Building Supplies. Special- ers who in 1834 formed a union 
izing In Plywood. Contractors branch in defiance of authority 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or And were deported ’ as convicts 
Wire Orders Collect, 3600 E. for seven years) as a result. 
Hastings St„ Vancouver, B.C. The 1958 “martyrs,” both mar- 
GLenburn 1500. tf rled men with families, tried to
■ n  j  “  organize g branch of the TGWUFarm I rOQUCG lamong the employees of a Dorset
bus firm.
.... .......... ......„ „ „ „ „  They were fired, and union offi-
IF  YOU WANT FRESH EGGS c|a|s were unsuccessful in trying 
Today s Eggs Delivered Today persuade the management to 
FRESH EGG HOUSE I change Its mind.
895 Wardlaw Avenue
Free delivery cVcry afternoon 
except Sunday 
Phone 8720 or 4575
Business Opportunities
BUTCHER BUSINESS WANTED 
anywhere in the valley. Will pur- 
chof.o full business outright or 
consider half Interest. Address 
replies to P.O; Box 56, Pcachr 
land, B.C. ll7
FOR HALF DAY ONLY, BOAT 
trailer suitable for 18 ft. cruiser 





\  Wo white space. 
Minimum 10 words,
1 Insertion par word 34
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
J l
1940 CHEVROLET DELUXE two 
door sedan. Immaculnte - condi­
tion, tour new tubeless tires, tog 
lights, low mileage. Phono 3613.
119
Fuel And W ood
Abbotsford Field 
Back To Transport
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Trans
_____ _______ __ _____ „  I port Minister Hoes said Wcdncs
FIREPLACE WOOD—DRY Pear day the airport at Abbotsford, 
cut 18" lengths, burns xlcan, pro- B>C ( la ..bcing taken over by the 
duces good heat $14 cord on transport department from the 
orchocd. C. H. Taylor. Phono BCAF" and plans are alrondy bo- 
"hhO' 118 Ung made tor Its expansion and
DRY BUSH WOOD — 2 CORD development, 
load $24.00; cord load 12.50. Im- Tho airport, about 50 miles 
mediate delivery. Phone 2824. : east of hcrc. would be developed
1321 "as nn nltcrnute field tor use by 
GOOD'FIR’ SAW DUST"-' scheduled airlines." he said at a 
MEDIATE delivery. Phono 7587. pre8S conference here.
DRY > IR  BUSH WOOD, ANY | 
length, $14 cord, delivered. Phone
3850.
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD. 
Phone Ivan Splctxcr 6367. 128
3 confecutivo 
insertions - . 
6 conseeuttvo 
or mom —
------per wbrd Z'/t i
Insertions 1 
—  per word 34
Inch
i  coiuwcuUva insertions 
or mom
CUsslIUd Display
One Insertion — — —$1 
3 consecutive . >
Insertions 1.03 inch
A lto d t
.(PantSed Ckurds 
3 count lines daily —$ 3.00 month 
Dally tor 0 months — 330 month 
Each additional Un« „ too  month 
- Oh* inch daily — ,  17A0 month 
One inch
' I time* wMk ,' HUSO monte
Help W anted
, ’ ' H ELP  W A N T ED
A local club requires a  caretaker and caterer.* Man 
and wife preferred. Duties wriuld consist of carrying out 
the general operation of a  clubhouse, including bar and 
catering services.
Apply in writing hefore January 24 vMh outline 
of qualifications and when available,















If unable to ednfset 4 doctor 
D1U TK3
DRUG STORES OPEN
Bandars, Holidays end 
Wedneedayn 
3 pja. to « i»  pirn.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 







No w aist scams to this smart 
n' simple sack drens — Just cinch 
It with a belt! Mom, stitch up 
this Printed Pattern In a day — 
or let daughter moke it with 
your help. She'll be so proud of 
herself. Make it now I 
Printed Pattern 9227: Girls' 
Sizes 6, 8. 10. 12. 14. Size 10 
takes 31k yards 39-Inch fabric.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern! part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENTS <50c) In 
coins (stamps cannot be accep­
ted) for this pattern. Please print 
plainly SIZE. NAME, ADDRESS, 
STYLE NUMBER,
Requests for patterns should bo 
addressed to: Marian Martin, c/o 
The Kelowna Courier Pattern 
Dept.. 60 Front St. W., Toronto, 





a hustling carrierboy 
who makes it bis business to 
speed delivery of today’s news 
to ymr homo—on time, rain 
or shine. He alms to make 
his service please youl
•  NOTHING E Q U A L S
your daily newspaper for 
bringing you the FU LL 
STORY of all that happens 
here a t home and around 
the world I Each day, it 
enables you to “ READ all 
about it" and SEE latest 
photos o f top events andt 
people ‘in the news; a t the 
same time 1 ;
, WHAT’S MORE, It brings
‘ you lastim inute pews of 
sports, fashions, business, 
m a r k e t s ,  am usem en ts ,  
health, 'education, religion, 
and all the tother important 
and interesting topics of 
today, Ab well os the finest 
newspaper features to in­
form and entertain every­
one in your hornet, |
" IF  YOU Are not taking 
this newspaper regularly, 
bettor h4.il the boy whp 
serves your neighbors, or 
phone our office to start 
daily delivery a t once* I t’s 
too exciting a  newspaper, 
.too great a  feature-treat, 
too helpful a  shopping
• guide; for your family to 
rnlsp read ing '  i t  EACH 
DAY! .
■V
EVERY DAY YOU'LL FIND MORE TO READ AND
ENJOY IN
The Daily Courier
For dependable home delivery service to your doorstep every afternoon 
Phone 4445, Circulation Departm ent
• . ( i  • 4 1 1
25c per week, your C arrier Boy collects every two weeks
"Tfi® Trend i t  (o  The Pally C o r n e r "
,l,y
.̂.7, i  ̂I-
’ i' \ w - %
'* *
i'e- -I { xf.#.'...?■ ..
* * *. .*:
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER bow, 
(Top Ice tiM W der In Master*' 




4 K 9 8 6 2  
« K I 5
♦  J
4 T 3 1 T
WEST EAST
4 ----- 410 T 4
V A 8 V Q 9 7 4 3 I
♦  AK10983  4 Q 8
4 Q J 1 0 9 8  * 8 8
SOUTH 
0 A Q J 8 S  
T J1 0
♦  7 8 4 8  
* A K
Tha bidding:
South West , -North East
1 4  8 4  4 4  Paw
Pass 5 *  5 4  Pas
P ass p u s
lead-king of dia-
N O T  A FFEC T IO N A T E, JU S T H U N G R Y
Clown, the high-jumping por­
poise at the Miami, Fla., sea- 
quarium, may appear at first 
glance to have leaped from the 
water just to plant a kiss on 
feeder Jimmy Kline. But there’s
an angle to Clown’s show of af­
fection and esteem. Kline was 
holdil^ a fish in his mouth 
which'Clown lost no time in 
transferring to his.
Shirley Greets Soldier Sweetheart 
With "Death Means Nothing To M e "
LONDON (Reuters)—A 22-year- 
old girl with a hole in her heart 
clasped the hand of her Italian 
soldier sweetheart and whispered 
"Death means nothing to me.” 
Shirley Holmes, tiny English 
girl who has been warned by 
doctors that intense excitement 
might kill her, was reunited 
in the quiet gardens of a
Opening 
monds.
There is a play described by 
Paul Hummell recently in the 
Bridge World magazine which he 
aptly calls the double-whammy 
trump squeeze.
Since the double-whammy is a 
subject that has always been dear 
to my heart anyhow, and my in­
terest was doubly aroused by the 
hand he used to illustrate the 
double-whammy trump squeeze, I 
pass it along to any brethren and 
sistern of the bridge fraternity 
who might be interested.
It seems South found himself 
engaged in an effort to make 
eleven tricks with spades a s  (the defenders, 
trump. When dummy made its | Wham!
appeared decided­
ly bright, but when West early 
showed out of trumps some of 
the radiance vanished with the 
speed of a sputnik.
After winning the diamond. 
West shifted to a club. South won 
and led the ace of spades. A 
heart lead brought the ace from 
West apd another club. South 
won, cashed the queen of spades, 
and ruffed a diamond. When 
East’s queen fell, South realized 
he could not ruff two more dia 
monds In dummy, since East 
would overruff one for the setting 
trick.
So the king of hearts was 
washed and a heart ruffed to 
bring about this position: 
NORTH 
> K 9  
♦  *




* — - 
iOUTII 
*  J 8
i r r
4 — • ■
The jack of spades was led and 
West couldn’t budge. If he dis­
carded a diamond, South would 
hold the lead and ruff a diamond.
If West discarded a club, dum­
my would win, and a club would | 
be ruffed.
Either discard spelled death for I
DAILY CRO SSW O RD
Churchill Mum  
O n  Daugter's 
U .S . Arrest
year-old Pte. Giullo Comparini.
Giulio arrived in Britain this 
week on a 30-day “compassionate 
leave” from the Italian army to 
see the girl he met last June in 
an Italian Riviera resort.
Shirley, born with an opening 
in the wall of her heart, was or­
iginally given only seven years
__ __ ^__  o_____  _ to live. She has been under the
suburban London” hotel with 23'care of specialists all her life.
Recently she announced that 
she would defy doctors’ orders 
by fiving to Italy to see Giulio, 
who had just begun his compul­
sory military service.
WELL AGAIN
Then Giulio’s commanding of­
ficer gave him 30 leave to
visit Britain and the Italian de­
fence ministry helped out with a 
g anl for a plane ticket. '
A* Monday’s reunion Giulio 
gazed fondly at Shirley and «aid- 
Let me look after you and your 
health. In the warmth of Italy, 
among people I know, you will be 
well again. The shadow can be 
lifted—with the help of God.” 
Shirley one day will have to 
undergo a serious heart opera­
tion. Meanwhile, she c a n n o t  
dance, do,housework or become 
upset. It’s too dangerous. '
LONDON (AP) — Sir Winston 
Churchill flew to the Riviera Wed­
nesday for his annual winter va­
cation and gave airport reporters 
no chance to question him about 
his actress daughter Sarah’s ar­
rest for drunkenness in Califor­
nia,
ChurchilTs black sedan pulled 
up at the London airport’s “VIP” 
loifhge, where" reporters con­
verged oh him. As his chauffeur 
started to open the door, the 83- 
year-old statesman glared and 
shook his head, then slouched m 
the back seat and read news 
papers.
When the plane was ready for 
loading, the chauffeur drove the 
car to the foot of the passenger 
stairway leading to the plane.
Puffing his usual long cigar, 
Churchill started slowly up the 
ramp, posed briefly for photog­


































22. Is profitable pre-
24. Bog ceding
25. River (Pol.)^3. Against
CURIOSITY?
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)—An 
Ozarks Airlines plane was pre­
paring for takeoff here when 
everything went black. It taxied 
back to the ramp where an elec­
trician located the trouble — a 
mouse in the electric circuit box 
burned to a crisp.
WEDS STARLET
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)— 
Richard Zanuck, 23, son of movie 
producer Darryl Canuck, was 

























3. Spawn of 
fish
4. Half ems





T H E O LD  H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
£ HE ALWAYS TALKS 
TO  HIMSELF WHEN 
HE'S OUTSIDE O’ 
HIS HOME —7
rris THF QNUf TIME * 
HE'S SUEE AT LEAST 
ONE IS LISTENING TO 
HIM-AND HE ALWAYS
S7?VNL E g -
O  . —
—  ANP HE GETS THE RIGHT A N SW ERS

























a a a a  naaaau  aQL4 anna ua 
wasuaaH am
EIHS D EED  
BHOOK EiUUkiM 
EUHH QiUlS
s u n  au iiM aa ti 
niaafflUHii a  a y  
□eiaaran aranra 
anarara raanr=n m m  amaa
Yesterday’s
Answer




Ur 17 In" *9 “5 ^
ill
w m a m m k w m m .






37“ s r ajT
7 T 3T1
w 35“ ’ v r
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it: J
A X Y D L B A A X R  
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used] 
for the three L's, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, | 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the] 
code letters-are-different.
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
E N A  N W G K A  W R  M A A T K . . . L H L  
J W E N H J C . H J  M V T E H S  G D V T , V J L  
L H L H E X A T O  F A D D — C H D P A T E ;
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: SOME PHRASE THAT WITH THE| 
PUBLIC TOOK WAS ALL HE READ OF ANY BOOK -  MORE.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Stars
B ELIEV E IT  O R  N O T
BIRTHMARK.
ONTHUMOF BIMJWUM KVRKEg 
FO RM  A PERFECT 














SERVED IN TV* t^ U S H  ARMY
> L \ t *. .
UGimtOUJSTMAT 
P AWOMAHYOPMSfttHCff
TR8 OftfAT lOCMmuaKTHOUttof >\t<vr,»«h».wv« '
HAAMOFOq I’fllNCEa'CnuAUM.-* 
OtNCBM. <N rWOUOt&WW-WPG 
eu.LT 6V K5 DAuaKTTR WHO HOPED 
IT WOuiO SAVE a s  MANV Lives
m o A m s  <»**?)
T*
FOR TOMORROW
Don’t shirk duties now. Re­
member that, no matter what 
your occupation, you always 
have competition, and this is 
one day when superiors and 
others in authority will be 
wntching your efforts. Those who 
put forth their best will gain; 
others, will lose out.
FOR TI1E BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
some of the ideas that occur to 
you, especially thosp regarding 
finances, should bo developed 
without delay, since their po­
tential could bp considerably 
lessened if you wait longer than 
a month or two.
Except for the month of Sep­
tember, monetary matters will 
not be under good influences 
during the latter part of the year. 
If your Ideas Involve speculation, 
however, throw them out. This 
Is just not your' year to take 
chances. Conservative policies 
carried out with the lang-range 
view arc the only ones which will 
help you wind up your year on 
the Credit side of the ledger,
In fact, It would pay to be 
conservative In all matters this 
year. Be circumspect in social 
and sentimental relationships; 
emphasize your Innate diplo­
macy within the family circle, 
nnd don't go overboard in plans 
for (ravel or entertainment. It 
won i be worth it,
This does not mean that your] 
year will be an unsatisfactory 
one. It just means that it will| 
pay to use good judgement in all | 
things. Don’t look for- dramatic 
changes in your status and don’t 
believe kthc rosy promises of 
others. Follow the safe nnd sane 
middle road nnd you should end 
the year on nn extremely pleas-] 
ant note,
A child born on this day will | 
bo studious, practical and very] 
industrious.
Auto Tycoon Begins 
Tour O f His Empire
S t. Laurent 
Bids Grits 
Farewell
By ALAN DONNELLY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—Louis St. Lau­
rent, cheered ,to. (ho rafters by 
the Liberals, says the party’s 
greatest days nre still nhend. 
The retiring lender, in his fare 
well speech to the national Lib­
eral convention, told his party 
Tuesday night to look forward, 
not backward to post-mortems of 
its election defeat last June 10 
And ho gave the Liberals n 
boost In their coming election 
battle by aiming a few shafts at 
the P r o g r e s s i v e  Conserva­
tive government.
The new administration, he 
I/)NI)ON (Reuters)—Sir I .eon- sold, has created uneasiness and 
ard Izud, rhairmao of 'British .inertairily among Canadians by 
Motor Corp., lias, left on a 'la rk  of clear and firm ixdlcies, 
round-the-world business tour of 'Die Conservative party which 
his automotive empire. 'ended his eight years ns prime
Ills extensive roi.^t « to - coast'minister had In most fields noth- 
tour of Canada shuts In Vnnrou-'ing to substitute for Liberal, pol- 
ver nnd runs through Calgary.deles. Only In the trade field had 
Edmonton. Winnipeg and,Toronto’it tried to create the Impression 
to Montreal, L it  was offering something new.
'■ 1 ■" ■ ‘ !' ) '■ j
/ & URS E (LL STOP— 
A MINUTE/
BUT TV'S tSTHE 
MCPtTtRRANEANi
CHIOS! TOURISTS 
DON'T NINO TUE 
COLD, C'MONl 
LET’S MAKE JUST 
A SHORT DIVE.
HERE, I U \  BUT HOW fltlY , Bull 
PUT TOUR \ IT’S JANUARY! AMD 





ATTABOY, PSP( BIRD YOU 
i SAND CASTLE...
F STAY BACK! 
MOCK IS DESPERATE 
HE WILL 6NOOT ANY- 
OMB TKYlNS TO 
FOLLOW
MOCK CONFISCATED ONE OFJ GET 
THE OUTLAW REGIMES 6UARO S  THAT
BLONDIE.WHy 
ARE  YOU 
GULPING 
THAT 
B l a c k  <  
COFFEE?
__ _'A «
H A -H A - IT ’S  JUST 
LIPSTICK! WE FOOLED 
DADDY TOO
GIVE M E 
A  SH O T 





ISN’T IT BAO 
LUCK T ’ WALK «= 
UNDER LADDERS?
YEAH, I ’VE HEARD., 
THAT FOOLISHNESS/!
BUT I’M JUST GONNA PROVE 
T* YOU SUCH SUPERSTITIONS 
ARE SILLY, AN’. . .
OIAS.
2 DIO SOWETHING, 
WRONG ?  <
n o  s ig n a l  f o r  
A  R IG H T-H AN D  
TU RN ! r '
SPEAK IN G  O P-TICKETS, 
O FFIC ER ... O U R  SCHOOl- 
RAFFLE  IS  N EX T  W EEK-—
Vzlt D'Mtr PrvJwitoai «’td4 Rî nn 8mr>«4
(fa
i ' l l  s a y  o n e
T H IN G , M O R T Y 1 
^ YOU'RE A  GOOD 
—X SA LESM A N 1
i w jty
!|>W<4 t ;  Kuif v| r«««iu
VUt
.. * ? //
l  REPRESENT 
THE ACE BURGLAR 
ALARAV COUPANY
' R P ^ S




m̂ a Y  I  A SK  W HO yo u  ©OUGHT
IT FRO M  a n d  HOW MUCH ,--- '
------------------C IT C O ST ?
'  CANY GAy T1 
PA L— 
l  KEEP 
ADDINS TO 
IT E V E R Y ,
. yEAR/




I  JU ST  C O T ’ . 
ANO TH ER O NE.'
(5“*
f  ROGERS, You’ve 
GOT NOTHING ON 
US BKCBPT OLD
oyiMcev's ues/
YBAH/ MAKE ^  
THIS OWE PUT
T LOOK-. ROY/ 1 FOUND TH’ 
STOLBfi PAYROLL HID 
UNDER TH’ MATTRESS! : 





YOU MBLP MG “ 
WITH A  PROR.QM1
IP A B o v e  ALUMAUCn 10 794 
A WEEK AND MS GRAWDPATHEIt j  
increases rrgoy,.
HOW WUCrtVOLLir- ^ 1 HIO
m  o*r1 rr—
THE. TEXTBOOK \  [i
usually cays
TATHaRV LOTm  see ir...
s i #
f j  if 
M I L
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Bakery "Treat of the Week 
D A T E A N D  C H O C O LATE
COFFEE CAKES
2 f o r49 c
C HELSEA CHOICE CUT G R EEN
BEANS
15  O Z . TINS
3(or49c
L Y N N  V A L L E Y
PEACHES
15 O Z . TINS
3 f o r49 c
B ER R Y LA N D  CHOICE W H O LE
APRICOTS
15  O Z . TINS
3 fo r  49 c






o r H -
C A T ER U N E
COOKIES
FR U IT  and SPIC E, K R U N C H IES , G IN G ER  S N A PS
P K G S .: .  .vl
\
2 f o r  49  c
N A B O B  CHOICE
TOMATOES
28 O Z . TINS
2 fo r  49  c
R O Y A L  C ITY FA N C Y  C R EA M  S T Y LE
CORN
15 O Z . TINS
4 fo r  49 c
t
G O LD  S TA TU E TIDBITS
PINEAPPLE
20 O Z . TIN S
2 for49c .
LOCAL RED PONTIAC





California, Large Solid eHads. each
Arizona
Fine For Salads
Local, 5 lb. cello bag
C A M P B ELL'S \
TIN S




/  . VT H E  D A U .T  C O U R I E R ,  T h u * .  l u u  I t .  I K S
M O S T T A LK ED  A B O U T  
B Y  B .C . HOUSEW IVES
This is the solo ©very housewife has learned 
to watch for, a t SUPER-VALU! Save a few 
pennies on every 49 cents you spend. • .on  
canned goods, packaged foods and non­
food items. See how quickly pennies saved 
add up to much more for your money. Shop 
by tlje signs that say "49" and SAVE a t 
SUPER-VALU.
N AB O B  PU R E H A W A IIA N
48 O Z . TIN S
2  for 4 9  c
DELBROOK
8 O Z . P K G S .
2 f o r 4 9 c
R O V ER
<1 I
TIN S
6 f o r 4 9 c
P ER FEX
BLEACH
64 O Z . JA R
P R ED R ES S ED  G o v 't Inspected
j
■ V' *4fc“-
In " P o l f  Bags
« ' \ v- ■
KRAFT DINNER
P K G S .
i
; 0
SUPER V A LU  JU M B O  S IZE
/ . /  4
R I N D L E S S  
Sw ift's 
Empire Brand
E A C H
i
B E E F
t i r a d e
Contains Roast, Stew and Chops .
B o n e le s s
Grade
S C O n iE S  FLA T
P K G S .
P U R EX
ROLLS
K IN G 'S  FRESH FR O ZEN
CH IC KEN -  TU R K EY -  BEEF
- \
V
A ll Prices Effective 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
January 16 th, 1 7 th  and 18 th \
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/
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^  k i , r  Ax>.
i . . ’ j . W t \ x
T H U R . .  J A N .  I t .  U S t
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A B O A R D  M ISSIN G  Y A C H T
Coast Guard planes and sur­
face craft are combing offshore 
waters in the Florida area for 
trace of the long-overdue racing 
yacht Revonoc, owned by Har­
vey Conover, New York sports­
man-publisher. Conover, shown 
with,,his wife, their son Law­
rence and .the latter's wife, Lau-
rine. are aboard the missing 
craft. So is a friend of the fam­
ily, William Flue'gelman of 
Scarsdale, N.Y. The yacht was 
due in Miami Jan. 4, when the 
worst stoi'm of the year was 
whipping SOuth Florida. Two 
fishing vessels with four aboard 
are also missing. .
T H E  D A I L Y  C O U R I E R














Twice Nightly 7:00 and 9:15 p.m, 
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 p.m.
Coming Next Week 
“THE HELEN MORGAN STORY” 
Ann Blyth — Paul Newman 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
WASHINGTON (API -  Four 
United States senators, all for­
mer American delegates to the 
United Nations, endorsed today a 
proposal that members of the 
world organization be Invited to 
Join in a program aimed at man­
ning space for peace. - ( 
They did not indicate whether 
they thought Russia would go 
along with the idea, put forth by 
Senator Lyndon Johnson (Dem, 
Tex.),
Senators H u b e r t  Humphrey 
(Dem. Man.). John Sparkman 
(Dem. Ala.), H. Alexander Smith 
(Rep. N.J.) and John Sherman 
Cooper (Rep. Ky.) voiced ap­
proval in separate interviews 
of Johnson's suggestion, which 
would Include also a brpad ex­
change of satellite information.
J o h n s o n ,  the. Senate Dem­
ocratic leader, heads the Senate 
preparedness subcommittee’s in­
quiry into the “missile end satel­
lite programs,. .
He told a meeting Tuesday 
that efforts should be made to 
enlist Russia and all other mem­
bers of the UN to share the en­
deavor to make outer space an 
"outpost for peace.”
There was no immediate ad­
ministration .reaction to the pro­
posal.
Humphrey said of Johnson’s 
proposal:
"A move of this kind would 
have the sympathetic support of 
the majority of the nations and 
the people of the world. If Rus­
sia accepted, it could lead to a 
better world understanding.
"If the Soviets rejected the 
idea, at least we would have 
what .we could for. peace. It 
would be kind of nice to be on 
the initiative."
Cooper said Johnson's idea 
parallels that of President Eisen­
hower for world co-operation 
in the development "o f atomic 
energy for peaceful purposes.
" I am for any move that would 
advance the prospects of peace­
ful control of space," Cooper 
said.
Sparkman- said that an invita­
tion such as Johnson proposed 
could be regarded only as “a 
step forward in the struggle for 
peace."
Smith agreed with Johnson’s 
thesis that a  .buildup In weapons 
alone will not be sufficient to 
maintain American security. In
offering his plan Johnion said the 
U.S. needs "far more than a  





By ELTON C. FAY 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The gov­
ernment has cast high secrecy 
around any details of its brief 
admission that on at least one 
occasion a United States Air 
Force plane carrying a nuclear 
weapon crashed without explod­
ing the weapon.
The defence department, ap­
parently acting after consultation 
with other government agencies,, 
has refused to say where or when 
the accident occurred, or to say 
whether more than one such in­
cident might have occurred. 
...However, there is a growing 
belief that the accident men­
tioned by the. air force Monday 
occurred within the last year in 
the continental .United States and 
involved a B-Vf-medium bomber.
The pilot and co-pilot of a B-29 
which crashed and burned Aug. 
5, 1950 in California confirmed 
Tuesday that their craft was car­
rying the outer casing of an 
atomic bomb. But they could not 
say whether it was to that crash 




VICTORIA (CP)—Cat fanciers 
now are free to keep as many 
cats as they want-in Victoria.
Council Monday removed from 
a new pound "bylaw all restric­
tions on the number of cats which 
may be kept by any one house­
holder. ■ '
It was previously proposed that 
a regulation' restricting (house­
holders to five cats be included 
in the new bylaw. Any more than 
five cats would have required a 









Regular 75.00. S a le ___—  ______——----- ------- -----------65,00
Regular 79.50, S a le ________ . . . . . . . . —  ------------------- 69.50
Regular 95.00, Sale ................. .......................-______ ! . . . . .  75.00
Special Group Made-to-Measure Suits— C O C A
Regular 75.00. Sale  ....... ................. .— .J7 .JU
Made-to-Measure Pants and Sports Slacks—
Regular 25.00. S a le___i —. . . ...... ................. ...........
Regular 27.50. Sale ..............—------------- . . . ------- ------22.50
Regular 32.50. S a le .. . . . .___ . . . . - .................. - ............... 26.50
Men’s Suit Special (In stock) English worsteds, tweeds, flannels,
etc. Regular to 65.00. Sale -------- ------- ------------------ 1 ... 39.50
Regular to 69.50. Sale - ........................... ............... ^ . .  -49,50
Regular to '75.00. Sale' . . . i . . . ...................................... . 59.50
Men’s Overcoats—drastic reductions on entire stock,
All wool English Tweeds.  ̂ n n  ( A
Reg. 49.50. S a le ....... .............................. ........................A7.JU
Regular 59.50. Sale ____: . . ._ .................................... . 39.50
All wool donegal tweeds, Jl C AA
Regular 59.50. Sale . . . . . . ............................ ................. *W «w v
Wool Gabardine Topcoats. a a  p a
Regular 49.50. Sale..... ........................-___:.................... OT» j U
Men’# Sports Jackets—Our entire stock of high. 1 M /  A c t  
. grade Harris Tweeds and English Tweeds a t ___ IU /O Urr
BALANCE HIGH GRADE SUIT STOCK AT 10% REDUCTION
■ •_____________  . . .  I >( K ■ v ______
iEN'tSIITO
W 2■Nki
Ladies' W ear Department
Ladles’ Coats—All wool fancy tweeds, fitted and y  n r r  
rap  around styles. Reg. to 75.00. January Special /3  " r r
Ladies’ Coats—The balance of our finest *)f\0/  A irs*  
quality coats. Interlined and chamois lined jCU/O U l JV.*
’ Sports Coats—All wool blanket cloth. .Double
breasted styles. Flecked and plain 1 C  AC 
colors. To 29.95 for .......... ............  ■ J * » J
Bomber Jackets—In nylon with O  AC 
quilted lining. 15.95 for .....................
Ladles’ Suits—All wool English worsteds and 
fancy tweeds,1 etc: Regular to 1/  A r r  
fli.OO. Special values ......... ....... . . . .  / '  U lT
Orion Coats—In shortic, full length and
SSSi
i , * * * ■> 1, ’ ■' p*’-* 1 y ". •1 1 |.
House Costa, Branch Coats—In rayon, cotton 
quilted, full length in flannel., a a q /  A r r
l b  24.95 a t .................................. A V 7 p  V IT
Skljrts-^-In the finest quality wool tweeds, ete.
3  .........2 0 %  O FF
D re s s e s  — All wool tweeds, and top quality 
wool)cns. Lovely styles. <ICO/ fftlC r 
Up to 37.05 at .......... „...........  A * / *  M » V
Dresses—In crepes and! rayon. A a o /  M Cf* 
Up to 29.95. Special---- . . . . .  a U /O  IJWV*
aidKnitted Sntts—Finest quality Bouclc—2 ond a a a q /  n i C f  
, pteco atyles. Slew 12 to 20. Reg, to 49.50 a t . .  * v 7 0  U lO y*
'■ ■ ' ■' ■ ' ■ 1 ■.: 111 / i ,. - -'ii- ■. 1 ■ ;* .
ttyons. crepes, fancy silks, etc. ‘ A  AC
Reg,Vp to 24.95. Special ............................... ; ..............
See the bargains In Children’s Wear. Dry Goods, Piece Goods,
Shoe Department
Women’s Slippers — Felt with cushion sole.
Moccasin style. 1 7*1
Women’s "Sno”  Boots, Curling Boots, etc.;
Regular 13.05. . A AC
Spcejal, p a i r .................................... 7 » 7 J
Women’s Black Nylon Overshoes,
pair . . .1 . . ..................................... .
Women’s Evening Shoes-Reg.
values to 7.05. Pair .................
Group 1—Heel Hugger and other high grade shoes.
To 16.05. Special, p a i r .............................v—  i-----
Group 2—Style Shoes—Regular to 11.95 pair. Special, pair 6.95 




Final Clearance of Women's Shoes
Values to 11.95 , A AC
fqr ..............................................a, ..........................
Values to 14.95 '  ^  g j j
25% OFF ALL LUGGAGE
Men’s SUppers—Packards,' Romeo and opera slippers, a  n r
To 7.45 for, p a ir ........................... ..................................... * 1 .7 3
Men’s Dress Shoes — By Scott Mclfale ond Saville
Reg. 16.95 to 18.95, January Special, pair ..............
Men's Snow Boots—Leather tippers with shonrllng 
lining, zipper style, gnxork soles. 15.95 value Tor, pr.
Men’s 12”  Bobber Boots — Ranger style.
Regular 12.95 for, pair ........... ........... .....................
12 .9 5
10 .9 5  
r .8 .9 5
Dry Goods Department
'h  PRICESPECIAL BARGAINS 2 Tables Remnants to Clear at
Amsslng Bargains In Wool Dress Materials, Cottons, Prints, 
Drapery, Curtain Materials, flannelettes, Corduroys, Plastics,
All at 1/2 Price
I' « '
sr*
Geo. A  Meikle Ltd.
■ • ■ .  • ■ • ); ? . . • 
T o  C l e a r  — fine Figure Skates For Women
5 . 8 8  1
SOLD ONIY BY 
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Big features at low price! With finest 
Sheffield steel hollow ground blkdes.
Fully lined with suede leather for snug 
lasting 90mfort. White uppers,
8.98......................... .
Special! Hockey O utfits
Sizes 3 to 5 ,
Select cowhide uppers, leather lined and 
padded for lasting comfort. Built in j 
reinforced tendon guards — special hard 1 
toes. Polished, rustless tube blades | 
hardened alloy steel. Black uppers,.
Regular 9.98 ....................... “
Same Popular O u tfit
IN MEN’S FULL SIZES 
Regular 13.95
. 8 8
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Season's Lowest Prices
S N O W  T IR E S
/  t - ■ . *V - I. .
•  “Storm Master” Snow Tires are guaranteed 12 months 
against all road'hazards!
•  New winter tire tread-depth (or deep biting traction 
in snowt slusb, mud, sand.
•  Factory rebuilt sidewall to sidewall! Only carefully 
selected casings'-used!
•  Other sizes At similar savings.
•  S>ave even more by trading id 
your old tires;'
•  Regular 16.95. v
NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED
1
Y O U R  
C H O I C E
............ " W
x  ^
A P A I R
i r . .
. -X  -- : , Season's ̂ Lowest Prices,.y ;::y 4̂
\  f r m  4 > > > f
: ■ *v V-’ V- v. 1 V?*:- W- *+'
;  ,- v  ,- ->  /  (  1 ; / /
' -  . • ■ ]  1 J  ■ ■
FREE j  '
I N S T A L L A T I O N  f  C  ' ^
-  y - y  v  / /  
I
670x15 Tube Type
•  Storm King snow tires are guaranteed 12 months 
against all road hazards! v  <
•  Alternate tread (or tougher winter driving — with 
• full ngw tire tread de t̂h (or traction in the snow,
sand, ntud and slush. .
•  Factory rebuilt from sidewall to sidewall. ;
•  Save even more by trading In
old tires. . - . ,V*- ,'
•  Regular 17. 95, f
•  AU'sizes at similar reductions. ‘
NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED
S IM P S O N S -S E A R S r  ’ '
« ;/’ yLi.n vl'/i .1 \  ?■ “ ~ ^  *
i-T".'. I". ̂
■
•t \  7 - V . 2  . !i .
Over 2300
■ >■ • 1 ■■■
Price Cuts
> 1 - f  , ,v 1. 1 , 1
1 Phone our Catalogue Soles Dept* 
for your copy -  2901
...........................
, 0^ er c o p  -  No extra charges -  
Buy on our Easy Payment Plan r  
Look for the many "No Down Pay- 
' m e n t ^ B u y e 'V ^ ; ^ '
Shop the Maiy,"Way ^  Shop from 
you r home Jby telephone -  29 0 1
*
Satisfaction Or Money Refunded Phone 3805BERTRAM and BERNARD l Mlj
